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ABSTRACT

G lobal warming is endangering the Earth’s ecosystem. It is imperative for

humanity to limit greenhouse gas emissions in order to combat rising

global average temperatures. Demand-side management (DSM) schemes

have widely been analysed in the context of the future smart grid. Often they are

based on game-theoretic approaches to schedule the electricity consumption of

its participants such that it results in small peak-to-average ratios (PAR) of the

aggregated load.

In order to guarantee high comfort levels for the consumer, we investigate DSM

schemes on the basis of individually owned energy storage systems. The scheduling

of these batteries is incentivised by a specific pricing function offered to the users.

Within this thesis we cover various aspects for these type of management schemes.

Firstly, we design a simple game-theoretic scheduling mechanism and anal-

yse how the battery model, more specifically the round-trip efficiency, affects the

outcome. From the simulations we find the importance of highly efficient energy

storage systems for the engagement of participants.

Secondly, the simple scheduling mechanism is replaced with a more advanced

dynamic game, that models fine-grained control over the battery. For this novel game,

we derive an analytical solution for the best response of a user, considerably speeding

up the solution algorithm for the game. Furthermore, a comparison between the

two games also shows the improvements in reducing the PAR of the aggregated

load. Based on the augmented game, we investigate the resilience of the equilibrium

solution with respect to inevitable real-world forecasting errors. One of the main

findings of this thesis is reflected in the results showing the robustness of the

schedules for a large number of simulated scenarios and even in the worst-case.

Thirdly, we explicitly deal with the finite horizon effect that occurs due to the

fixed time frame of the game mechanism. This eventually leads to a DSM system

which results in a mean PAR of the aggregated load close to the optimum. Further

studies show that these outcomes can be achieved due to the interaction of the

households. Individual scheduling of batteries reduces the potential reduction of

PAR and is especially detrimental for the robustness against forecasting errors.
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Fourthly, the developed model is analysed with respect to cyber-physical attacks.

We develop a novel type of data-injection attack on the forecasted data and show

their impact. After suggesting suitable monitoring strategies to the utility company,

a game-theoretic model is employed to understand their decision making process.

Finally, we investigate which battery size is optimal for such a DSM scheme.

The respective experiments give insight into the different factors that determine

the sizing of the battery. From the results we can infer that certain types of users

only require a small scale battery system to achieve considerable gains.

Overall, this thesis provides an in-depth analysis of a demand-side management

scheme that can be employed by prosumers all around the world in the nearest

future. Furthermore, the experiments give insights to utility companies to focus on

community approaches and how they can mitigate potential cyber attacks.
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NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS

This chapter gives an overview of the notation that is used consistently

throughout this thesis. Vectors are labelled with bold font and denoted

by square brackets, e.g. a = [a1, . . . ,aN ]. Vector elements may carry a su-

perscript and/or a subscript. If so, the superscript refers to a temporal interval,

while the subscript denotes the participating household. Sets are labelled with

calligraphic font and denoted by curly brackets, e.g. N = {1, . . . , N}. What follows is

a list of the commonly used notation:

An set of actions available to player n

a action profile

at
n action of player n during interval t

Bn electricity bill for household n

c2, c1, c0 cost function coefficients

d̄t
m demand of household m during interval t

dt
n net-demand of household n during interval t

gt quadratic const function

H+ set of possible charging decisions

H− set of possible discharging decisions

l t
m load of household m during interval t

lm schedule of loads for household m

Lt−n average aggregated load of all households other than n during interval t

Lt aggregated load during interval t

N set of households that participate in the game

N number of game participants

M set of all households

M number of all households
N/M participation rate

Sn set of mixed strategy profiles for player n

s mixed-strategy profile

smin minimum state-of-charge
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smax maximum state-of-charge

T set of intervals for the scheduling period

T number of intervals for the scheduling period

un real-valued utility function for player n

wt
n renewable production of household n during interval t

εd forecasting error for the demand

εw forecasting error for the renewable generation

η+ charging efficiency

η− discharging efficiency

ηinv efficiency of hybrid inverter

λ ratio of attacked players

Φ+ charging limit

Φ− discharging limit

ρ+ charging rate

ρ− discharging rate

ρ̄ self-discharging rate

The following abbreviations are used:

CC Constant Current

CV Constant Voltage

DP Dynamic Programming

DSM Demand-Side Management

FDI False-Data Injection

GTS Game-Theoretic Scheduling

GTSWC Game-Theoretic Scheduling With Constraint

IB Ideal Battery

HAN Home Area Network

LAN Local Area Network

NE Nash Equilibrium

PAR Peak-to-Average Ratio

PV Photovoltaic

RB Realistic Battery

SOC State-Of-Charge

UC Utility Company

WAN Wide Area Network
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INTRODUCTION

G lobal warming is posing a serious threat to the Earth’s ecosystem. According

to studies presented by NASA, eighteen of the nineteen warmest years

have all occurred this century [NASA, 2019a]. The effects of this are felt

all around the globe: more frequent wildfires, longer periods of drought, melting of

polar ice caps and the resulting rise of seawater levels to name but a few [NASA,

2019b]. Since the keeping of reliable records in 1880, the seawater level has risen

by approximately 20cm and is expected to further rise by up to 120cm until 2100.

Many countries have committed to the Paris Agreement of 2015 [European

Commission, 2016] to limit global warming to below 2.0 degrees above pre-industrial

levels. In order to achieve this, it is essential to restrict greenhouse gas emissions.

Roughly a quarter of the total energy consumption in the EU stems from residential

households; a majority of which comes from burning fossil fuels [Eurostat, 2019].

Instead, one should use carbon-friendly energy resources, such as renewable energy

from wind or the sun. Unfortunately, their integration into the powergrid on a large

scale is a challenging task due to the intermittent nature of these resources.

The requirement of advanced infrastructure to guarantee the stability of the

power system led to the development of the smart grid concept. To put this idea

into context let us briefly highlight how the current power grid developed. The

first power grid was established in 1882 in a small neighbourhood of 85 house-

holds [Power2Switch, 2012]. It relied on direct current (DC). Soon afterwards it was

understood that large scale centralised power plants will be able to operate more

efficiently than the local dynamos. In combination with alternating currents (AC) to
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

allow for long distance transmission with low losses, a power grid was implemented

which essentially has not changed since then.

The smart grid can be seen as an extension to this. There is no universally

accepted definition but the following will be used throughout this thesis [Jenkins

et al., 2015]:

“A Smart Grid is an electricity network that can intelligently integrate

the actions of all users connected to it – generators, consumers and

those that do both – in order to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic

and secure electricity supplies.”

That means, in addition to the legacy power grid infrastructure, the system also has

a communication infrastructure that connects the different stakeholders in the net-

work. Within the smart grid, the end users gain considerable importance. Whereas

they were merely passive consumers beforehand, they now become proactive partic-

ipants in the power network. A household that is equipped with a renewable energy

resource is called a prosumer; a neologism based on the fact that they are producer

and consumer at the same time.

A key element in the concept of a smart grid is the smart meter. It is a device

that enables the monitoring of electricity usage at a substantially higher frequency

than before. Instead of quarterly manual readings of the electricity meter, a smart

meter remotely transmits consumption data that is collected at half-hour intervals

over the course of a day. Furthermore, the smart meter is able to receive signals

from the respective utility company. This is a major driver for the implementation

of demand-side management (DSM) schemes. In contrast to the existing system in

which production is always adjusted according to the demand of the users, here the

users can be incentivised to change their consumption.

Figure 1.1 shows the six commonly sought after outcomes of how the users’ load

might be shaped. Depending on the type of signal and the reaction of the users one

differs between three types of demand-side response1. The first one is referred to as

automatic. It requires specialised hardware, i.e. smart appliances such as a smart

washing machine, which can be remotely controlled. This signal comes directly from

the utility company with the advantage of being very quick and less risky for them

as they are in full control. A potential drawback for the utility company may be that

in order to have a considerable impact on the aggregated load a large number of

these appliances are necessary and it is unclear who is paying for those. For the

1Technically, demand-side response is not synonymous to demand-side management. Demand-side
management aims to improve flexibility on the consumer side, whereas demand-response refers to
approaches encouraging users to make short-term changes in their energy consumption [RESPOND,
2018].
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Figure 1.1. Potential load-shaping results.
The six panels show a schematic overview of the commonly sought after outcomes of
load-shaping. While a) to d) (peak clipping, valley filling, load shifting, and flexible
load shaping) fall under the category of demand-response activities, e) and f) are
referred to as strategic load growth and energy efficiency, respectively. (Adapted
from [Lampropoulos et al., 2013])

user the question is whether they are willing to completely give away their decision

in return for a financial reward.

The second demand-side response type is known as manual DSR. In such a

scheme, the utility company sends a signal for increasing or lowering the load and

it is the consumer who decides how they want to react. As they stay in control of

their appliances, the users are expected to be more accepting for such an approach.

Nevertheless, it also gives less security to the utility company. Households might

simply miss the signal or are not willing to react to it. Compared to the automatic

approach, there is no special equipment needed other than the smart meter. There

is a third type, called contractual DSR, but as this is first and foremost aimed at

large scale consumers such as commercial or industrial customers, this is beyond

the scope of this thesis.

Aside from DSR approaches, another way of changing the load is to implement

the possibility for energy exchange between individual households. One has to

distinguish between energy trading and energy sharing. The term energy trading is

used whenever there is a direct financial reward for every transaction of electricity

between two households. In contrast to this, during energy sharing, households

share energy with one another for load shaping purposes, i.e. under the influence of

an external incentivising signal. They receive an indirect financial reward according

to how much the load shape follows the targeted one.

When discussing the methods that are used for smart energy management,

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

there are two main approaches: optimisation and game theory. In their nature they

are close to the automatic and manual types of DSR as discussed above, respectively.

As the utility company has the control over the smart appliances in an automatic

scheme, they aim to optimise their usage according to their internal criteria. The

literature provides a plethora of examples including various approaches such as

linear programming, non-linear programming and stochastic optimisation2. In

approaches that make use of game theory, the players, i.e. the households, perform a

sort of “distributed optimisation”. That means in this case we model their decisions

rather than the decision of the utility company. Often the game is directed through a

specific pricing function, which can be understood as the signal we discussed in the

manual DSR scheme. Under the assumption that all the households are rational and

only care about their own good, the most common game form is a non-cooperative

game. In case we also want to study the decision of the utility company, e.g. how

they set the pricing, Stackelberg games would be the most suitable approach.

Within this thesis, I investigate a day-ahead demand-side management approach

based on the usage of individually owned battery storage systems. It can be seen as

a manual approach in which the utility company is only providing a specific pricing

function as a signal and it is up to the consumers to react to it. As the households are

using electricity storage to shape the load, none of their appliances are interfered

with, giving them a high level of comfort. The resulting load shape that is aimed for

is a flat profile.

Throughout the PhD, I explored various aspects of such a demand-side man-

agement scheme. This thesis aims at tying them all together to give a complete

story that allows the reader to understand the journey I have taken over the past

three years. To achieve the complete picture, several objectives were defined going

both deeply into the game-theoretic approach as well as covering various aspects of

applicability such as optimal sizing and cyber security. Firstly, I pursued to develop

a game-theoretic model that captures the interaction of independent (and rational)

households which also includes the uncertainty of necessarily forecasted data. The

two main stages until the completion of this objective were eventually published

in peer-reviewed journals and make up two chapters in Part II. A part of this ob-

jective was also to understand the robustness against inevitable forecasting errors.

Secondly, it was the objective to understand the potential impact of cyber security

attacks on the system and to be able to give sensible advice to utility companies

who employ a demand-side management scheme of this type. The third major group

of objectives was formulated around the applicability in realistic scenarios. This

included the intention to understand the value of interaction between households

2For instance [Haider et al., 2016a,Bahrami and Amini, 2018,Liu et al., 2018a]. Further references
are reviewed and discussed in Chapter 3
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as well as an investigation into the optimal battery sizing.

1.1 Methodology

In order to study the aforementioned objectives, I considered a residential neigh-

bourhood comprised of households that are equipped with lithium-ion batteries

and/or a locally installed renewable energy resource, and those that do not have

access to these devices. A demand-side management protocol was designed which

clarifies the steps that are undertaken and who is involved in each of these. An

essential part of the program is the specifically implemented pricing scheme that is

known to every participant in advance. It relates the price per energy unit to the

combined consumption of all households in the neighbourhood for each interval of

the upcoming day. Thus it provides an indirect incentive for the users to ‘collaborate’

with each other. This collaboration is modeled by a game-theoretic approach.

Throughout the experiments, a detailed battery model is employed making the

results more relateable to the real-world application. This is also done to evaluate

the game-theoretic outcomes in challenging scenarios and providing evidence for

the overall suitability of the approach.

Following this spirit, I also performed all of the simulation for extensive time

periods. This allows for a more sophisticated analysis and gives the opportunity to

gain deeper insight into the achievements and limitations. The data that was used

as the input consists of both simulated and real-world data.

Considering the evaluation metrics, I specifically selected them to achieve the

following: They should represent the outcomes for both sides, i.e. to answer the

questions “How beneficial is the approach for the utility company?” and “How does

the user benefit from taking part in the scheme?”. Furthermore, the metrics are

well established in the literature which allows for direct comparisons with other

research groups. More details on the evaluation metrics are discussed in Section 4.5.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

The contributions of this PhD thesis are the following:

• The implementation of an advanced battery model for lithium-ion batteries

and showed the importance of its characteristics in a game theoretic DSM

scenario. In particular I studied the involvement of the households in the

proposed battery scheduling game.

• The introduction of a novel discrete time dynamic game for energy storage

scheduling and derived an analytic solution for the best-response problem of
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each individual prosumer. The system is shown to be robust against forecast-

ing errors of the demand and generation of the households even in the worst

case scenario. Furthermore, I studied different compositions of neighbour-

hoods and how the participation rate of the game affect the potential outcome

of the DSM scheme. Eventually I assessed the costs that are associated with

the necessary interaction between the households and whether it is worth

playing the game.

• The development of a class of false-data injection attacks on forecasting

data to study the cyber-physical security of the system. In an international

collaboration, we analysed the effects of these attacks and investigated the

decision-making process of a utility company trying to defend against them.

• The performance of extensive simulations to provide an in-depth insight on

how optimal sizing of batteries in DSM schemes depends not only on aggre-

gated statistics but also on the specific temporal patterns that characterise

individual households.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

This section aims to give the reader an outline of the entire thesis. Each chapter

starts with an overview of its content and how it fits into the overall thesis.

This thesis is split into three major parts: preliminaries, contributions, and

conclusions & future work. Part I provides the required background to fully under-

stand and relate to the contributions in the subsequent part. Part I starts with an

introduction to fundamental concepts in game theory (cf. Chapter 2). Furthermore,

it includes a focussed literature review in Chapter 3, that puts the contributions of

the PhD thesis into perspective. Chapter 4 summarises the models for the neigh-

bourhood, the individual households, the battery storage systems and the renewable

energy resources. Additionally, it also describes the data sets that were used and

the evaluation metrics that were applied throughout.

For a reader who is familiar with the topic, I would like to suggest skipping

the first part (cf. Part I) entirely since the chapters in Part II are mostly self-

contained and whenever necessary contain a reference to an earlier introduced

concept. Moreover, each of the contribution chapters has been adapted from an

original peer-reviewed publication in either a journal or a conference proceeding.

Chapter 5 introduces a static game approach for scheduling household batteries.

Its content was initially presented at a conference [Pilz et al., 2017a] and awarded

with the best paper prize. An extended version of the manuscript was subsequently

published in a peer-reviewed journal [Pilz et al., 2017b]. The next chapter, published
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in [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a], can be seen as the heart of this thesis. Within it the

dynamic game approach is developed including its analytic solution for the best

response problem. Furthermore, various aspects of the approach are studied such as

the convergence behaviour of the solution algorithm, a detailed comparison to the

scheme of the previous chapter, the influence of participation rate and forecasting

errors, as well as the influence of the pricing parameters. Chapter 7 extends the

dynamic game approach to deal with unwanted finite horizon effects. Additionally,

it discusses the value of the game-theoretic approach compared to individual optimi-

sation. The results were presented at a conference and published in the respective

proceedings [Pilz et al., 2018]. Cyber security aspects are considered in Chapter 8,

published in [Pilz et al., 2019a]. More precisely, a novel type of false data injection

attack is introduced and analysed. Eventually, the decision-making process of an in-

volved utility company is modelled from which we deduce some practical guidelines.

This part concludes with a study on optimal battery sizing in such a demand-side

management scheme (cf. Chapter 9). Our analysis of how the temporal patterns in

demand and generation affect the optimal sizes was published in [Pilz et al., 2019b].

Part III includes the overall conclusions of the PhD project (cf. Chapter 10)

as well as an outlook into future work (cf. Chapter 11). A particularly interesting

concept is the one of energy sharing in a prosumer community. Preliminary work

published in [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019c] is shown here together with other possible

avenues for further studies.
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2
FUNDAMENTAL GAME-THEORETIC

CONCEPTS

This chapter provides background information to game-theoretic aspects that

will play a role in Part II of this thesis. It aims to build a common basis

for all readers, thus the advanced reader is encouraged to skip this chapter

completely. Whenever suitable, later chapters will directly refer to the relevant

sections.

Game theory has been applied in various areas. Its initial application was in eco-

nomics to understand the behaviour of companies, markets, and consumers [Cournot,

1838]. Another well known example for game-theoretic applications in economics

are auctions. Auctions such as the English auction, double auctions, or second-price

auctions [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009] are usually analysed with game theory.

In politics, game theory is used among other things to design and analyse voting

schemes. This is especially important to guarantee a fair process. The Nobel laureate

K. Arrow studied different notions of fairness and proved that there is no system

that can satisfy all criteria at the same time [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009].

Other areas of research in which game theory is playing an important role

are: (i) Biology, most notably in form of evolutionary games [Hammerstein, 1998]

and also signaling games [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009] to study animal com-

munication, (ii) Philosophy, when answering questions about common knowledge

between different individuals and its consequences, and (iii) Computer science, for

instance for the design of peer-to-peer systems and cyber security.
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What all these examples have in common, is that they focus on the decisions of

individuals who are rational and thus only interested in their own good. They want

to understand/predict the behaviour of these rational individuals and how their

interaction can lead to an equilibrium.

2.1 Brief History

In the 19th century several people, e.g. A. A. Cournot, F. Y. Edgeworth, and

J. Bertrand, used what we would now call game-theoretic approaches. Yet, since

they were all interested in analysing merely their specific problem, without the aim

to develop a more general theory on strategic interaction, the notion of game theory

was not established at this point.

J. von Neumann was the first to start formalising a more standardised approach

in his seminal paper: “Zur Theorie der Gesellschaftsspiele” (1928) [von Neumann,

1928]. Eventually, together with O. Morgenstern, he published the book: “Theory of

Games and Economic Behaviour” (1944) [von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944]

which summarises his work. Its main contributions are solutions for two-person

zero-sum games. This was further generalised by J. F. Nash a few years later. In

his PhD thesis he developed a solution approach for finite n-player, non-zero-sum

games which is today known as the Nash equilibrium.

From then on, game theory developed quickly as a research topic and applica-

tions in various disciplines were explored. Between 1972 and 2012, five Nobel Prizes

were awarded for major contributions to game theory. This includes for instance

the 1994 Nobel Prize for Economics to J. F. Nash for his contributions to the equi-

librium analysis of non-cooperative games. In 2007, L. Hurwicz, E. S. Maskin, and

R. B. Myerson, received the Nobel Prize for the foundation of a completely new field

of game theory: Mechanism design. Within this field, the usual question of “What

equilibrium solution does this game have?” is reversed and the idea is to design a

game which eventually leads to a desired equilibrium.

2.2 Taxonomy1

At the most abstract level, one can classify games into direct and indirect games.

Direct game theory aims to find optimal strategies for players (cf. [von Neumann

and Morgenstern, 1944]), while indirect game theory is concerned with designing

games such that certain outcomes will be achieved by rational players (cf. [Shoham

and Leyton-Brown, 2009]). Within this taxonomy, we focus our attention on direct

1This subsection was partly published in [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019b].
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sequential simultaneous once repeated 

mode of  

playing 

chronology frequency 

imperfect  perfect incomplete complete 

information 

of players awareness knowledge 

Figure 2.1. Taxonomy of non-cooperative games.
The ‘mode of playing’ and the ‘information of players’ are considered and split
into the subcategories chronology and frequency, and awareness and knowledge,
respectively. (©2019 IEEE)

games since these have played a major role in energy applications to this point in

time.

Direct games are divided into two categories: Coalitional games and non-

cooperative games. The difference between these branches of game theory are

the level of modelling and the questions that can eventually be answered. In coali-

tional game theory, the basic modelling unit is a cooperative group. The focus is on

what groups of individuals can achieve without explicitly modelling their individual

actions. As a result it tries to answer questions like: “Which coalition will form?”

and “How should the payoffs be divided among the members of this coalition?”.

In contrast to this, non-cooperative games model the actions of individual ra-

tional players and their preferences. Here, the focus is on the individual and how

they can achieve their own goals. Note that this does not necessarily mean that

they want to harm others or solely focus on themselves. It rather means that each

of them has their own view/description of what their preferences are and they strive

to achieve those. As non-cooperative games are the game type that will be most

important throughout this thesis, our taxonomy will focus on these.

To the best of our knowledge, a generally accepted characterisation of games

cannot be found currently, as many properties overlap in their classification. In

order to introduce a consistent framework, we propose to talk about the ‘mode of

playing’ and the ‘information’ each player possesses (cf. Fig. 2.1). This leads to four

key properties: frequency, chronology, awareness, and knowledge. There are other

criteria, e.g. ‘value’ or symmetry [von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944], but the

ones discussed here are sufficient to cover the relevant aspects for this thesis.
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Figure 2.2. Tree-structure illustration of the Rock-Paper-Scissors game.
Arrows represent possible moves: Rock (R), Paper (P), Scissors (S). Each leaf shows
the utility function for both players, i.e. (outcome player 1, outcome player 2), with
1 denoting a win, 0 denoting a draw, and -1 denoting a loss. The dotted line shows
that player 2 is not aware of which move was played by player 1.

Frequency of play Here, we differentiate between games that are played once

and games that are played repeatedly. The repetition of a game with the same

opponent usually results in different behaviours, as the players have to consider

the impact of their actions on the opponent for the next round. The utility function,

i.e. the outcome for each player, for such games is usually a (weighted) average over

the payoffs of each round. The closely related topic of learning in games is discussed

in [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009].

Chronology of play This refers to either simultaneous or sequential games

(cf. Figure 2.1). In a sequential game players move in turns and eventually reach

the end of the game where the outcome is defined by a utility function. Moreover,

in each turn players might have different actions available. In contrast, players of

simultaneous games do not have the ability to react to their opponent. They choose

their actions at the same time. This is why they are also called ‘one-shot’ or ‘static’

games.

Note that there is an important difference between a repeated static game and a

sequential game. Whereas the utility function can be evaluated after each round of

a repeated game, it can only be evaluated once at the end of a sequential game. An

important class of sequential games are Stackelberg games [von Stackelberg, 2010].

They originated within an economic application where an established company

and a startup compete for market share. The sequential nature is expressed by

the burden (or chance) of the bigger company to move first, while the startup can

react to the respective decision. More generally, the game exhibits a leader-follower

structure. In the energy context we will see a dominant application of this structure,

where the seller(s) takes the role of the leader, while the buyer(s) acts as a follower.

One way to represent sequential games is in the form of a tree structure (cf. Fig-

ure 2.2). Each node stands for a certain player and the links originating at the node

14
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show their current move set. The utility function is only defined for the leaves of

the tree. This makes the analysis of such games more difficult, as no inbetween

evaluation is available. The solution of such a game can be obtained by backward

induction [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009]. The backward induction algorithm de-

fines values for the utility at each node of the tree. The equilibrium is then achieved

by best response at every node. Unfortunately, the procedure might be intractable,

for instance for chess or go, as the number of possible board configurations is ex-

tremely large [Goldberg, 1987]. J. von Neumann [von Neumann, 1928] pointed out

that one could model a simultaneous game as a sequential game with players being

unaware of the other player’s move. His idea leads to the next classifier.

Awareness of players In the literature, one usually refers to perfect and imper-

fect information. The game of chess serves as a good example of a perfect information

game. At every stage of the game, each player knows exactly about the history and

in principle (though intractable [Goldberg, 1987]) about all future moves and their

respective outcomes. In an imperfect information game the situation is different.

If a player has imperfect information it means they are not aware of the move

that has been played before, yet they still know about the general structure of the

game, all the utility values, and all possible actions. In the tree representation this

unawareness is shown by a dotted line (cf. Figure 2.2). Player 2 is not aware of

which move was played by player 1 and has thus imperfect information of the game.

Knowledge of players The previous example showed a complete (but imperfect)

information game. If the knowledge of a player is incomplete, they might not know

about the payoffs, strategies, or structure of the game. In a series of papers from

1967-68 [Harsanyi, 1967,Harsanyi, 1968a,Harsanyi, 1968b], Harsanyi gave a first

formal definition of such a game, for which he later obtained the Nobel prize. A

key realisation for Harsanyi was that all uncertainties about the game can be

captured by uncertainties about the payoffs. Nowadays, such a game is referred to

as Bayesian game and mathematically consists of 5 ingredients: (1) a set of players,

(2) a set of actions for each player, (3) a set of types for each player, (4) payoff

functions for all combinations of types and actions for each player, and (5) a common

prior probability function over the types of each player. The last one describes the

beliefs of all players regarding another player’s type.

2.3 Definitions for Non-Cooperative Games

We will follow the notation of the book: “Multiagent systems” by Y. Shoham and

K. Leyton-Brown [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009] for consistent definitions
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of non-cooperative games2. The most commonly used representation of a non-

cooperative game is the normal form.

Definition 2.1. (Normal-form game) A (finite, n-person) normal-form game is a

tuple (N ,A,u), where:

• N is a finite set of N players, indexed by n;

• A =A1 × ·· ·×AN , where An is a finite set of actions available to player n.

Each vector a= [a1, . . . ,aN ] ∈A is called an action profile;

• u= [u1, . . . ,uN ], where un :A 7→ IR is a real-valued utility (or payoff) function

for player n.

Each of the games discussed in Part II will consist of these three essential parts:

players, their actions, and outcomes according to these actions. When analysing

such a game from the perspective of an outside observer, we are interested to find

strategies (choices of actions) that lead to an equilibrium solution. The most general

definition of a strategy is given by a mixed strategy:

Definition 2.2. (Mixed strategy) Let (N ,A,u) be a normal-form game, and for

any set X let Π (X ) be the set of all probability distributions over X . Then the set of

mixed strategies for player n is Sn =Π (An).

Definition 2.3. (Mixed-strategy profile) The set of mixed-strategy profiles is the

Cartesian product of the individual mixed-strategy sets, S1 ×·· ·×SN .

The probability that an action an will be played under mixed strategy sn is

denoted by sn (an). A pure strategy is a particular case of a mixed strategy where

one single action is played with a probability equal to one.

In Definition 2.1, the payoff function u is defined according to the choice of a

pure-strategy profile. It can be generalised to cover mixed strategies with what is

called the expected utility:

Definition 2.4. (Expected utility of a mixed strategy) Given a normal-form

game (N ,A,u), the expected utility un for player n of the mixed-strategy profile

s= [s1, . . . , sN ] is defined as

un (s)=
∑

a∈A
un (a)

N∏
j=1

s j
(
a j

)
.

2At the beginning of my PhD, I was introduced to game theory by K. Leyton-Brown, Y. Shoham,
and M. O. Jackson. Thus it feels natural to use their notation.
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Based on these definitions for the game, strategies, and their respective outcome

for the players, we can now look into the most important solution concept, the Nash

equilibrium. To do so, we will analyse a game from the perspective of an individual

player. Each player is interested in maximising their individual utility. That means,

if they would know the choices of all the other participants, the problem would

reduce to an optimisation problem of choosing the utility-maximising action. This

can also be seen as the problem of determining the best response to the strategies

s−n = [s1, . . . , sn−1, sn+1, . . . , sN ] of the other players. The full strategy profile can

then be written as s= [sn,s−n]. Formally, the best response is defined as:

Definition 2.5. (Best response) Player n’s best response to the strategy profile

s−n is a mixed strategy ŝn ∈Sn such that un (ŝn,s−n)≥ un (sn,s−n) for all strategies

sn ∈Sn.

The choice of the best response is not necessarily unique. Nevertheless, it

is a useful concept to define the arguably most important solution idea for non-

cooperative game theory, the Nash equilibrium.

Definition 2.6. (Nash equilibrium) A strategy profile s = [s1, . . . , sN ] is a Nash

equilibrium if, for all agents n, sn is a best response to s−n.

The Nash equilibrium is a stable strategy profile, since none of the players has

an incentive to change his individual strategy. They are already reacting with their

best response (cf. Definition 2.5). The definition of the Nash equilibrium based on

the notion of the best response leads directly to a generic iterative approach for

determining the solution of a (finite) non-cooperative game:

Algorithm 1: Best-response algorithm for finding a pure Nash equilibrium
based on [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009]

initialise random strategy profile s
while there exists a player n for whom sn is not a best response to s−n do

for each n ∈N do
ŝn ← best response to s−n
s ← [ŝn,s−n]

end
end

Output: ŝ= s

When this iteration procedure terminates, each player has determined a strategy

sn which is in equilibrium with all the other households. Any unilateral deviation

can then only ever result in a worse (or identical) outcome. Algorithm 1 in different

variations is used throughout the thesis to compute Nash equilibria.
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Another solution concept that plays an important role in game theory is called

Pareto Optimality. While a Nash equilibrium describes what is strategically feasible,

the Pareto optimal solution expresses whether a given strategy is efficient. Since we

put a strong emphasis on the individuality of the players in our games, the former

notion is what we are interested in.
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SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW

In light of the world’s critical stage (cf. Chapter 1), it is understandable that

topics such as smart grid technologies and demand-side management (DSM)

approaches are very active fields of research. In this chapter, I conduct a

structured literature review on these subject areas. The chapter is structured as

follows. In Section 3.1, the methodology of the review process is explained. This

includes the selection process of the reviewed publications while the introduction to

the key focus areas that are investigated is topic of Section 3.2. Summaries of the

reviewed scientific material can be found in the Appendix B1. Section 3.3 discusses

the findings in the literature and highlights trends and common themes in the

research area.

3.1 Methodology

I started my PhD by getting an overview of the subject area. To do so, I conducted a

literature review based on the key terms specified in the original research proposal,

i.e. “smart energy”, “demand-side management”, “game theory”, all of it with a focus

on residential applications. It quickly became clear that there are many different

areas of research, each of which poses its own appealing questions. The one that

was most interesting for me was the usage of home energy storage systems and

the treatment of uncertainties. Furthermore, the exchange of electricity between

1Some of the papers have been reviewed by us in a literature review that was solely focused on
energy trading approaches based on game-theoretic models [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019b].
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households in a community had just started to gather traction, which is why I

performed a more focused review on this specific topic (eventually published in [Pilz

and Al-Fagih, 2019b]). This allowed me to identify the most important research

groups and seminal publications. Based on this information, I set up alerts on both

Google Scholar [Google, 2019] and Web of Science [Clarivate, 2019]. The former

one was mainly used to follow specific authors, while the latter one offers suitable

functionality to track citations related to specified publications as well as key words.

To stay on top of large amount of new publications, I used Mendeley [Elsevier, 2019]

as referencing software throughout my PhD journey. Within Mendeley I set up

a group with my two first supervisors so that we can share and grow a library

specifically focused on my project.

The alerts were evaluated once per month and relevant publications were added

to Mendeley. Inside Mendeley, the papers were categorised by means of personalised

tags based on their abstracts and conclusions. For instance, I created tags such as

#gameTheory, #PAR, #energyStorage, and #uncertainty to name but a few.

For this thesis’ literature review, I went through this library and selected those

papers that are concerned with demand-side management approaches of all kinds

in the future smart grid. The review covers the time from January 2010 to August

2019. As the aim is to present an overview of methods and techniques that can

potentially be implemented in the future smart grid, only those publications were

considered which were accepted by established journals and conferences. Following

the approach presented in [Mengelkamp et al., 2019], this means I restricted

the considered manuscripts to those from journals with an h-index of ≥ 50 and

conferences with an h-index of ≥ 10 according to the rankings presented in the

Scimago Journal & Country Rank database [Scimago Lab, 2019].

The initial selection of papers contained 117 journal and conference publications.

Out of those 14 were identified to not meet the criteria detailed in the previous

section2. The remaining papers were further narrowed down by reading their

abstract, the introduction, and the conclusion. This eliminated another 15 papers

for the following reasons: seven are pure survey papers3, while the other eight are

off-topic4, e.g. they focus solely on the improvements of an optimisation algorithm,

they prove specific mathematical properties of an auction mechanism, or they review

data structures that can be used to implement a peer-to-peer energy trading market.

2 [Goulden et al., 2014, Khan et al., 2015, Rahi et al., 2016b, Alam et al., 2017, Hunziker et al.,
2017, Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2017, Zhou et al., 2017, Brousmiche et al., 2018, Ghosh et al., 2018,
Mengelkamp et al., 2018a,Myung and Lee, 2018,Thakur and Breslin, 2018,Tushar et al., 2018b,Liu
et al., 2019]

3 [Fadlullah et al., 2011, Saad et al., 2016, Jacquot et al., 2017, Zafar et al., 2017, Mengelkamp
et al., 2018b,Shareef et al., 2018,Diestelmeier, 2019]

4 [Pedrasa et al., 2010, Rahman et al., 2015, Zou et al., 2016, Reyhanian et al., 2017, Zou et al.,
2017,Boomsma et al., 2018,Nguyen et al., 2018b,Morstyn et al., 2018]
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Figure 3.1. Analysis of relevant publications.
Similar to [Mengelkamp et al., 2019], only papers from high-quality journals and
conference proceedings are considered, i.e. those with h-index of ≥ 50 and ≥ 10,
respectively.

This means, I eventually ended up with 88 high quality research papers to be

reviewed. Figure 3.1 gives an overview of the distribution of the manuscripts over

time, as well as how many stem from journals and conferences. The trend indicates

an exponential increase and thus shows the growing interest in this research topic.

Note that the reduction of publications in 2019 is not representative because the

review is not covering the entire year.

3.2 Classification of Papers

In this section, a detailed classification of all the papers is performed. For more

details about the specific approaches of each publication, refer to Appendix B. The

following categories are considered:

DSM aim: As we have seen in Chapter 1, demand-side management can have

various different objectives. We differ between reducing the peak-to-average ratio

of the aggregated load (PAR), peak clipping (PC) which is only concerned about

reducing the highest consumption (cf. Figure 1.1(a)), flexible load shaping (FLS)

which here usually refers to scenarios in which uncertain load and generation are

matched, and energy efficiency (EE) (cf. Figure 1.1(f)).

System: Within this category, the parts that make up the system under investi-

gation are listed. There can be a utility company (UC), multiple utility companies
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(mUC), a household (H), a microgrid (MG). If they are interacting with each other,

this is denoted with a lower case i in front of the abbreviation, e.g. interacting

households (iH), and interacting microgrids (iMG). There can also be an aggrega-

tor/operator (A). This is referred to a third party which performs the optimisation

on behalf of the community or it could also be a third party which aggregates all

sold electricity to then redistribute it to all buyers in the scheme. Furthermore, this

category denotes whether there is individually owned storage (S), community stor-

age (CS), renewable energy resources (R), electric vehicles (EV), interacting electric

vehicles (iEV), and a specified energy market (EM).

Approach: This category tells the reader how the system is operated or how the

participants specified in the previous category interact with each other. We differ

between scheduling of appliances (SA), scheduling of batteries (SB), scheduling of

appliances and batteries (SAB), scheduling of resources (SR), exchange of energy,

i.e. trading (T), and more specifically when talking about peer-to-peer trading (P2P),

and pricing (P) of energy. Here, we also mention whether the approach considers

uncertainties (U), and whether a quadratic cost function (QCF) is employed5.

Method: For better readability this category is subdivided into game theory and

optimisation. For game theory we identify the following categories: non-cooperative

games (NC), Stackelberg games (SG), prospect theory (PT), double auctions (DA),

Vickrey auctions (VA), coalitional games (CG), evolutionary games (EG), potential

games (PG), stochastic differential game (SDG), and Bayesian games (BG). For opti-

misation we differ between: linear programming (LP), quadratic programming (QP),

dynamic programming (DP), convex optimisation (CO), non-convex optimisation

(NCO), multi-objective optimisation (MOO), and stochastic optimisation (SO).

Time frame: This category does not only indicate the time frame of the respec-

tive method, but indirectly also whether any form of forecast is necessary for the

computations. There are one-off (OO) decisions that can be determined based on the

currently available data or decisions that are performed continuously in real-time

(RT). In the other cases data is needed in advance that span at least the specified

time frame: day-ahead (DA), hour-ahead (HA), and sliding window (SW).

A detailed overview of the papers is presented in Table 3.1. Note that whenever

none of the introduced categories is applicable to the respective publication it is

indicated by a dash.

5This is specifically mentioned because it is the cost function that is utilised throughout the thesis.
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Table 3.1: Details about reviewed publications.
The papers are sorted by year of publication and within each year they are sorted alphabetically. All abbreviations are
introduced in Section 3.2. Details for each publication can be found in the Appendix.

paper DSM goal System Approach
Method

Time frame
GT O

[Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010] PAR UC, iH SA, QCF NC - DA

[Mohsenian-Rad and Leon-Garcia, 2010] PAR EM, H P, SA - LP DA

[Ramchurn et al., 2011] PC iH SA EG - DA

[Saad et al., 2011] - iEV, A T NC, DA OO

[Ilic et al., 2012] - EM, iH T - - DA

[Nguyen et al., 2012] PAR UC, iH, S SAB NC - DA

[Zhu et al., 2012] - EM, iH SA, U SDG CO -

[Atzeni et al., 2013] PAR UC, iH, S SB, SR NC NCO DA

[Kim et al., 2013] - A, iH, EV T, SAB, U NC - DA

[Kim and Giannakis, 2013] - H, R, S SAB, U - NCO DA

[Maharjan et al., 2013] - mUC, iH - SG OO

[Adika and Wang, 2014] PC A, iH, S SAB - LP DA

[Chai et al., 2014] PAR mUC, iH - SG - OO

[Fadlullah et al., 2014] PAR UC, iH SA, P - - DA

[Lee et al., 2014] - iH, R T CG - OO
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paper DSM goal System Approach
Method

Time frame
GT O

[Liu et al., 2014] PAR iH SA - MOO DA

[Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014] PAR UC, iH, S SAB NC, SG - DA

[Tushar et al., 2014a] - iH, R T SG - OO

[Tushar et al., 2014b] - UC, iH, R T SG - OO

[Deng et al., 2015] PAR mUC, iH SA, SR - CO DA, RT

[Lee et al., 2015] - iMG, A T SG - OO

[Nguyen et al., 2015] PAR UC, iH, S SAB NC DA

[Rahbar et al., 2015] - MG, R, S SB, U - DP SW

[Wang et al., 2015a] EE H, R SR CG - DA

[Wang et al., 2015b] PC UC, iH SA NC, PT - DA

[Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015b] PAR UC, iH SA, QCF NC LP DA

[Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015a] EE iH P2P NC LP OO

[Bahrami and Sheikhi, 2016] PC mUC, H P, SR PG - DA

[Haider et al., 2016a] PC H SA, QCF - LP DA

[Haider et al., 2016b] PC H SA, QCF - - OO

[He and Wei, 2016] - iMG, A T SG - OO

[Mediwaththe et al., 2016] PAR iH, R, CS SB, (T) NC - DA
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[Mohsenian-Rad, 2016] - EM, S SB, U - SO DA, RT

[Park et al., 2016] - iMG, A T NC - OO

[Rahi et al., 2016a] - iH, R, S T, U NC, PT - OO

[Wang et al., 2016] - iMG, A T SG - OO

[Zhang et al., 2016] PAR iH P2P NC - OO

[Zhumabekuly Aitzhan and Svetinovic, 2016] - iH, A P2P - - OO

[Bae et al., 2017] EE R, EM T,U CG - DA, RT

[Bistarelli et al., 2017] FLS UC, iH P CG - DA

[Celik et al., 2017] PC iH, A, R, S SAB, T, QCF NC - DA

[Croce et al., 2017] FLS UC, H SA - - OO

[Hahn et al., 2017] - iH, R P2P VA - OO

[Kang et al., 2017] - iEV, A P2P DA - OO

[Liu et al., 2017a] - iH, R, A T, SA, U - MOO DA, HA

[Liu et al., 2017b] EE iH, R, A T, U SG - OO

[Liu et al., 2017c] PAR iEV SB NC - DA

[Long et al., 2017] - R - - LP DA

[Longe et al., 2017] PAR H, S SAB - CO DA

[Ma et al., 2017a] - UC, H SA - NCO OO

[Ma et al., 2017b] - iH, R, A SR, SA, U SG - OO
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paper DSM goal System Approach
Method

Time frame
GT O

[Opadokin et al., 2017] - iH T SG - OO

[Park et al., 2017b] - H SA - CO DA

[Park et al., 2017a] - H SA - LP DA

[Park et al., 2017c] - iH, A T SG - OO

[Wang et al., 2017a] - iH P2P DA - OO

[Wang et al., 2017b] - MG, R, S SAB, SR, U - MOO DA

[Apostolopoulos et al., 2018] PAR mUC, iH, A SA NC - DA

[Bahrami and Amini, 2018] PAR A, R T, U - QP DA

[Celik et al., 2018] PC iH, A, R, S SAB, QCF - QP DA

[Cui et al., 2018] - iH, A, T SG - OO

[Gaba and Chanana, 2018] PAR UC, iH SA, QCF NC CO DA

[Horta et al., 2018] EE iH, A, R, EM SA DA LP DA

[Liu et al., 2018a] - iH, A, R, CS SB, T, U SG SO DA, RT

[Liu and Hsu, 2018] PAR UC, H, R, S SAB - LP DA

[Liu et al., 2018b] EE iMG, A, R, S T - NCO DA

[Liu et al., 2018d] PC R, S SAB, QCF NC CO DA

[Liu et al., 2018c] PAR iMG, EV SAB, T, QCF NC, BG - DA
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[Long et al., 2018b] EE iH, A, R, S T - LP SW

[Long et al., 2018a] EE iH, A, R, CS T - - OO

[Lüth et al., 2018] - iH, R, CS P2P - LP DA

[Mediwaththe et al., 2018] PAR iH, R, CS, A SB SG - DA

[Nguyen et al., 2018a] - iH, R, S T, SB - LP DA

[Prudhviraj et al., 2018] - MG, R, S SAB, QCF - LP DA

[Rahbar et al., 2018] - iMG, R, S T, SAB - LP DA

[Sharma et al., 2018] - H, R, S SB - LP (DA-SW)

[Tushar et al., 2018a] PAR iH, A, R, S, EV SB, U, QCF NC - DA, RT

[Zhou et al., 2018a] PAR iH, iMG, S, EV, EM SB, T NC, SG - OO

[Zhou et al., 2018b] PAR iH, A, R P2P - - DA

[Alam et al., 2019] - iH, R, S P2P - LP DA

[Chouikhi et al., 2019] PAR mUC, iH SA NC, SG - DA

[Cui et al., 2019] - UC, iH, R, S SAB, T, U NC CO DA, RT

[Fanti et al., 2019] - iH SA - LP DA

[Hosseini et al., 2019] - H, R, S SAB - LP DA

[Mediwaththe et al., 2019] PAR UC, iH, R, CS T, QCF SG - DA

[Sivanantham and Gopalakrishnan, 2019] PC UC, iH SA, QCF - CO DA

[Zepter et al., 2019] - EM, iH, R, S P2P, U - SO DA
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3.3 Discussions

The papers summarised in Table 3.1 and Appendix B show various similarities

and differences. What becomes most apparent is that there does not exist a sin-

gle scenario which needs to be improved by ever more sophisticated approaches

and algorithms. There are rather different scenarios in almost all of the studies

investigated by a range of methods. In order to extract the important insights from

the classification in Section 3.2, this section discusses the connection between the

publications and highlights developments over time. We focus on those aspects that

are relevant for the contributions presented in Part II.

3.3.1 Battery Storage

First of all it has to be noted that all the papers in Table 3.1 that do use energy

storage, employ batteries. In many cases the specific technology is not mentioned,

but if it is, it is always lithium-ion batteries. According to [Gallo et al., 2016], other

technologies that are applicable for demand-side management would be: pumped

hydro storage, compressed air energy storage, liquid air energy storage, pumped

thermal storage, power-to-gas, and power-to-liquid.

There are three types of battery storage devices found in the literature: (i) home

energy storage, such as the Tesla Powerwall [Tesla, 2017]; (ii) community energy

storage systems; and (iii) electric vehicles with the capability of vehicle-to-grid

electricity transfer. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of the appearance of these systems

in the literature and specifically highlights the temporal development.

Home energy storage: The first paper to consider storage for individual res-

idential users in a game-theoretic setting is [Nguyen et al., 2012], which was

later also published as a journal paper [Nguyen et al., 2015]. Here, the battery is

used as a flexible load that lies between two boundaries. Negative values indicate

discharging, while positive values refer to charging. There are no losses, neither

from imperfect efficiencies nor self-discharging over time. The same model is used

by [Kim and Giannakis, 2013,Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014]. While [Atzeni et al.,

2013] introduced leakage into their model, realistic efficiencies for charging and

discharging were first introduced by [Adika and Wang, 2014] and further employed

by [Mohsenian-Rad, 2016,Celik et al., 2017,Wang et al., 2017b].

To the best of my knowledge, [Longe et al., 2017] is the first to include all

of these parameters into their storage model. Unfortunately, since all of them

investigate distinct problems, we are unable to compare the impact of the improved

battery models among them. Nevertheless, it can be argued that more detailed

models will result in scenarios that are more applicable, i.e. their outcomes are more
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Figure 3.2. Storage usage in the literature.
The proportion of publications that include home storage, community storage, and
electric vehicles as storage are shown for two different time periods.

expressive. Since 2017, energy storage systems have appeared in more than 80% of

the publications with home storage making up almost 70% of it (cf. Figure 3.2(b)).

Nevertheless, the models themselves did not become more sophisticated. Most of

the models include linear charging and discharging at specific efficiencies.

As illustrated in Figure 3.2(a), the inclusion of home energy storage in publica-

tions before 2018 is the most prevalent when storage is considered but overall it

is dwarfed by papers that do not model any type of storage. With my PhD starting

in 2016, this gap in the literature was identified and consequently became one

of the key approaches to be studied. What becomes apparent in Table 3.1 is also

that even though these studies employ energy storage, they also rely on shifting

appliances to reduce the peak-to-average ratio of the aggregated load (cf. [Adika

and Wang, 2014, Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014, Nguyen et al., 2015]). We were

motivated to achieve two things: (i) include an even more detailed battery model

that also incorporates the specific charging curve of lithium-ion batteries, (ii) create

a demand-side management system that achieves near-perfect PAR values and at

the same time solely relying on the usage of energy storage. This has the advantage

of not interrupting any habits of the users keeping their comfort at a maximum.

Community energy storage: The difference between home storage and commu-

nity storage comes down to two points. Firstly, possible capacities, and charging

and discharging rates are on a larger scale for community storage. Secondly, they

can be accessed from all households at the same time. This also means that to some

extent it is irrelevant who charges or discharges the battery. The advantages of

community storage compared to household storage are lower (overall) costs, and

easier management. C. P. Mediwaththe (cf. [Mediwaththe et al., 2016,Mediwaththe

et al., 2018, Mediwaththe et al., 2019]) leads a very active research group on the
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applications of community energy storage. Their battery model is similar to the

one introduced in [Adika and Wang, 2014], i.e. including realistic charging and

discharging efficiencies.

Even though [Long et al., 2018a] refer to home energy storage within their

model, they effectively consider community storage. Where, rather than modelling

individual batteries, a central entity controlling all installations is considered. Most

importantly they only consider aggregated values in their computations.

EV as storage: [Saad et al., 2011] seem to be the first to consider electric vehicles

for demand-side management in a game-theoretic setting, i.e. energy trading is

their application. At a closer look, the model does not indicate the usage of a

vehicle. For [Kim et al., 2013,Kang et al., 2017,Zhou et al., 2018a] this is exactly

the same. Similar to approaches like [Nguyen et al., 2015] they simply include

the possibility of storing energy into their model. The scenarios are identical to

home energy storage systems with larger capacities and higher potential charging

and discharging rates. [Liu et al., 2017c] are the first to actually consider driving

patterns, i.e. charging and discharging can only be done during certain intervals of

the day (cf. [Liu et al., 2018c,Tushar et al., 2018a]).

3.3.2 Uncertainties

Only approximately one out of six papers consider uncertainties (cf. Table 3.1)

connected to the generation of renewable energy, prices in the day-ahead market, or

household consumption. There are three main streams in dealing with these.

The easiest is usually referred to as robust optimisation/scheduling [Kim and

Giannakis, 2013,Kim et al., 2013,Wang et al., 2017b]. It does not require any changes

within the model but rather adapts the input data to consider the worst-case.

Nevertheless, it can deliver important insights. Together with a best-case scenario,

it shows the span of all possible outcomes. Another way to treat uncertainties are

two-stage approaches such as in [Mohsenian-Rad, 2016,Liu et al., 2017a,Tushar

et al., 2018a, Cui et al., 2019, Zepter et al., 2019]. For instance [Tushar et al.,

2018a] implement a game to optimise the day-ahead operations of their system.

Then, during the actual day, the participants play a second game once per hour

to minimise the differences with respect to the original plan. A slightly different

approach is proposed in [Liu et al., 2017a]. Instead of minimising the differences in

the second stage, they recompute the optimal solution for each following hour. The

advantage of a two-stage approach is that the first stage does not need to be very

sophisticated.

Lastly, there are models which directly incorporate stochastic variables and

perform their optimisation based on given distributions for the various random
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variables, e.g. [Zhu et al., 2012,Bae et al., 2017]. [Zhu et al., 2012] use a stochastic

differential game, while [Bahrami and Amini, 2018,Liu et al., 2018a] use approaches

that are based on the notion of conditional value at risk. The authors of [Zepter

et al., 2019] are the first to combine a stochastic treatment with a second stage that

performs real-time updates. Similar to the effects of batteries, it is not possible to

compare different approaches as every publication describes different scenarios and

has different goals they aim to achieve.

Generally, more advanced methods allow for more fine grained scheduling. This

is due to the fact that larger time intervals have a stronger averaging effects which

makes it easier to perform highly accurate forecasts.

3.3.3 Objectives of Demand-Side Management

The objectives of demand-side management were discussed in Chapter 1. Our

review of the relevant literature has found that there are three types that are most

prevalent, that is the reduction of peak-to-average ratios of the aggregated load

(cf. Figure 1.1(c)), clipping of peaks (cf. Figure 1.1(a)), and the overall improvement

of energy efficiency (cf. Figure 1.1(f)).

Reduction of peak-to-average ratio: Approximately one in three papers is

concerned with the reduction of PAR, which makes it the most sought after objec-

tive. We introduce the formal definition in Section 4.5. For the moment it is only

important to know that in order to reduce costs and guarantee the stability of the

power grid, one strives for PAR values that are as close as possible to 1.0. At that

point, the parameter describes a perfectly flat load curve.

Figure 3.3 shows the achievements that were presented in studies between

2010 and 2019. Unfortunately, not all papers that include the PAR value in their

investigations also report reference values. Thus these papers were excluded from

the figure. The lowest value in this historic overview were achieved by [Soliman

and Leon-Garcia, 2014] with their Stacklberg game approach coordinating pricing

and scheduling of appliances and home energy storage systems. Note that they do

not incorporate any kind of uncertainty in their research.

We also observe that the average of the best reported PAR results seem to be

better when using game theory compared to using an optimisation scheme. This is

misleading. In fact, most game-theoretic papers actually compare their results to a

centralised optimisation to show that the equilibrium solution is not too far away

from the optimum. e.g. [Nguyen et al., 2012, Atzeni et al., 2013, Fadlullah et al.,

2014,Nguyen et al., 2015].

It can be noted that almost all studies that aim for the reduction of PAR values

are based on scheduling of appliances, batteries or both. This also means they tend to
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Figure 3.3. PAR analysis.
The achieved PAR reductions for papers investigated in Table 3.1 are presented.
Each bar represents a publication and spans from the reference PAR value to the
best reported result. Additionally, the average best result are shown with the dashed
and dotted lines for game-theoretic and optimisation approaches, respectively. The
publications are sorted by time (nonlinear).

consider the day ahead. Only two approaches do not use a day-ahead scheme [Zhang

et al., 2016,Chai et al., 2014]. Both models formulate decision making processes for

one instance in time and it is thus unclear how this can lead to a planned reduction

of the PAR value.

Improvement in energy efficiency: While the reduction of the peak-to-average

ratio of the aggregated load leads to improvements in energy efficiency on the side

of the utility company, here we specifically highlight the improvements within the

community. The interest in this objective for demand-side management started in

2015 with the papers by [Wang et al., 2015a,Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015a]. Wang

et al.use a coalitional game to fairly distribute and eventually reduce losses in their

system. Similarly, [Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015a,Liu et al., 2018b,Liu et al., 2017b]

implement trading systems designed to reduce losses. In addition to the goal of

reducing losses, [Liu et al., 2017b, Horta et al., 2018, Long et al., 2018a] aim to

increase the utilisation of renewable energy resources. [Horta et al., 2018] does so by

means of a blockchain-based platform which locally balances renewable production

and flexible loads.
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Peak clipping: This category of demand-side management objectives has concep-

tually a big overlap with the reduction of the peak-to-average ratio. Indeed, [Ram-

churn et al., 2011] report their results of a 17% peak reduction, while also talking

about flattening the load curve. Similar observations can be made for [Adika and

Wang, 2014,Wang et al., 2015b,Sivanantham and Gopalakrishnan, 2019]. Within

this category, the importance of data becomes clear with respect to two aspects:

Variance, and granularity. For instance, [Bahrami and Sheikhi, 2016] reduce elec-

tricity peak loads by optimally using natural gas for heating and electricity. Their

results show electricity-peak clipping of 27% and 46% for two consecutive days

which indicates the sensitivity to the input data. This was a motivation for our

research (cf. Part II) to present results for longer periods of time.

Granularity is especially important when considering peak loads. The averaging

effect of longer time periods can hide realistic short term peaks. The mean length

of intervals investigated in day-ahead scheduling approaches lies between 30-60

minutes. [Haider et al., 2016a] reports results for ten-minute intervals and five-

minute intervals to achieve 20% and 35% peak clipping, respectively. Even shorter

intervals are employed in [Celik et al., 2017,Celik et al., 2018] with a length of one

minute. While [Celik et al., 2017] achieve a peak reduction of 27% over a one-day

period, they later (cf. [Celik et al., 2018]) also analyse their results over the course

of a full year and obtain reductions of 12% on average.
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SYSTEM MODEL

Following the spirit of the other previous chapters in this preliminary part

of the thesis, this chapter gives a general introduction to the overall system

that is investigated throughout the main body (cf. Part II). Furthermore,

the relevant mathematical notation for various models is introduced here. All of the

subsequent chapters will consequently follow this notation to achieve a consistent

story. The content of this chapter has partly been published in [Pilz and Al-Fagih,

2019a].

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.1, the structure of a residential

area of prosumers, i.e. households who consume and produce electricity, is intro-

duced. Moreover, it is explained how the demand-side management (DSM) scheme

is executed including the necessary exchange of data between the utility company

(UC) and the respective households. In Section 4.2, the advanced battery model is

established as well as the notation for renewable energy resources. Additionally,

the terms demand, net-demand, and load are defined. The role of the UC as the

initiator for the DSM scheme is explained in Section 4.3 together with the billing

scheme that is used throughout most of this thesis. Section 4.4 deals with the data

sets that are used as the input to our simulation runs. Over the course of this work

we used two different data sets for household demand data as well as two for solar

generation data. They differ in terms of resolution and source. Within this section,

the mechanism to compute forecasting errors is explained. In order to allow for

comparison with other studies in the literature, we define three evaluation metrics.

These are introduced in Section 4.5 and used throughout this thesis.
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DSM participant 

non-participants 

smart meter 
+ selmahybrid inverter 

= /   ̴
battery appliances 

appliances 

smart meter utility company other households in 
the neighbourhood 

renewable resource 

Figure 4.1. Systematic sketch of the neighbourhood.
Solid arrows stand for power flow, while dotted arrows stand for information flow.
The top half of the figure represents a participating household of the DSM scheme.
It is equipped with a lithium-ion battery and/or a renewable energy resource. The
renewable energy can directly charge the battery, but to run any appliance its direct
current needs to be converted to alternating current by the inverter. The smart
meter collects data and executes the schedule obtained from the author’s scheduling
software selma, which is based on a game-theoretic approach. A non-participating
household is depicted in the bottom left corner. It is also equipped with a smart
meter, collecting data and communicating with the utility company. The complete
neighbourhood consists of a number of households (cf. bottom right) that belong to
either one of the shown categories. All of the households are served by the same
utility company.

4.1 Neighbourhood and Demand-Side Management
Programme

Consider a residential neighbourhood comprised of M houses. Each of these is

equipped with a smart meter. Smart meters are capable of measuring electricity

consumption accurately and at a higher frequency than the usual monthly or

quarterly readings. Furthermore, these devices can communicate directly with the

UC. This eventually allows for the implementation of the DSM program, and also

eliminates the need for on-site readings. For our proposed model, we assume that

we are able to obtain readings in regular intervals. Based on the reading-frequency,
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we split each day into T discrete intervals and denote the set of all intervals by T .

We assume that the M houses are served by the same UC. In order to incen-

tivise consumers to participate in the DSM scheme, the UC offers them a specific

pricing scheme, which eventually reduces their electricity bills. Details can be found

in Section 4.3. Let us denote the set of households who participate in the DSM

program by N ⊂M, where M is the set of all households in the neighbourhood.

The total number of participants is N = |N |. Besides the different pricing scheme,

the participants of the DSM may possess their own battery storage system and have

solar panels installed. An overview of the neighbourhood is given in Figure 4.1.

The DSM scheme can be seen as a protocol, which is gone through repeatedly. In

our study the protocol is run once per day. Note that this is a completely automated

process run by our scheduling software selma (short for: Scheduler for Electricity in

Local MArkets), which needs to be installed on a consumer access device given to

each participant of the scheme. Its aims is to find the best usage of the installed

storage system for the upcoming day. The algorithm to obtain this battery schedules

is based on a game-theoretic approach. During the journey of this PhD project, the

specific game was refined step by step. Each contribution section in Part II will

specifically define the employed game.

Before the start of each scheduling period, selma forecasts the demand1 of the

respective household for each interval t ∈ T of the upcoming day. This information

is sent to the UC. The smart meters of non-participants are not able to forecast

their own demand. Thus, the UC performs the forecasting step for these households,

based on historically collected data. Eventually, forecasted demand curves are

aggregated and the information is sent to each DSM participant. Note that no

information about individual neighbours is shared, but only aggregated information.

This provides privacy to all consumers.

Based on this input, the households play a game. The outcome of the game is

a set of schedules, one for each household, which specify how they can make best

use of their battery system. The households will follow these schedules throughout

the day, even if their actual demand differs from the forecasted one. In Chapter 6,

we investigate the influence of the forecasting error and show the robustness of the

approach even in the worst-case scenario. At the end of the scheduling period, the

electricity costs for each consumer is calculated based on the agreed pricing terms

and the protocol starts over again.

1The actual forecasting algorithm is beyond the scope of this PhD thesis. It is rather assumed
that the forecasts are given. Further information on demand forecasting can be found in [Bichpuriya
et al., 2016,Dolara et al., 2015].
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4.2 Individual Households

Households that participate in the DSM scheme are equipped with lithium-ion

batteries and/or renewable energy resources. In this subsection, we introduce the

battery model and clarify how the battery can be used. Moreover, details on the

photovoltaic (PV) system are provided. Finally, we clarify the terminology of demand,

net-demand and load of a household based on the usage of their battery and their

renewable generation.

4.2.1 Battery Model

The battery model includes charging, discharging, and self-discharging character-

istics of a lithium-ion battery. In fact, the same model may also be applied for

lead–acid battery systems (but not nickel–based batteries due to their different

charging behaviour). As all our simulations are based on a real-world lithium-ion

battery system, in the remaining parts of this thesis we will only refer to them as

such.

Charging: Lithium-ion batteries are charged in a two-stage process [Richtek,

2014]. In the first stage, the state-of-charge (SOC) increases linearly. This stage is

called the ‘constant current’ (CC) stage, with a charging rate limited by ρ+ > 0. In the

second stage, i.e. the ‘constant voltage’ (CV) stage, the effective charging rate levels

off exponentially towards the point where the SOC reaches the nominal maximum

capacity smax of the battery. The point of transition from the first stage to the second

is indicated by a SOC s∗ and an associated time t∗, which needs to be specified for

the respective battery. During both stages, we additionally consider losses due to

the specific charging efficiency η+ with 0< η+ ≤ 1. Additionally, certain losses occur

from the hybrid inverter (cf. Figure 4.1), modelled by ηinv with 0 < ηinv ≤ 1. The

hybrid inverter transforms the direct current from either the battery or renewable

resource into alternating current at usable voltage and frequency for the household

appliances. It also works in the reverse direction to charge the battery.

To obtain an insight into how the households can make use of their battery

system, let us look at a specific example (cf. Figure 4.2(a)). Given a certain value for

the SOC, e.g. s′, we can associate a time t′, and thus specify a point on the charging

curve.

Within the next interval of length ∆t, the decision variable a+ of how much to

charge the battery will lie in H+ (
s′

)= {
a+|h+ (

s′,a+)≤ 0
}
, with

(4.1) h+ (
s′,a+)= [

−a+

a+−φ+ (
s′

)] .
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Figure 4.2. Schematic illustration of the charging and discharging behaviour of a
lithium-ion battery.
The graph on the left (right) shows the characteristic charging (discharging) curve.
Given a certain state of charge s′, the grey area stands for the achievable state of
charge within the following interval. The right axes represent the possible deci-
sions when charging (discharging), where H+ (

s′
)

(H− (
s′

)
) summarise the decision

intervals. The discrepancy between the achievable state of charge and the decision
interval are due to losses, i.e. imperfect efficiencies while charging (discharging).
(©2019 IEEE)

In other words, a+ is limited by 0 < a+ ≤ φ+ (
s′

) < smax − s′. We use the notation

above to comply with the one shown in [Nie et al., 2006]. The upper limit φ+ (
s′

)
is

described by the charging curve, as described above,

(4.2) φ+ (
s′

)=
ρ+∆t if CC charged

smaxγ1 exp
[
−∆t

γ2

]
if CV charged

,

where γ1,γ2 are defined such that the charging curve is smooth at the transition

point (t∗, s∗). The discrepancy between the grey–shaded area and the charging

curve in Figure 4.2(a) results from an imperfect charging efficiency. In fact, based on

the decision variable a+ the SOC of the battery changes according to the charging

transition equation

(4.3) s
(
t′+∆t

)= s
(
t′
)+ηinv η

+a+ .

Discharging and Self-Discharging: We model the discharging behaviour of

lithium-ion batteries by a linear decrease in the SOC. Here, the slope is given by

the discharging rate ρ− < 0. In order to account for the usual sharp drop off of the

discharging rate at low capacities, discharging is prohibited below a minimum SOC
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smin. Again, we also consider losses due to the specific discharging efficiency η− with

0< η− ≤ 1 and the hybrid inverter.

In Figure 4.2(b) a specific example is given, to clarify how the user can discharge

its battery. Within the respective interval, the decision variable a− of how much to

discharge the battery will lie in H− (
s′

)= {
a−|h− (

s′,a−)≤ 0
}
, with

(4.4) h− (
s′,a−)= [

a−

−a−+φ− (
s′

)] .

In other words, a− is limited by s′− smin <φ− (
s′

)≤ a− < 0 and

(4.5) φ− (
s′

)= ρ−∆t ηinv η
− .

The dependency on s′ in (4.5) is implicitly given by the fact that we cannot go

lower than smin. Note that φ− also depends on the efficiency parameter, such that

the actual amount taken from the battery in correspondence with the decision

variable a− (grey–shaded area in Figure 4.2(b)) is given by the discharging transition

equation

(4.6) s
(
t′+∆t

)= s
(
t′
)+ a−

ηinv η
− .

In the following subsection, we will see that φ− is additionally limited by the demand

of the specific household, i.e. one can only discharge as much as is needed to run all

appliances.

Whenever the battery is neither charging nor discharging, it will be subject to

self-discharging. We model this type of behaviour with an exponential decline [Richtek,

2014]. This case corresponds to the decision variable a = 0. The respective self-

discharging transition equation is given by

(4.7) s
(
t′+∆t

)= s
(
t′
) · (1+ ρ̄

)∆t

where ρ̄ < 0 is the self-discharging rate.

For later usage (cf. Section 6.1), we summarise the transition equations for

charging, discharging and self-discharging into a single transition equation f , i.e.

(4.8) f (s(t),a)= s(t+∆t)=


s(t)+ηinv η

+a ,a > 0

s(t)+ a/(ηinv η
−) ,a < 0

s(t) · (1+ ρ̄
)∆t ,a = 0

.

Furthermore, we combine the restrictions of the decision variable due to the battery

restrictions for charging and discharging, i.e.

(4.9) h(s,a)=
[

a−φ+ (s)
−a+φ− (s)

]
.
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4.2.2 Renewable Energy Model

We model the renewable energy resource as an additional source of electricity besides

the grid connection. The output of the nth household’s system during interval t is

denoted by wt
n. It can serve two purposes: (i) direct usage by household appliances,

and (ii) charging the battery. Whereas direct usage is influenced by the efficiency of

the hybrid inverter, charging the battery does not require any inversion and thus

only depends on the charging efficiency of the battery.

Note that the actual source of locally produced renewable energy does not need

to be specified to adhere to the household model described in Figure 4.1. The only

requirement is that the output is delivered in direct current. This is naturally given

for solar panels and can also be achieved for wind turbines. As our given data sets

contain high quality solar data, we will concentrate on this type without loss of

generality.

An important parameter of PV installations is the nominal kilowatt peak kWp

of the system. It is a measure of the size of the system and denotes the maximum

output that can be expected under standardised conditions. A PV system which

operates at its maximum capacity, e.g. kWp = 3 kW, for one hour will produce 3 kWh.

Note that identifying the optimal size of the PV installation does not fall within the

scope of this thesis. An approximated scale is obtained from [Zhang and Grijalva,

2016,Olaszi and Ladanyi, 2017].

4.2.3 Demand, Net Demand, and Load

We define the demand d̄t
m ≥ 0 of a household m ∈M as the amount of electricity

that is needed to run all its appliances during the time interval t ∈ T . Thus, the

total daily demand-schedule can be written as d̄m = [
d̄0

m, . . . , d̄T−1
m

]
. Throughout the

thesis, we assume that the demand cannot be shifted. Thus our approach is fully

non-intrusive and does not influence the behaviour of the user.

Combining the demand d̄t
n of a household n ∈N with the generated electricity

wt
n from the renewable resource, gives the net-demand

(4.10) dt
n = d̄t

n −ηinv wt
n ,

where ηinv is the efficiency of the inverter (cf. Figure 4.1). Theoretically, this value

can be smaller than zero, i.e. when the effective generation is larger than the

demand in the specific interval. Practically, we ensure dt
n ≥ 0 by storing all excess

energy directly in the battery. For households m 6∈N , that do not participate in the

DSM scheme, the net-demand is identical to the demand.

Let l t
m denote the load, i.e. the amount of energy drawn from the grid by

household m ∈M during interval t ∈ T . For households which do not participate in
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the DSM scheme, the load equals their demand. For the others, the load depends

on the decision at
n taken at the specific interval. In other words, it combines the

net-energy demand with the amount of energy that is charged or discharged by the

battery

(4.11) l t
n = dt

n +at
n ,

where max
(−dt

n,φ−) ≤ at
n ≤ φ+. The lower boundary expresses the fact that one

cannot discharge more than is actually needed to fulfil the net-demand, while at the

same time all battery restrictions remain valid. Due to this condition and (4.10), we

ensure that l t
m ≥ 0 for all m ∈M and all intervals t ∈ T . We write lm = [

l0
m, . . . , lT−1

m
]

for the schedule of loads of a specific household. Furthermore, we can calculate the

total load on the grid for interval t by

(4.12) Lt = ∑
m∈M

l t
m .

Similarly, we define the average aggregated load of all households other than n

during time interval t by

(4.13) Lt
−n = 1

M−1

∑
m∈M\n

l t
m .

4.3 The Utility Company

Throughout this thesis, we assume that a single UC serves all the consumers in the

neighbourhood. The UC runs a DSM scheme in order to reshape the load profile. To

be more precise, they want to achieve a flatter profile such that investments into

fast ramping technology, which is needed to deliver peak demand, can be reduced.

The incentive for the users to limit consumption during peak hours is given by a

dynamic pricing tariff: The cost per energy unit is calculated separately for each

interval and depends on the aggregated load of all users in the neighbourhood.

Following [Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010,Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015b,Nguyen et al.,

2015], we employ a quadratic cost function gt:

(4.14) gt(y)= c2 · y2 + c1 · y+ c0 , t ∈ T ,

where y is the aggregated load at time t given by Lt and the coefficients c2 > 0, c1 ≥ 0

and c0 ≥ 0. We employ a proportional billing scheme in a similar manner to [Soliman

and Leon-Garcia, 2014,Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010], where each participant of the

DMS scheme pays for their share of the consumption, i.e. the electricity bill Bn

yields

(4.15) Bn =−Ωn
∑
t∈T

gt ∀n ∈N , with Ωn =
∑

t l t
n∑

t
∑

k l t
k

.
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For households that do not participate in the DSM scheme, a standard fixed-price

tariff is employed, i.e.

(4.16) Bm = p
∑

t
l t
m ∀m ∈M\N .

4.4 Data Sets

For all the simulations performed in Part II, certain data sets are required. The

title of this thesis gives an indicator about the nature of these with the key words

“. . . prosumer communities. . . ”. Prosumer is a constructed neologism from the two

words ‘consumer’ and ‘producer’. This means we need data about consumption and

production (from renewable resources). The scale of these values is specified by

the second key word. We are interested in communities, i.e. neighbourhoods of

residential households.

Within our approach, households play a game to establish equilibrium schedules

for their battery usage. This game is played before the actual scheduling period

and is based on forecased data for the respective time frame. We take data from

the given data sets and treat it as if it was forecasted data. In order to analyse the

effect of realistically forecasted data, we add random errors to the data at the time

of executing the equilibrium schedules. The explicit calculations of the errors are

discussed in Section 4.4.3. Before that, the data sets themselves are introduced in

more detail.

4.4.1 Demand Data

Throughout the journey of this PhD, two different data sets for household demand

data were used: (i) The “NREL data set” [NREL, 2008], and (ii) The “Ausgrid data

set”2 [Ausgrid, 2019].

NREL data set: NREL stands for ‘National Renewable Energy Laboratory’. It

is a governmental research institute in the USA that focusses on energy efficiency,

sustainable transportation, and renewable power technologies [NREL, 2008]. Their

data set contains hourly load profiles of residential building. It is based on simulated

data according to the “Building America House Simulation Protocols” [U.S. Dept.

of Energy, 2010]. Within these simulations they account for various types of fuel

used for heating, the size of the property, the type of wall construction, the roofing

material, and several more aspects. Statistical references of building types and

their locations are taken from the “Residential Energy Consumption Survey” [U.S.

Energy Information Administration, 2019]. Eventually, household demand data is

2Note that these names are not official, but rather established themselves during everyday usage.
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Table 4.1. NREL demand data.
An overview of the specific locations that were picked from the complete NREL data
set [NREL, 2008] is presented. All cities are in the state of New Jersey, USA. The
mean demand indicates the average consumption per day of the specific household.

Location Category Mean Demand

Atlantic City LOW 18.33 kWh
Belmar-Monmouth LOW 18.25 kWh
Cape May LOW 18.42 kWh
McGuire LOW 18.52 kWh
Millville LOW 18.41 kWh
Newark LOW 18.59 kWh
Teterboro LOW 11.78 kWh
Atlantic City BASE 33.55 kWh
Belmar-Monmouth BASE 33.49 kWh
Cape May BASE 33.70 kWh
McGuire BASE 34.11 kWh
Millville BASE 33.73 kWh
Newark BASE 34.26 kWh
Teterboro BASE 24.11 kWh
Caldwell-Essex BASE 32.97 kWh
Trenton-Mercer BASE 25.18 kWh
Atlantic City HIGH 48.67 kWh
Belmar-Monmouth HIGH 48.46 kWh
Cape May HIGH 49.12 kWh
McGuire HIGH 49.98 kWh
Millville HIGH 49.09 kWh
Newark HIGH 50.27 kWh
Teterboro HIGH 36.65 kWh
Caldwell-Essex HIGH 47.28 kWh
Trenton-Mercer HIGH 39.96 kWh

generated for all 1020 TMY3 locations3 in the USA. For each location, there are

three categories of users: BASE, HIGH, and LOW. For our simulations we chose 9

locations that are physically close to each other. Furthermore, the chosen houses

are from a mixed humid climate which is comparable to the UK’s climate. Table 4.1

provides further information on selected houses.

Ausgrid data set: The Ausgrid data set contains half-hourly demand data from

300 randomly selected households in Australia. Overall, they come from approxi-

mately 100 different postcodes. The data set recorded shiftable and non-shiftable

loads between 1st July 2010 and 30th June 2013. For our purpose, we are using the

sum of these values as the overall consumption of this particular user. Ratnam et

3TMY3 stands for the third edition of the typical meteorological year. It contains long-term
average weather data for various specified locations.
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al. [Ratnam, 2016] performed an extensive analysis of the complete data set. As

part of their work, they proposed a cleaned version of the data set which eliminates

households with incomplete data and extreme outliers. Eventually, this leaves 54

households that have complete, uninterrupted data over the course of one year. The

interested reader is referred to their publication (cf. [Ratnam, 2016]) for further

information.

4.4.2 Renewable Resource Data

As was the case with the demand data discussed in Section 4.4.1, there were

two sources for household renewable energy production data: (i) The “UK power

networks data set” [UK Power Networks, 2015], and (ii) The “Ausgrid solar data

set” [Ausgrid, 2019].

UK power network data set: In their project entitled “Validation of PV Connec-

tion Assessment Tool” [UK Power Networks, 2015], the UK power networks collected

data from residential solar panels between January 2012 and November 2014. The

trial had the aim to determine the impact of high levels of solar penetration on the

network. At 20 different trial sites in the UK, PV installations were monitored with

an hourly frequency. For our simulations, we used the information of one particular

site called “Forest road” which has a size of 3.7 kWp. This relies on the assumption

that all households are closely located to each other, thus they should have the same

profile of solar irradiance. To accompany for differently sized PV systems, the values

are scaled suitably.

Ausgrid solar data set: The Ausgrid data set [Ausgrid, 2019] discussed in Sec-

tion 4.4.1 also contains production data from solar PV installations. It was captured

along with the demand data for the same half-hourly intervals. In contrast to the

first solar power data set, here every household has their own solar PV system,

ranging between 1.5 kWp and 9.99 kWp. To be consistent, we used data from the

same 54 households of the cleaned data set as discussed above.

4.4.3 Computing Errors for Forecasted Data4

Since forecasting electricity consumption is out of the scope of this study, forecasts

were simulated instead of produced by a forecasting algorithm. However, in order

to consider forecasts as realistic, they must show some deviation from the actual

consumption. As it has been reported that the average error in individual forecasted

data is around 3% [Bichpuriya et al., 2016], some random error is added to the

actual consumption values to produce sufficiently inaccurate forecasts.

4This subsection was partly submitted for publication in [Pilz et al., 2019a]
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Figure 4.3. Individual forecast created by adding random errors.
While the dashed curve is the actual demand of an household, addition and sub-
traction of 10% are represented by the two dotted curves. The bold curve is one
example of simulated forecast produced using the described method. Here, whereas
the average error is 7.5%, there are some values outside the 10% error area.

Although errors could be added following a Gaussian law, the obtained fore-

casted profile would prove unrealistic since it would display random jumps. As a

consequence, some smoothing effect is added by linking successive values. More

specifically, for each value i, a random error is initially calculated e i, then the actual

error added to the value i is the average of the corresponding e i and its neighbours,

i.e.

(4.17) E i = 1
3

(
e i−1 + e i + e i+1

)
.

As seen on Fig. 4.3, with this approach, simulated forecast is smoother and, as a

consequence, more realistic.

4.5 Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation metrics are defined for two reasons: First, to quantify simulation results,

and secondly to allow for comparison between our outcomes to those from other

approaches in the literature. Due to the latter aspect it is natural to use metrics

that have been used before. The three most important ones for this thesis are (i)

The peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of the aggregated load, (ii) The self-consumption of

a prosumer, and (iii) The savings off the energy bill.

The PAR value: In order to understand the PAR value, it is important to un-

derstand the term ‘load’. The load of a household is the amount of energy they

request/draw from the utility company. Note that at a given point in time the load
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does not have to be equal to the actual consumption of the household, due to the

usage of an energy storage system. Explicit mathematical connections between

these quantities are given in Section 4.2.3. We are interested in the profile of the

(aggregated) load of the households as this is relevant for the utility company. It re-

quires specialised, fast-ramping technology to accommodate for peaks in household

load which results in exponential cost increases [Bayram et al., 2014]. Furthermore,

it would be beneficial to operate large-scale generation units at their point of highest

efficiency and deliver a constant output. The PAR value is defined by

(4.18) PAR=
max
t∈T

Lt

1
T

∑
t∈T

Lt
,

where T specifies the considered time period that is split into intervals indicated by

t. Equation (4.18) shows that the PAR value is indeed defined as the ratio between

the maximum value of the aggregated load Lt and its average over the time period

T . Following the discussion above, the optimal value is reached at 1.0. At this point

the maximum is equal to the average value which describes a flat load profile. As

a metric, we are both interested in the absolute value of the PAR as well as the

relative change of it due to our solution.

Self-consumption: There are two sensible (but different) definitions for the term

‘self-consumption’. In order not to confuse the reader, the one that was used in

our paper [Pilz et al., 2019b], is adopted consistently throughout the thesis. It

states: The renewable self-consumption rate of a household is the ratio between

the renewable energy (from their own production) being used and its demand. This

includes a direct part which is consumed immediately and an indirect part used

to charge the battery when the generation exceeds the local demand. Higher self-

consumption rates indicate a better utilisation of the available resources and are

thus preferred.

Savings: Within our models, the possibility of saving money off the electricity

bill is the key incentive proposed to the households. Under the assumption of full

rationality, it is their desire to reduce their energy bill. When evaluating simulation

runs, we compare the electricity bill for two scenarios: Firstly, a scenario which

employs the respective billing scheme but does not utilise the proposed approach.

Secondly, a scenario which utilises the approach. Both of these are run on exactly

the same data. This then enables a direct relative comparison for each household.

We are both interested in the savings of each individual as well as the difference

between the households.
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A STATIC SCHEDULING GAME WITH

ADVANCED BATTERY MODEL

Demand-side management (DSM) usually refers to the control of energy

consumption by the utility company (UC) at the customer side. It relies on

the two-way communication and energy transmission capabilities of the

future smart grid [Ipakchi and Albuyeh, 2009]. In general, the main objective of

such programs is to decrease the consumption during peak times and thus reduce

the costs that are associated with peak loads [Bayram et al., 2014]. On the one hand,

the practical implementation can be direct (i.e. through smart meters that shift

high-power household appliances based on signals from the UC). On the other hand,

the UC can indirectly incentivise the users to shift these loads themselves by time-of-

use tariffs. Within these tariff schemes, the price per energy unit changes depending

on the aggregated load of all users (cf. [Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014,Ma et al.,

2017b,Celik et al., 2017]). Both ways can lead to a reduction of the peak-to-average

ratio (PAR) of the aggregated load, which in turn increases the stability and power

quality of the grid [Bayram et al., 2014].

Several such scenarios have been studied in the past and show great poten-

tial [Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010,Wang et al., 2015b,Haider et al., 2016a,Soliman

and Leon-Garcia, 2014]. However, there remains one issue: all of them interfere

with the routines of users, who might not want to give away the freedom to run

their appliances whenever they want. The tradeoff between comfort and energy

costs has been addressed, for instance, in [Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015b]. In their
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study, they show that the amount of savings from the energy bill reduces by more

than half of the optimum when acceptable comfort levels are preserved.

In this chapter1, we investigate a scenario that does not interrupt the habits of

the customers. Instead of shifting the loads directly, autonomously managed battery

storage systems can be employed to achieve the same net effect. The idea is not

new, but has been pushed forward, for instance, in [Nguyen et al., 2015,Mohsenian-

Rad, 2016, Longe et al., 2017]. Within the idea of using the battery system as a

load-shifting tool, it is essential to have a high-quality battery model. This is what

was lacking in the literature at that point in time, but is now provided in our

manuscript [Pilz et al., 2017b]. In this sense, the research in this chapter can be

seen as an extension to [Nguyen et al., 2015], where a more realistic battery model

replaces the one used in [Nguyen et al., 2015]. Only when all inherent characteristics

of the whole system are incorporated can an insightful analysis be done. In fact,

we will see that with an advanced battery model the outcome of the game changes

drastically. Thus, the contributions covered in this chapter are the following:

(1) Analysis of the influence of the efficiency parameters of the battery on the

PAR value and the resulting savings for each household, and

(2) Analysis of the participants’ behaviour in the battery scheduling game.

The chapter is structured as follows. We introduce a static non-cooperative

battery scheduling game in Section 5.1 including the battery model introduced in

Section 4.2.1. Households decide between four discrete activities for each time slot

when creating their day-ahead schedule. Furthermore, the solution approach and

computational effort are highlighted. In Section 5.2, we analyse how an ideal battery,

i.e. with 100% efficiency, differs from a system with realistic efficiency in terms

of reducing the peak-to-average ratio of the load. Furthermore, the participation

behaviour is analysed with a focus on how the battery efficiency, and consumer type

influences it. To this end, we look at the activity occurrence within the equilibrium

schedules, and the overall involvement rates. Section 5.3 includes discussions for

the aforementioned results and Section 5.4 concludes this chapter.

5.1 The Battery Scheduling Game

In this section, the scheduling game is defined and the solution approach based on

a best-response algorithm is discussed.

1An earlier version of the content of this chapter was presented at the IRCSEEME 2017 and
awarded with the “Best Paper Prize” [Pilz et al., 2017a]. Subsequently, the sponsors of the conference
invited us to revise and refine the manuscript to be submitted for peer review. The paper was
eventually published after two rounds of revisions (cf. [Pilz et al., 2017b]). Please note that the chapter
is not a copy of a paper, but rather an adjusted version of it to fit into the story of the thesis.
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5.1.1 Decision Variables

Each household n ∈N in the neighbourhood (cf. Figure 4.1) that owns an energy

storage system will be a participant of the game. The decisions they take are day-

ahead schedules an = [
a0

n, . . . ,aT−1
n

]
. The battery activity at

n of household n ∈N in

interval t ∈ T can take on the following discrete values in reference to the battery

model introduced in Section 4.2.1:

(5.1) at
n =



0 α0 =̂ remain idle and subject to self-discharging
1
2 φ

+ α1 =̂ charge for half the interval

φ+ α2 =̂ charge for the full interval

−dt
n α3 =̂ use the battery to fulfil demand

Note that we introduced specific labels α0 −α3 to refer to the respective activities.

Actions are deemed unplayable if they lead to invalid battery states, i.e. charge

states that do not fulfil the requirements given in Section 4.1. The fact that there

are two possibilities to charge the battery gives more flexibility for the user.

5.1.2 Definition

The objective for a rational player when playing a non-cooperative is always to

maximise their individual utility value. In our model this is defined through the

utility function un(an,a−n). It reflects the bill player n has to pay for the upcoming

day, given that they chose schedule an, while their opponents chose the schedules

a−n = [a1, . . . ,an−1,an+1, . . . ,aN ]. We employ the proportional billing scheme intro-

duced in Section 4.3 [Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014,Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010],

i.e.:

(5.2) un(an,a−n)=− Ωn ·
∑
t∈T

gt , with Ωn =
∑

t l t
n∑

t
∑

k l t
k

.

To sum up, we define the non-cooperative battery scheduling game G = (N ,A,u)
in normal-form (cf. Definition 2.1), with

• the set of players N ,

• A=A1 ×·· ·×AN , where the set An consists of all valid schedules for player

n, and

• u= [u1, . . . ,uN ], with the utility function un : A → IR for player n (cf. (5.2)) .

One can show that there exists a pure Nash equilibrium (NE) for this game. The

proof can be done similarly to the one in [Nguyen et al., 2015] (Theorem 1), due to

the similarity of the structure of the utility functions, the properties of the actions

sets, and the fact that the demand dt
n is bounded.
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5.1.3 Solution Approach

The solution to the game (i.e. an NE) is computed by a best-response algorithm

(cf. Algorithm 1). Through empirical studies, we found that there are usually many

different NEs for each daily configuration. This is why the algorithm contains the

additional do-loop in comparison to the “myopic best-response” algorithm [Shoham

and Leyton-Brown, 2009] introduced in Section 2.3.

Algorithm 2: Best-response algorithm for finding a pure NE based

on [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009]
initialise counter

do
initialise random action profile a= [an,a−n]
while there exists a player n for whom an is not a best response to a−n do

ân ← some best response by n to a−n

a← (ân,a−n)
end
save equilibrium action profile a
increase counter

while maximum counter not reached;

select ‘best’ equilibrium

Choosing the best NE is done by comparing the sum of the utility functions for

every player. Please note that even when the existence of a pure NE is guaranteed,

the algorithm might not converge to it. An additional counter variable prevents

getting stuck in an infinite while-loop. Nevertheless, this exit condition was not

triggered in any of our simulation runs.

In order to put the computational effort of this algorithm into perspective

(especially in light of the upcoming chapter), let us look more specifically at what it

means to determine the best response. We make use of a brute force approach. Due

to the discretisation of the battery activities, i.e. four valid activities (cf. (5.1)), the

number of possible schedules an is bounded. Depending on the number of intervals

T, it can be computed to be 4T . A day split into four-hour intervals, i.e. T = 6, results

in 4,096 potential schedules. Halving this interval duration, i.e. T = 12, already

allows for 16,777,216 schedules.

During the simulation each schedule is tested on whether it would lead to

an invalid battery status and then the one that maximises the utility function

is established. This process is performed for each household and repeated until

convergence.
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5.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, our results are summarised. Firstly, we specify the specific simulation

parameters. Secondly, the outcomes for the PAR reduction based on different battery

types are presented. Lastly, the dependency of the results based on the consumer-

type is investigated.

5.2.1 Parameters

The household consumption data for all simulations in this section stem from the

NREL dataset [U.S. Dept. of Energy, 2013] (cf. Section 4.4). We picked N = 25

households (i.e. nine BASE, nine HIGH, and seven LOW) that are all within close

vicinity to represent a small neighbourhood. In order to gain insight into seasonal

effects, we chose four equally separated weeks from the data set, i.e. in particular

weeks 12, 25, 38 and 51, and used it to represent the individual household demand.

Nevertheless, the scheduling is done on a day-ahead basis as described in Section 5.1.

To this end, we set T = 12, i.e. consider two-hour intervals, and initialise the battery

at the beginning of the week with a small random capacity. From a NE, the battery

states at the end of the day can be calculated and are used as initial data for the

following day.

The parameters of the battery are inspired by the Tesla Powerwall 2 [Tesla,

2017] data sheet, and can be found in Table 5.1. The efficiency variables η+ and

η− are calculated under the assumption that charging and discharging contribute

to equal amounts towards the given round-trip efficiency of 0.918 = η+ ·η−. We

denote this type of battery by the “realistic” battery (RB) model. For comparisons,

we also run all the simulations with an “ideal” battery (IB) model, i.e. the same

storage system but with η+ = η− = 1. We want to highlight that the IB still follows

Table 5.1. Battery parameters.
Parameters for a Tesla-inspired [Tesla, 2017] home battery storage system used
throughout all simulations runs labelled with “realistic”.

Variable Value

η+ 0.958
ρ+ 3.3 kW/h
η− 0.958
ρ− −3.3 kW/h
ρ̄ −0.001

smax 14.0 kWh
smin 0.5 kWh
s∗ 9.96 kWh
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the proposed charging and discharging curves shown in Figure 4.2 and is also

subject to self-discharging. Within the cost function (4.14), we use the coefficients

c2 = 0.03125 $/MW2, c1 = 1.0 $/MW, and c0 = 0 [Rahbar et al., 2015].

5.2.2 Peak-to-Average Ratio

In Figure 5.1, the aggregated load curves resulting from playing the game with

different battery models are shown – one of them with realistic parameters and the

other with ideal 100% efficiency (see Section 5.2.1). The reference curve represents
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Figure 5.1. Aggregated load curves over four different one-week periods.
The results for week 12, week 25, week 38, week 51 in the data set [U.S. Dept. of
Energy, 2013] are presented. For each week, the results for not playing the game
(reference) can be compared to the results obtained from playing the game with
either a realistic battery or an ideal battery model. For week 38, day 5 is highlighted
in reference to the results shown in Figure 5.2.
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Table 5.2. Peak-to-average ratios.
Peak-to-average ratios of the aggregated load calculated as the average over the
individual days of week 12, week 25, week 38, and week 51. The case without
storage system and both battery models are shown. The average µ is given over the
four week period. IB: “ideal” battery; RB: “realistic” battery.

Reference RB Model IB Model

w12 1.623 1.374 1.044
w25 1.574 1.410 1.059
w38 1.685 1.439 1.077
w51 1.718 1.468 1.056

µ 1.650 1.423 1.059

the aggregated load of the system without the battery scheduling game. The average

PAR values (cf. Section 4.5) over the seven days of the respective weeks are shown

in Table 5.2. On average, a 14% and a 36% decrease of the PAR value was achieved

by employing a game with an RB and IB model, respectively.

5.2.3 Consumer-Type Analysis

When considering the participation behaviour of the households, we look at two

things: (i) the rate at which players choose to play any action other than the

zero-schedule an = [α0,α0, . . . ,α0] in the Nash equilibrium (cf. (5.1)); and (ii) the

distribution of activities chosen for each individual interval. A visualisation of the

Table 5.3. Comparison of involvement rates.
A comparison of involvement rates depending on the battery model and consumption
category is shown. Results are obtained by averaging over all weeks.

RB Model IB Model

LOW 68% 36%
BASE 98% 82%
HIGH 87% 64%

Table 5.4. Activity occurrence
Occurrence of different activities within the equilibrium schedules for different
player categories and both battery models. Results are obtained by averaging over
all weeks.

RB Model IB Model

α0 α1 α2 α3 α0 α1 α2 α3

LOW 81% 6% 0% 13% 75% 6% 2% 18%
BASE 72% 11% 1% 16% 39% 17% 9% 34%
HIGH 76% 9% 3% 12% 56% 14% 8% 23%
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Figure 5.2. Illustration of equilibrium schedules.
Illustration of Nash equilibrium for the scheduling game at day 5 in week 38. Each
row represents a schedule (i.e. a set of options – one for each interval; cf. (5.1)),
chosen by the respective player. On the left, the results under consideration of a
realistic battery model are shown, whereas on the right an ideal battery model is
applied.

schedules of a randomly chosen day (week 38, day 5) is shown in Figure 5.2 for both

battery models. It can be seen as a representative example of the schedules for all

other days. A summary for the different user classes of the involvement rate and

the activity distribution can be found in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

Table 5.5 shows by how much the utility function of the consumers, i.e. the

energy costs for each of them, was reduced. The results for each of the four different

weeks are averaged over the consumer categories for both battery models.

5.3 Discussions

In this section, we discuss the results presented in the previous section and explain

the most interesting outcomes of this study.

5.3.1 Peak-to-Average Ratio

By playing the game the usual evening peaks of each individual day were decreased.

This effect was stronger for simulation runs that apply an IB model, where an

almost flat load profile was produced. Troughs are visible at the end of several
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Table 5.5. Reduction of utility values.
Amount of reduction of the utility function (i.e. energy costs). Results averaged over
the different consumption categories are shown for each week together with an
overall average µ.

RB Model IB Model

LOW BASE HIGH LOW BASE HIGH

week 12 6.4% 6.5% 6.3% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1%
week 25 6.0% 6.2% 6.1% 8.8% 8.8% 8.8%
week 38 6.8% 6.8% 6.8% 8.9% 8.9% 8.9%
week 51 6.7% 6.6% 6.4% 8.1% 8.0% 8.1%

µ 6.5% 6.5% 6.4% 8.2% 8.2% 8.2%

days (e.g., in weeks 25 and 38) due to a finite-horizon effect that occurs when

the aggregated demand during the final interval is lower than the average load

in the previous intervals. This results in the players choosing to play α0 in the

respective interval, see Figure 5.2. As the load can only be increased by charging the

battery, this would have caused an increase in costs (for this day) and thus would

not have been beneficial for the players.

From our results we see the importance of the battery efficiency for reducing the

PAR value. With state-of-the-art technology such as the Tesla Powerwall 2 [Tesla,

2017], the PAR value was reduced by 14% to ≈ 1.4. Under the assumption of an

IB, PAR values close to the optimum were achieved (i.e. a reduction of 36%). It is

worth highlighting that these results do not seem to depend on seasonal effects, as

fluctuations of PAR values between the four simulated weeks were less than 0.05.

5.3.2 Involvement in the Game

We observe that the involvement rate was higher overall for the RB model. Nev-

ertheless, the players who did participate in the IB scheduling game were more

active, i.e. chose more activities a 6= α0. It becomes apparent that the lack of effi-

ciency causes a disincentive to charge the battery for many users. While charging

for shorter time periods (i.e. α1) was still occasionally done during low-demand

intervals, charging throughout the whole interval (i.e. α2) was almost non-present

in the NE schedules. None of the LOW households with an RB made use of this

activity within any of the 28 simulated days (cf. Figure 5.2).

5.3.3 Utility Function

In direct relation to the smaller PAR value reduction of the game with RB model is

the smaller reduction in energy costs (see Table 5.5). Similar to results regarding
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the PAR value, we observe that there seems to be no seasonal dependency. Fur-

thermore, within each separate week, the differences between the three consumer

classes is negligible. This was anticipated and intentionally pushed forward by the

introduction of the proportionality factor Ωn in the utility function (5.2). It should

be noted that the pricing scheme benefits all users whether they participate in

the DSM scheme or not. A tariff that gives a higher share of savings towards the

contributors might be a fairer approach.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigated an advanced battery model for a DSM program:

residential customers play a battery scheduling game to decrease their own costs

which eventually reduce the PAR value of the aggregated neighbourhood load. The

advantage of this approach is that every household can make its own decision,

thereby addressing concerns of individual freedom.

It turns out that the round-trip efficiency of the storage system has a negative

impact on the participants’ behaviour. In fact, it lowers the PAR reduction by

more than half of what can be achieved by a system with perfect efficiency. This

is accompanied by a lower reduction in energy bills for all participants. Thus, our

studies underline the importance of further advancements in battery technology.

An important question arises: How can we positively impact the participation

behaviour given a realistic battery system? The answer will lie in a more advanced

game-theoretic approach and is the topic of the following chapter.
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6
A DYNAMIC SCHEDULING GAME WITH

FORECASTING ERRORS

Day-ahead scheduling that does not interfere with the users can solely be

realised through energy storage systems. [Nguyen et al., 2015,Pilz et al.,

2017b] followed this approach and showed that considerable gains are

achievable without interrupting the habits of the consumers. Nguyen et al. [Nguyen

et al., 2015] put their focus on developing a distributed algorithm, while we [Pilz

et al., 2017b] implemented an advanced battery model, providing insight into how

specific battery characteristics influence the participation behaviour and thus the

outcome of the game.

In this chapter1, we build on these previous results and extend the approach of

Chapter 5 in two directions. Firstly, we introduce a more sophisticated underlying

game structure for the demand-side management (DSM) scheme, namely a discrete

time dynamic game. Within this formulation the action space is continuous instead

of the discrete options available in Chapter 5 [Pilz et al., 2017b]. As a consequence,

the players can make more fine-grained decisions which improves their outcome.

Another advantage is that this allows for the derivation of a best response strategy

and thus does not require a computationally expensive search for the best response.

Secondly, we analyse the influence of the forecasting error for demand and energy

generation on the scheduling outcome. In order to assure the stability of the grid,

1The content provided here has been peer-reviewed and published in [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a].
Furthermore, it was partly rewritten to fit the flow of the thesis.
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a real-world application requires the mechanism to be resilient against eventual

errors in the predictions, as they will undoubtedly occur.

The contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:

(1) We introduce a novel discrete time dynamic game for energy storage schedul-

ing among prosumers in the smart grid. The closed form solution to the

best-response problem is derived by means of a dynamic-programming

approach. The ensuing iterative algorithm converges quickly towards the

Nash-equilibrium. Direct comparison to similar approaches, i.e. [Nguyen

et al., 2015,Pilz et al., 2017b,Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015b], reveals the

superiority both in terms of achieved peak-to-average ratio (PAR) reduction

and computational costs.

(2) A complete day-ahead DSM scheme, consisting of prosumers with realisti-

cally modelled batteries, local renewable energy resources, and forecasting

errors for demand and generation is simulated. In contrast to previous

works (e.g. [Nguyen et al., 2015,Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014,Mohsenian-

Rad et al., 2010] which merely simulate individual days, our scheduling

period covers a full year. The length of the simulation allows for an in-depth

analysis of the influence of the forecasting errors as well as the impact of

the number of participants in the DSM scheme.

(3) We show that the proposed dynamic game approach is robust with respect

to the forecasting errors, even in the worst-case scenario. The respective re-

sults exhibit only small deviations in the PAR reduction outcomes compared

to runs with accurate predictions, and hardly any influence on the financial

benefits for the DSM participants. This is furthermore supported by an

extensive analysis of scenarios with randomly generated battery and gener-

ation parameters, indicating the overall robustness of our game-theoretic

approach.

(4) We present a comparison of how different compositions of neighbourhoods

perform in the DSM scheme. We find that a community consisting of a mix

of consumer types can achieve best results.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.1, an advanced discrete time

dynamic non-cooperative game is introduced. Its advantage is that the action space

is continuous in contrast to the discrete actions of the previously analysed game

(cf. Section 5.1). Based on the formulation of subgames and a dynamic program-

ming (DP) approach, we derive an analytic expression for the best-response of

an individual player. Through this, a speedup of several orders of magnitude is

achieved when compared to the simulation runs in Chapter 5. Section 6.2 shows
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our simulation results. Firstly, we provide insight into the convergence behaviour

of the scheduling algorithm. Secondly, a detailed comparison to the results of the

static non-cooperative game is presented, revealing considerable improvements. We

follow up with simulations to investigate the influence of participation rate and

forecasting error on the gains in terms of PAR reduction. Furthermore, we study

different distributions of consumer types within a community and provide evidence

for the robustness of the game-theoretic approach by simulating many randomly

generated scenarios. Finally, the influence of the pricing parameters is investigated.

Eventually, in Section 6.3, the results of the preceding section are discussed and

whenever suitable compared to the relevant literature.

6.1 The Dynamic Battery Scheduling Game

In this section, we formulate the non-cooperative dynamic game between the house-

holds that possess individual energy storage and photovoltaic (PV) installations. To

do so, we introduce the relevant notation and relate it to their respective ‘real-world’

meaning according to our system (cf. Section 4.1). Furthermore, the notion of a Nash

equilibrium (NE) is defined and an important result concerning the link between

the NE for the whole game and the NE for a subgame is provided. Subsequently

a DP algorithm is presented from which we derive a closed form expression of the

best response, i.e. the best decision a player can make in response to fixed decisions

of other players. Eventually we use this result to construct an iterative algorithm

that computes an NE of the game.

6.1.1 Definitions and Game Formulation

Formally, the game belongs to the category of discrete time dynamic games (cf. [Nie

et al., 2006]), where players make their decisions sequentially in stages. These

stages directly correspond to the daily intervals introduced in Section 4.1. For each

stage we define a state of the game, i.e. the current state-of-charge (SOC) of all

batteries, representing the configuration of the overall system. Furthermore, we

define a transition equation that models the evolution of this state based on the

decisions of the players. In other words, the players will choose actions that are

directly related to their battery usage, which in turn depends on the state of the

game. We consider a game with open-loop information structure, which means that

the initial state of the game is known by all players. In this game, players want

to minimise their energy bill, i.e. their utility function, which depends not only on

their own but also on the decisions of all other players. In a nutshell, we have:
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Definition 6.1. Our discrete time dynamic game with open-loop information struc-

ture consists of the following components:

(1) A set of players, i.e. participating households (cf. Section 4.2), N =
{1,2, . . . ,n, . . . , N}, where N denotes the number of players.

(2) A set of stages, i.e. intervals (cf. Section 4.1), T = {0,1, . . . , t, . . . ,T−1}, where

T denotes the number of stages and thus the number of decisions a player

can make in the game.

(3) Scalar state variables st
n ∈ Sn ⊂ IR denoting the SOC of the nth player’s

battery at stage t ∈ T ∪ {T}. Collectively, we denote the state variables of all

players at stage t by st := [
st

1, st
2, . . . , st

N
] ∈ S := S1 ×S2 ×·· ·×SN ⊂ IRN . In

the open-loop information structure it is assumed that the initial state s0 is

known2 to all players n ∈N .

(4) Scalar decision variables at
n ∈Ht

n
(
st

n
) ⊂An ⊂ IR (for definition of Ht

n see

item (5) and Section 4.2.1) denoting the usage of the battery of the nth

player at time t ∈ T . Collectively, we denote the decision variables of all

players at stage t by at := [
at

1,at
2, . . . ,at

N
] ∈A :=A1 ×A2 × ·· ·×AN ⊂ IRN .

Furthermore we define the schedule of battery usage of an individual player

n ∈ N as a collection of all its decisions in the stages of the game by

an := [
a0

n,a1
n, . . . ,aT−1

n
]
. A strategy profile is denoted by a := [a1,a2, . . . ,aN ].

(5) A set of admissible decisions Hn
(
s0

n
)

:= {
an | ht

n
(
st

n,at
n
)≤ 0, t ∈ T } ⊂ IRT

for the nth player. The function ht
n
(
st

n,at
n
)

has been defined in (4.9) Sec-

tion 4.2.1, capturing the restrictions posed on the battery. We denote

Ht
n
(
st

n
)

:= {
at

n | ht
n
(
st

n,at
n
)≤ 0

}⊂ IR

(6) A state transition equation

(6.1) st+1
n = f t

n
(
st

n,at
n
)
, t ∈ T , n ∈N ,

governing the state variables
{
st}T

t=0. The function f t
n
(
st

n,at
n
)

is the dis-

cretised version of the transition equation (4.8) defined in Section 4.2.1,

showing how a decision of the player influences the state of its battery for

the upcoming stage.

2Later we will see that the solutions/schedules require the players to deplete their battery towards
the end of the scheduling period (cf. finite horizon effect) to achieve maximum utility. This means as
long as none of the players deviates from their respective schedule this knowledge is implicitly shared.
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(7) A stage additive utility function

(6.2) un
(
s0

n, [an,a−n]
)=−gT

n

(
sT

n

)
−

T−1∑
t=0

gt
n
(
st

n,
[
at

n,at
−n

])
for the nth player, where a−n := [a1,a2, . . . ,an−1,an+1, . . . ,aN ] denotes the

decisions of all other players. The function gt
n
(
st

n,
[
at

n,at−n
])

has been de-

fined in (4.14) Section 4.3 capturing the costs to the nth player at the tth

stage. Note that the utility function depends only on the initial state vari-

able s0
n, since the subsequent is presented states st

n are determined by (6.1).

The function

(6.3) gT
n

(
sT

n

)
= sT

n

can be interpreted as a penalty for the nth player that is incurred by ending

up in state sT
n , i.e. its SOC, at the end of the scheduling period.

Each participant of the game is thought to be rational, i.e. they are only inter-

ested in improving their individual utility value (6.2). We represent the decision

problem of the nth player as the following optimisation problem:

(6.4)

Gn (a−n) given s0 ∈S
maximise

an
un

(
s0

n, [an,a−n]
)

subject to at
n ∈Ht

n
(
st

n
)

st+1
n = f t

n
(
st

n,at
n
) ∀t ∈ T ∪ {T}

Moreover, the game is referred to as {G1,G2, . . . ,GN }.

Definition 6.2. A strategy profile â = [â1, . . . , âN ] is a Nash equilibrium for the

game {G1, . . . ,GN } if and only if for all players n ∈N we have

(6.5) un
(
s0

n, [ân, â−n]
)≥ un

(
s0

n, [an, â−n]
)
, ∀an ∈Hn

(
s0

n
)

.

6.1.2 Analysis of the Game

In order to analyse the game {G1, . . . ,GN }, we follow the DP idea by Nie et al. [Nie

et al., 2006]. To do so, we introduce notation for subproblems of (6.4). Furthermore,

we show an important result about Nash equilibria for these subproblems, which

constitutes the basis for the DP-algorithm. Applying the general algorithm eventu-

ally leads us to an analytic formulation of the nth player’s best response ân, given

the strategies a−n of other players.
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6.1.2.1 Subgame Formulation

For subproblems that are only interested in decisions taken from stage t′ onwards,

we write:

st′,T−1
n :=

[
st′

n, . . . , sT−1
n

]
, st′,T−1 :=

[
st′ , . . . ,sT−1

]
at′,T−1

n :=
[
at′

n, . . . ,aT−1
n

]
, at′,T−1 :=

[
at′ , . . . ,aT−1

]
uT−t′

n

(
st′

n,
[
at′,T−1

n ,at′,T−1
−n

])
=−gT

n

(
sT

n

)
−

T−1∑
τ=t′

gτn
(
sτn,

[
aτn,aτ

−n
])

Ht′,T−1
n

(
st′

n

)
:=

{
at′,T−1

n | hτ
n
(
sτn,aτn

)≤ 0, τ= t′, t′+1, . . . ,T −1
}

.

For t′ ∈ T we define a subproblem of the nth player as the following optimisation

problem:

(6.6)

GT−t′
n

(
at′,T−1
−n

)
given st′ ∈S
maximise

an
uT−t′

n

(
st′

n,
[
at′,T−1

n ,at′,T−1
−n

])
subject to at′,T−1

n ∈Ht′,T−1
n

(
st′

n

)
st+1

n = f t
n
(
st

n,at
n
) ∀t ∈ {t′, t′+1. . . ,T −1}

Therefore, the subgame is referred to as
{
GT−t′

1 ,GT−t′
2 , . . . ,GT−t′

N

}
.

Theorem 6.3. Let â = [
â0, . . . , âT−1]

constitute a Nash equilibrium for the game

{G1, . . . ,GN } with the corresponding trajectories of states ŝ= [
ŝ0, . . . , ŝT]

. Consider

the subgame
{
GT−t

1 , . . . ,GT−t
N

}
for each t ∈ T . Then, the truncated strategy ât,T−1 =[

ât, ât+1, . . . , âT−1]
comprises a Nash equilibrium for the subgame

{
GT−t

1 , . . . ,GT−t
N

}
.

Proof. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Suppose ât,T−1 is not a Nash equi-

librium to the subgame
{
GT−t

1 , . . . ,GT−t
N

}
. Then, for some n ∈N , there must exist

another strategy āt,T−1
n with the corresponding sequence of states

{
s̄τn

}T
τ=t such that

uT−t
n

((
s̄t

n, ŝt
−n

)
,
(
āt,T−1

n , ât,T−1
−n

))
> uT−t

n

(
ŝt, ât,T−1

)
Therefore, we obtain

un

(
s0

n,
(
â0,t−1,

(
āt,T−1

n , ât,T−1
−n

)))
= uT−t

n

((
s̄t

n, ŝt
−n

)
,
(
āt,T−1

n , ât,T−1
−n

))
−

t−1∑
τ=0

gτn
(
ŝτn,

(
âτn, âτ

−n
))

> uT−t
n

(
ŝt, ât,T−1

)
−

t−1∑
τ=0

gτn
(
ŝτn,

(
âτn, âτ

−n
))

= un

(
ŝ0, â0,T−1

)
= un

(
ŝ0, â

)
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That is in contradiction to our assumption that â is a Nash equilibrium for the game

{G1, . . . ,GN }. Consequently, our assumption about ât,T−1 is proved to be false. Thus

ât,T−1 indeed comprises a Nash equilibrium of the subgame
{
GT−t

1 , . . . ,GT−t
N

}
. �

6.1.2.2 The DP-Algorithm and Derivation of the Best Response Solution

Based on the results of the previous subsection, we can formulate the following

DP-algorithm to find the solution to the decision problem Gn(a−n) (6.4), i.e. the

optimal decision for the nth player given the decisions a−n of the other players.

Algorithm 3: DP algorithm for player n ∈N to find the solution to (6.4).
Input: T, a−n, s0

t ← T
1 for each sT ∈S do

V 0
n (sT

n )← gT
n

(
sT

n
)

2 while t > 0 do
t ← t−1

3 for each st ∈S do

ât
n ← argmax

at
n∈Ht

n(st
n)
−gt

n
(
st

n,
[
at

n,at
−n

])−V T−t−1
n

(
f t

(
st

n,at
n
))

V T−t
n (st

n)← max
at

n∈Ht
n(st

n)
−gt

n
(
st

n,
[
at

n,at
−n

])−V T−t−1
n

(
f t

(
st

n,at
n
))

end
end

end

Output: ân

Let us apply Algorithm 3 to obtain the result to the decision problem Gn(a−n)

(6.4) in closed form. Note that both for-loops (line 1 and line 3) are treated implicitly

by keeping sT and st unspecified throughout the computations.

Given the total scheduling length T, the aggregated decisions a−n of all other

players, and the initial SOC s0 of the batteries, at the first step (t = T) we set

V 0
n (sT

n ) = sT
n according to (6.3). With this we enter the while-loop (line 2) which

overwrites t to now represent t = T −1. We solve for the best decision âT−1
n by

solving the following problem

âT−1
n = argmax

aT−1
n

gT−1
n︷ ︸︸ ︷

−c2

(
dT−1

n +aT−1
n +LT−1

−n

)2 − c1

(
dT−1

n +aT−1
n +LT−1

−n

)
− c0

− sT−1
n −aT−1

n︸ ︷︷ ︸
V 0

n
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where we made use of the transition equation (6.1) to rewrite V 0
n . The solution is

computed as

âT−1
n =−sT−1

n ,

and subsequently we have

V 1
n =−c2

(
dT−1

n − sT−1
n +LT−1

−n

)2 − c1

(
dT−1

n − sT−1
n +LT−1

−n

)
− c0 .

With this, the first step is done and we again overwrite t to now represent t = T −2.

In this stage we solve the following problem

âT−2
n = argmax

aT−2
n

− gT−2
n

(
sT−2

n ,
[
aT−2

n ,aT−2
−n

])
+ c2

(
dT−1

n − sT−2
n −aT−2

n +LT−1
−n

)2

+ c1

(
dT−1

n − sT−2
n −aT−2

n +LT−1
−n

)
+ c0 .

The solution is computed as

âT−2
n = 1

2

(
dT−1

n −dT−2
n − sT−2

n +LT−1
−n −LT−2

−n

)
,

from which we obtain

V 2
n =− c2

2

(
dT−1

n −dT−2
n − sT−2

n +LT−1
−n −LT−2

−n

)2

− c1

(
dT−1

n −dT−2
n − sT−2

n +LT−1
−n −LT−2

−n

)
−2c0 ,

finalising the second step. This procedure can be done for all subsequent steps.

As the equations increase quickly in size, they become infeasible to quote here.

Fortunately though, our calculations provided insight into apparent recurring

patterns, which all the solutions follow. Eventually, the solution for an arbitrary

stage t of the T-stage dynamic game can be written as

(6.7) ât
n = 1

T − t

[
T−1∑
τ=t+1

(
dτ

n +Lτ
−n

)− st
n − (T − t−1)

(
dt

n +Lt
−n

)]

Note that during the derivation the non-linear battery constraints are not strictly

considered. Similar to the forecasting errors (cf. Section 4.4.3), these are considered

in our simulation when the equilibrium schedules are actually executed. Further-

more, we want to highlight that the optimal decision (6.7) for nth player at time t

only depends on the current and future forecasted net-demand data, the current

SOC of the battery, and the average load (4.13) on the grid caused by all the other

households. This is vaguely reminiscent of an alternative and elegant mean-field

type approach [Huang et al., 2006, Lasry and Lions, 2007] in which each player

reacts directly to an aggregated signal from the group.
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6.1.3 The Algorithm and Execution of NE schedules

As in [Pilz et al., 2017b], we make use of a best-response algorithm (cf. Algorithm 1)

to find the solution to the game. Whereas in [Pilz et al., 2017b] an extensive search

Algorithm 4: Best-response algorithm for finding a pure NE based on
[Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009]

Input: T, s0

initialise random strategy profile a= [an,a−n]
1 while there exists a player n for whom an is not a best response to a−n do
2 for each n ∈N do
3 for each t ∈ T do

ât
n ← best response to at−n based on (6.7)

end
an ← [

â0
n, . . . , âT−1

n
]

end
end

Output: â

for optimal schedules ân was performed, here we can compute the best response

for each stage (line 3) analytically by means of (6.7) and concatenate the results to

obtain the optimal schedule ân in response to a−n. Performing this computation for

each player n ∈N (line 2) results in a new strategy profile a. We iterate this (line 1)

as long as “there exists a player n for whom an is not a best response to a−n”. In

the actual implementation, this check is done by comparing the current strategy

profile with the one obtained from the previous iteration. If it did not change, up to

machine precision, an equilibrium is reached and â= [ân, â−n] constitutes the Nash

equilibrium. This iterative approach is a type of cobweb method [Bahn et al., 2009]

which theoretically does not converge for every given scenario. An analysis of the

convergence behaviour is performed in Section 6.2.2.

Based on the definition of a NE, no household can benefit from unilaterally

deviating from its respective schedule. Nonetheless, we have to keep in mind

that it is based on forecasted demand and renewable generation. Whenever either

the demand or the generation does not match the forecasted value, it might not

be possible anymore to strictly follow this NE schedule. In the analysis in the

subsequent sections, we assume that every individual always seeks to be as close

as possible to their determined NE schedule. To illustrate the idea: Imagine a

NE schedule of household n requires them to discharge an amount x in a certain

interval. Due to a forecasting error for the renewable generation, this has not been

charged fully and can thus not be delivered. In this case, the schedule will discharge

as much as possible during this interval. The deviation from the NE will decrease
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the benefit in terms of PAR reductions and achieved savings for the consumer.

Anticipating the results, we want to highlight that in the following section we show

that the solution is robust with respect to these deviations and gives considerable

improvements in comparison to other approaches in the literature.

6.2 Performance Evaluation

The results with respect to convergence, demand-side management behaviour, in-

fluence of participation rate and forecasting errors, influence of consumer-type

distribution, robustness, and influence of pricing parameters are collectively re-

ported within this section.

6.2.1 Parameters

In this section, we consider the worst-case scenario with respect to the forecasting

accuracy. Bichpuriya et al. [Bichpuriya et al., 2016] give a comprehensive overview

of current techniques for short term demand forecasting. They specifically investi-

gate how combining forecasts obtained from an integrated auto-regressive moving

average, an artificial neural network, and a similar day approach can improve the

short term load forecast. From [Bichpuriya et al., 2016], we obtain an upper limit

for the forecasting error εd, expressed as a percentage of the actual demand. Simi-

larly, [Dolara et al., 2015] gives an insight into 24 hour PV power output prediction.

The forecasting error εw is also given as a percentage of the actual generation.

The worst-case scenario is constituted when these two errors carry opposing

signs and are correlated between all the participants. This becomes clear from the

definition of the net-demand (4.10), since both contributions enter with different

signs. Intuitively, it makes sense that in the worst-case the forecasted net-demand is

smaller than the actual demand. This is because a too small forecasted net-demand

does disguise the incentive to make use of the battery system. With the same

argument, the worst-case solar forecast is higher than the actual one. It might

imply a sufficient SOC of the battery, when in reality more charging would have

been necessary.

Table 6.1. Battery parameters.
Parameters for a Tesla-inspired [Tesla, 2017] home battery storage system.

Efficiencies Charging rates Capacities

η+ = 0.958 ρ+ = 5.0 kW/h smax = 13.5 kWh
η− = 0.958 ρ− =−7.0 kW/h smin = 0.0 kWh
ηinv = 0.960 ρ̄ =−0.001 s∗ = 9.46 kWh
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In the real-world application, the smart meter of individual households collects

data about electricity demand and generation from the available PV installation.

As specified in Section 4.1, the DSM protocol requires participants to send forecasts

of the demand and generation to the utility company. These forecasts are based on

historically collected data. In order to run our simulations, we omit this forecasting

step and rather make use of the publicly available data sets introduced in Section 4.4.

Demand data: The demand data stem from the NREL dataset [U.S. Dept. of

Energy, 2013]. For all simulation runs, we picked the same M = 25 households, in

close vicinity to each other, to represent our neighbourhood (cf. Table 4.1). With

respect to their consumption categories, we have seven LOW, nine BASE and nine

HIGH users.

PV data: Data for the PV generation are based on real-world measurements [Power

Networks, 2014] in the UK. An estimate for the kWp value is obtained from

looking at the highest hourly output in the course of a whole year. Its value is

wmax = 3.7kWh, which is why we assume kWp ≈ 4 kW. We account for different

sizes of PV installations by scaling the data set with a household specific factor pn.

About 6% of the collected data was corrupted. We set all these values to w = 0.0 kWh.

This does not pose any problem for our simulation results, but can be seen as

realistic failures of the installation.

Battery and pricing parameters: The parameters of the battery are based on

the Tesla Powerwall 2 [Tesla, 2017] data sheet. The choice to employ this battery

system is motivated by two reasons: (i) The same battery was used in the previous

chapter (i.e. [Pilz et al., 2017b]), allowing for a direct comparison of the results.

(ii) A non-extensive analysis of different battery systems showed that the Tesla

Powerwall 2 qualifies as a representative of state-of-the-art technology. Please see

the Appendix A for more details. A summary of the battery parameters can be found

in Table 6.1. The data sheet only specifies the round-trip efficiency η = η+ ·η− of

the battery. Without loss of generality, we assume that charging and discharging

contribute equally, yielding η+ = η− =p
0.918.

For the parameters in the cost function (4.14) we use c2 = 0.03125 $/MW2,

c1 = 1.0 $/MW, and c0 = 0, following other studies [Pilz et al., 2017b,Rahbar et al.,

2015]. This allows to directly compare our results.

6.2.2 Convergence Behaviour of the Algorithm

Let us provide an insight into the convergence behaviour of Algorithm 4. The

condition that needs to be fulfilled to declare equilibrium is stated as “there exists

no player n for whom his current action an is not a best response to the actions a−n
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Figure 6.1. Convergence analysis of Algorithm 4.
The change of the average bill of the DSM participants between consecutive itera-
tions is plotted over the iteration number. The ordinate is scaled logarithmically.
Bars are coloured according to the algebraic sign of the change. The specific data
points stem from a simulation in Section 6.2.4 with 64% participation rate and
without forecasting errors.
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Figure 6.2. Iteration statistics.
The mean number of iterations per day is plotted over the participation rate in per
cent. The values stem from the simulations undertaken in Section 6.2.4. In addition
to the average over 365 days, the standard deviation is shown for each data point.

of the other players” (cf. Algorithm 4, line 1). Within our specific implementation

of selma, the stopping criteria is based on the average L2 difference between the

action profiles of two consecutive iterations i and i+1, i.e.

(6.8)
∣∣∣ ai+1 − ai

∣∣∣
L2

:= 1
N T

√√√√ N∑
n=1

T−1∑
t=0

∣∣ ai+1 t
n − ai t

n
∣∣2 .

When this difference is smaller or equal to 10−15 the algorithm breaks out of the

loop. Associated with the current action profile during each iteration are also the

energy bills for each participant.
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Results: In Figure 6.1, the absolute change of the average bill B = 1/N
∑

n Bn

(cf. (4.15)) is shown for a randomly selected day of the simulation shown in Sec-

tion 6.2.4. To cover the large scale of different changes, a logarithmic representation

is chosen. The respective sign of the change is then expressed in the colour of the

bar. Figure 6.2 shows how the number of average iterations per day depends on the

number of participants in the DSM scheme. The values are again taken from the

simulations in Section 6.2.4.

6.2.3 Comparison Between a Static and a Dynamic DSM Scheme

In Chapter 5 (cf. [Pilz et al., 2017b]), a similar DSM scheme to the one described

in this chapter was examined. Both are based on a battery scheduling game for
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Figure 6.3. Load comparison.
The aggregated load of all households in the neighbourhood is plotted over time. The
simulation domains cover seven days, that were each scheduled consecutively. The
aggregated demand is given as a reference. The orange curve results from a DSM
scheme employing a static scheduling game (cf. Chapter 5), while the green one
stems from a DSM scheme employing a dynamic game. Other than the underlying
game structure, all parameters are identical.

Table 6.2. Peak-to-avergage ratio (PAR) comparison.
PAR values calculated as the average over the individual days of week 12, 25, 38,
and 51 for the case without storage system (Reference) and both underlying games
of the DSM scheme. Static: game employed in Chapter 5; Dynamic: game described
in Section 6.1. The values in parentheses represent the standard deviation.

Reference Static Dynamic

Period

week 12 1.623 (0.005) 1.374 (0.070) 1.013 (<0.001)
week 25 1.574 (0.033) 1.410 (0.035) 1.198 (0.016)
week 38 1.685 (0.031) 1.439 (0.080) 1.231 (0.015)
week 51 1.718 (0.037) 1.468 (0.082) 1.015 (0.001)

average 1.650 (0.064) 1.423 (0.040) 1.114 (0.117)
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(a) static scheduling game (b) dynamic scheduling game
Figure 6.4. Nash equilibrium schedule comparison.

The schedules for all participating households of the demand-side management
scheme for a single scheduling period (week 38, day 5, cf. Chapter 5) are shown to-
gether with their respective aggregated load and aggregated state-of-charge (SOC).
(a) The underlying game structure is a static non-cooperative game from the previ-
ous chapter. Within each interval, players can choose between four discrete decisions.
(b) Here, the game structure is the dynamic game introduced in Section 6.1. Note
that the schedules employ the same scaling.

households of a neighbourhood served by the same utility company (UC). Their main

difference is the underlying game that determines the schedules for the upcoming

day. Whereas here we employ a discrete time dynamic game, in the previous chapter

we made use of a simpler non-cooperative static game in which players were only

able to choose between four discrete options for each interval. For the sake of

comparison, none of the households is equipped with PV cells.

In this subsection, we compare the two approaches with respect to their success

in reducing the PAR of the aggregated load. To this end, the same parameters

for each household and also the same demand data are used. Households do not

have the capability of on-site generation, but are equipped with the same batteries
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(cf. Table 5.1). The upcoming day is divided into T = 12 intervals and we assume

N = M = 25, i.e. every household takes part in the DSM scheme. As in the previous

chapter, we simulate full weeks by using the SOC values of the batteries at the end

of the scheduling period as the initial configuration for the following one.

Results: Figure 6.3 shows the aggregated load curves achieved by the DSM

schemes for forecasts given by week 38 of the demand data set [U.S. Dept. of Energy,

2013]. For completion, we also simulated week 12, week 25, and week 51 as done

in Chapter 5. A summary of the achieved results can be seen in Table 6.2.

On average, a 14% and a 32% decrease of the PAR value was achieved by the

static and the dynamic games, respectively. To understand the differences of the

outcomes, we explicitly look at the schedules that are obtained in the NE of the

respective games. Figure 6.4 shows these schedules exemplarily for day 5 of week

38 (Figure 6.3, cf. Figure 3 in [Pilz et al., 2017b]) together with the aggregated load

and aggregated SOC above it. Each row illustrates the equilibrium schedule of one

household.

6.2.4 Influence of Participation Rate and Forecasting Errors

The question of how many participants are needed to obtain considerable gains

in terms of PAR reduction and savings is important. Moreover, within this sub-
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Figure 6.5. Peak-to-average ratio (PAR) reduction over participation rate.
The mean PAR reduction in per cent is plotted over the participation rate in per
cent. The right-hand axis shows the absolute values of the PAR. In addition to
the average over 365 days, the standard deviation is shown for each data point.
The simulations were run for a scenario with forecasting errors and one without
forecasting errors. Note that the data points are slightly shifted along the abscissa
to increase readability.
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Figure 6.6. Savings dependency on the participation rate.
The mean bill reduction in per cent for participants of the demand-side manage-
ment scheme are plotted over the participation rate in per cent. In addition to the
average over 365 days and participants, the standard deviation between different
participants is shown for each data point. The simulations were run for a scenario
with forecasting errors and one without forecasting errors. The difference between
the two curves is plotted against the right-hand axis.

section the robustness with respect to the forecasting errors (cf. Section 4.4.3) is

shown. To do so, we assume the forecasting error for the demand to be εd = 8% for

every household [Bichpuriya et al., 2016], which could be obtained from a forecast

performed by an artificial neural network, and is approximately 2.5 times higher

than the best forecast obtained by them. This is independent of whether the house-

hold participates in the DSM scheme or not. The forecasting error for the solar

generation is set to εw = 10% in accordance with [Dolara et al., 2015, Rana et al.,

2016]. Rana et al. [Rana et al., 2016] make use of a neural network and clustering

of weather data to forecast half hourly solar power output for the upcoming day.

Note that only participants of the DSM scheme are equipped with PV cells and

thus subject to the forecasting error. The values are taken to represent a worst-case

scenario. Thus, any real-world scheduling result should fall in the interval between

the worst-case outcome and the respective outcome without any forecasting error.

We simulate a full year and average over the obtained PAR values for the indi-

vidual days. All participants are equipped with a lithium-ion battery (cf. Table 6.1)

and solar panels. The size of the PV installation depends on the user’s category.

For LOW, BASE, and HIGH consumers, we use pn = 0.3, pn = 0.5, and pn = 0.7,

respectively. Starting with all 25 households taking part in the DSM scheme, we

eliminated three users, i.e. one randomly selected from each consumer category, in
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each subsequent run. Non-participant still exhibit the specified forecasting error for

their demand.

Results: Figure 6.5 shows the reduction of the PAR value over the rate of partici-

pating consumers for the scenarios with and without forecasting errors. It includes

not only the mean values, but also the standard deviation. Note that we slightly

shifted the results for both runs along the abscissa to increase readability. An

additional axis on the left indicates the absolute PAR values. Whereas the PAR

reduction is the interest of the UC, the financial rewards, i.e. savings off the energy

bill, are the interests of the participants of the DSM scheme. Figure 6.6 shows the

average saving per day for all participants both with and without forecasting error.

For further insight, it also illustrates the difference between the two curves.

6.2.5 Consumer-Type Analysis

The results in Section 6.2.3 and Section 6.2.4 are all based on a neighbourhood

consisting of a mix of the three different consumer types (LOW, BASE, HIGH).

Figure 6.7 shows the possible PAR reductions for mono-type neighbourhoods. To

allow for comparison M = 25 is kept constant. Furthermore, we use the same

forecasting errors of εd = 8% and εw = 10% for the demand and renewable energy

generation, respectively (cf. Section 6.2.4). All the simulations consider a scheduling

period of a full year.
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Figure 6.7. PAR reduction for different neighbourhoods.
The mean PAR reduction in per cent is plotted over the participation rate in per
cent for different mono-type consumer neighbourhoods. In addition to the average
over 365 days, the standard deviation is shown for each data point. For comparison,
the results of a mixed neighbourhood (cf. Figure 6.5) are also presented. Note that
the data points are slightly shifted along the abscissa to increase readability.
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Figure 6.8. Savings for different neighbourhoods.
The mean bill reduction in per cent for participants of the demand-side management
scheme are plotted over the participation rate in per cent for different mono-type
consumer neighbourhoods. In addition to the average over 365 days and participants,
the standard deviation between different participants is shown for each data point.
For comparison, the results of a mixed neighbourhood (cf. Figure 6.6) are also
presented.

We also calculated the average savings that are achieved by the participants

of the DSM scheme. These results are presented in Figure 6.8 together with the

reference of a mixed neighbourhood (cf. Figure 6.6) with forecasting errors.

6.2.6 Robustness

In order to evaluate the robustness of the game-theoretic approach, we simulate

a large set of scenarios with randomly generated parameters. The parameters

under consideration are the size of the PV array of the individual households, the

maximum capacity of the lithium-ion battery, and the charging and discharging

Table 6.3. Parameter ranges.
Instead of using the same battery and (scaled) PV installation for each participant
of the DSM scheme, the parameters are drawn uniformly from the given ranges in
the simulation runs to analyse the robustness of the scheduling performance.

Robustness Study Other Studies

Uniformly drawn from Fixed at
wmax (kWh) [0.0,8.0] 4.0
smax (kWh) [2.8,13.5] 13.5

η+ [0.900,0.958] 0.958
η− [0.900,0.958] 0.958
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efficiencies. The change of capacity and efficiency can either be interpreted as

an ageing effect of the Tesla Powerwall 2, or as using batteries from different

manufacturers for different participating households. An overview of the range of
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Figure 6.9. PAR value histograms.
The yearly median PAR values for scenarios with randomly generated parameters
are shown for various participation rates N/M. The possible ranges for the solar and
battery parameters are indicated in Table 6.3. The bin size for the histogram is
0.008. Additionally, box-and-whisker plots are overlaid for each histogram.
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these parameters is shown in Table 6.3. All other parameters are kept constant

at the values used throughout the other experiments, i.e. M = 25, T = 24, εd = 8%,

εw = 10%, and all other battery parameters as in Table 6.1, to allow for a fair

comparison. For each set of random parameters we consider a simulation period of

one year. Figure 6.9 shows the results for various participation rates for 2048 years

each.

6.2.7 Influence of Pricing Parameters

Throughout the thesis, a quadratic cost function (4.14) with constant coefficients

is used based on previous studies, e.g. [Pilz et al., 2017b, Rahbar et al., 2015]. In

this section the specific choice of these coefficients is justified and the influence of

them on the obtainable savings for the consumers is analysed. In order to get a

thorough overview, a wide range of coefficients was considered, i.e. c2 ∈ [10−4,106],

and c1 ∈ [10−3,105]. Note that for simplicity the constant term is kept at c0 = 0.

The average savings over a simulation period of one year for N/M = 100%, including

forecasting errors as discussed in Section 4.1 is shown in Figure 6.10. We can observe

three regions in this representation: (i) A plateau, where the relative savings are

equal to ≈ 17%, (ii) A transitional region where the savings are diminishing, and (iii)

A second plateau of negative savings (≈−1.5%), i.e. the consumers actually have to

pay more given these pricing coefficients. The previously used pricing coefficients,
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Figure 6.10. Average savings.
The average savings in per cent over one year for various pricing coefficients c2 and
c1 in (4.14) is shown. Furthermore, the values c2 = 0.03125 and c1 = 1.0, that are
used throughout the manuscript, are highlighted.
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that lead to an average saving of 10% per year, are located in the second region.

This means that by changing the pricing coefficients an even higher cost reduction

could be achieved. It can be observed that as long as the quadratic term in the cost

function is dominant the consumers can expect a financial gain from playing the

game. Only when c2 ¿ c1 the advantage is lost.

While these results are all based on simulations in the presence of forecasting

errors, we can report that without forecasting errors the resulting savings differ

by < 1% for each of the considered sets of coefficients in the represented range,

following the results shown in Figure 6.6. This can be explained when looking at

the effect the forecasting error has on the actual load curve of the households. In

Section 6.2.4, we saw that the PAR of the aggregated load changes by only a few

per cent when introducing inaccurate forecasted demand and generation data. A

rough estimate shows that changing the load x percent could also be interpreted

as a change of the coefficients c1, c2 by the same amount and twice the amount,

respectively.

c′2 · l2 != c2 ·
(
l+ l · x

100

)2

= c2 · l2 + c2 · l2 · 2x
100

+ c2 · l2 ·
�
�
��>

≈ 0
x2

10000

⇒ c′2
c2

≈ 1+ 2x
100

In such a narrow margin the function plotted in Figure 6.10 is indeed almost flat.

6.3 Discussions

Within this section, the results studied in the previous one are discussed and

whenever suitable compared to the literature.

6.3.1 Convergence Behaviour of the Algorithm

The results give evidence of a correctly working iteration algorithm (cf. Algorithm 4).

From Figure 6.1 we see that between any two consecutive iterations, the absolute

change of the average electricity bill is monotonically decreasing. Furthermore, we

observe that the rate of this decrease is almost linear in the semi-logarithmic plot,

hinting towards an exponential relationship.

Due to the exponential convergence towards a Nash equilibrium, only few

iterations are needed to obtain the equilibrium schedules. The specific number of

iterations depends on the number of participants taking part in the DSM scheme.

This is comparable to the ones shown in [Nguyen et al., 2015]. Figure 6.2 shows
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that the average number of iterations increases monotonically with the number of

participants. Moreover, the variation across the number of iterations for individual

scheduling periods is small, as shown by the standard deviation. This is a strong

result, as it shows that the convergence properties are insensitive to different

demand data of the individual participants. During experimentations with the code,

more than one million games were solved which all converged to a Nash equilibrium.

The small number of iterations directly translates to small computational times

and thus does not hinder a real-world application. Typical 365-day simulation runs

take about 30 s on a single core of an i7-3770S CPU and require less than 1 GB of

memory. Note that in the real-life scenario, the scheduling process is initiated once

before the scheduling period and only needs to calculate the equilibrium schedules

for the upcoming day. In summary, we expect no difficulties in implementing a DSM

scheme based on our scheduling software selma.

6.3.2 Comparison Between a Static and a Dynamic DSM Scheme

Comparing the aggregated load curves (cf. Figure 6.3) shows that a DSM scheme

based on a dynamic game can achieve an almost flat profile. Nevertheless, depending

on the given data, the outcome of the scheduling is subject to a finite-horizon effect.

Empirically, we observe peaks and troughs at the end of the scheduling period if the

demand for the final interval is lower than the average demand of the whole day.

This indicates that the starting time of the DSM scheme has an influence on the

achievable outcome. Nonetheless, this parameter is fixed through the DSM scheme

protocol, thus asking for alternative solutions to the finite-horizon effect. In the

following chapter, we will introduce a refined calculation of the best-response that

is able to improve on this effect.

In Table 6.2, we observe that on average the dynamic game reduces the PAR

value more than twice as much as the static game. However, with respect to the

individual weeks the static game shows a smaller standard deviation of 0.04 and

thus seems to be more consistent. Its achieved reductions are all between 10.4% –

15.3%, while the range of reductions by the DMS scheme with the dynamic game

is 23.9% – 40.9%. The differences with respect to the standard deviations is again

owed to the finite-horizon effect. It is also present in the case with the static game,

but due to generally worse outcome, does not alter it as much as the results of the

dynamic scheduling game.

We can further understand the differences between the static and dynamic game

from Figure 6.4. The restriction to four discrete options for each interval in the

static case, i.e. (i) remain idle, (ii) charge half interval, (iii) charge full interval, and

(iv) use battery, results in a majority of intervals where the battery remains idle.
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This is because of a lack of incentive to charge the battery by the two given amounts.

In the dynamic game, players can choose to charge their battery from a continuous

spectrum of decisions in a given interval. This difference becomes most apparent

when looking at the aggregated SOC of all participants. Whereas the maximal SOC

in the static case is approximately 64 kWh, almost twice as much (120 kWh) is

charged in the dynamic case. In summary, it shows that the increased flexibility of

the dynamic game is better suited to minimise the PAR of the aggregated load.

Note that all these comparisons allow for strong conclusions as they are based

on the identical data set [U.S. Dept. of Energy, 2013] and also all the other para-

meters, such as number of players N, number of time intervals T, etc. are chosen

to be the same. Nevertheless, comparisons to other results in the literature are

possible: Compared to the work by Nguyen et al. [Nguyen et al., 2015], a better

PAR reduction is achieved while also the number of iterations to obtain the equilib-

rium solution is lower by two orders of magnitude. Similarly, the PAR reduction of

Yaagoubi et al. [Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015b] is worse than the approach shown in

this chapter. As they schedule not only the battery but also shift other household

appliances, a comparison of the computational costs is not appropriate.

6.3.3 Influence of Participation Rate and Forecasting Errors

Although a worst-case scenario is simulated, the outcome with respect to PAR reduc-

tion (cf. Figure 6.5) and electricity bill (cf. Figure 6.6) reduction show considerable

gains for the UC and the participants of the DSM scheme.

Without forecasting error the PAR reduction monotonically improves with the

proportion of the participants. This stands in contrast to the results shown in [Soli-

man and Leon-Garcia, 2014], where a minimum is reached at medium range partici-

pation rate. In comparison to other studies, such as [Nguyen et al., 2015,Longe et al.,

2017], we conclude that our dynamic game performs as good as their respective

scheduling approach. At 100% participation rate, a reduction of −33.3% (5.8%) is

achieved, in agreement with the results shown in Section 6.2.3. It should be noted

that a perfectly flat load profile corresponds to an approximately −40% reduction

of the PAR. Thus the outcome is close to the theoretical optimum. When looking

at the standard deviation, we observe that it is lowest for the simulation run with

52% participation rate and increases towards both ends of the spectrum. On the

lower end of participation rate the fluctuations of the PAR value for different days

is just an artefact of the data set in use. Small numbers of participants have not

enough influence on the overall neighbourhood to change this. When regarding

large participation rates, the PAR value is considerably reduced. The increase of

the standard variation for these runs stem directly from the finite-horizon effect
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already discussed in Section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.11. Influence of forecasting error on the achieved PAR value.
The PAR values for three different participation rates are plotted over the fore-
casting error. Here the abscissa refers to the worst-case scenario as described in
Section 6.2.4, e.g. at 0.6 a forecasting error with the magnitude of 60% of the worst-
case is assumed. In the reference case no game is played, so the forecasting error
does not influence the PAR value.

The results for runs with forecasting errors follow the results without errors

closely. Figure 6.11 shows how the forecasting error affects the achieved PAR

values for three selected participation rates when transitioning from the perfect

forecast to the worst-case scenario as depicted in Figure 6.5. For low participation

rates the difference is negligible but starts to increase when more households

participate in the DSM scheme. Nevertheless, even in the worst-case scenario, a

reduction of −27.8% (8.9%) is achieved at 100% participation rate (cf. Figure 6.5).

With respect to the standard deviation, we again recognise similarities to the runs

without forecasting errors. Smallest variations in the PAR reduction are obtained

for participation rates around 50%, while we again see increasing variations at high

participation rates. Here, the increase is distinctly larger than in the other runs.

The reason behind this difference is directly explained by the forecasting error. As

more participants join the DSM scheme, the absolute amount of deviation from the

actual demand and production is increasing.

It is worth noting that the result for a participation rate of 76%, i.e. a reduction of

−27.7% (4.4%) (cf. Figure 6.5), are very promising from a practical point of view. The
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UC might not be able to convince everybody to participate in the DSM scheme, but

can still gain reductions of the PAR value close to what is achievable at maximum

participation.

The savings that participants of the DSM scheme can gain increase monotoni-

cally with the share of participants. Furthermore, we observe that the variations

between different participants are negligible. This is due to the particular propor-

tional billing scheme employed in the scheme (cf. Section 4.3). It ensures fairness

in the sense that LOW and HIGH consumers can gain equally by signing up for

the DSM scheme. The difference between runs with and without forecasting errors

reveals that the forecasting error does not influence the bill reduction to a great

extent. Since the two curves are almost non-separable to the unaided eye, the differ-

ence is shown in the same plot (cf. Figure 6.6). It becomes clear that the difference

is actually decreasing for larger numbers of participants.

This highlights that the dynamic scheduling game ensures robust and beneficial

results for the participants of the DSM scheme, even in the worst-case scenario.

6.3.4 Consumer-Type Analysis

When comparing different compositions of neighbourhoods, we can gain further

insight into the conditions for which the DSM scheme works most efficiently. At

first glance, Figure 6.7 reveals that given a low rate of participants in the scheme,

the actual type of consumer is not crucial. Figure 6.12 shows the difference between

the respective results for mono-type neighbourhoods and a mixed neighbourhood. A

closer look shows that mono-LOW communities are always worse in reducing the

PAR value of the aggregated load than any of the other ones. The results in terms of
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Figure 6.12. Differences between neighbourhoods in PAR reduction.
The values shown are based on the results represented in Figure 6.7.
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both the mean PAR reduction and the standard deviation get even worse with more

than two thirds of households participating in the scheme. Similar observations for

mono-type neighbourhoods are found in [Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014].

For both mono-BASE and mono-HIGH neighbourhoods it can be observed that

they perform better (< 1%) in an interval of medium participation rate than the

mixed neighbourhood. Nevertheless, at N = M the obtained PAR reduction is smaller

by 1.8% and 4.5%, respectively. Considering the variation of these mean PAR

reduction values, it becomes clear that it is most beneficial to have a mixed-consumer

neighbourhood.

Figure 6.8 shows the average bill reduction for the participants of the DSM

scheme for different participation rates. Generally, they show the same behaviour

already observed in Figure 6.6. The influence of the proportionality factor in the

billing scheme (4.15) is clearly visible. Although the mixed-consumer neighbourhood

achieves better PAR reduction, the average savings are almost identical to a mono-

BASE neighbourhood. A neighbourhood that purely consists of HIGH consumers

can save about 11% off the energy bill and is consistently most rewarding for the

participants independent of the participation rate.

6.3.5 Robustness

The median PAR value over all the simulated years is monotonically decreasing

with an increase in the participation rate. At 100% participation rate a median PAR

value of 1.198 is achieved, which equals a reduction of −28% when compared to the

scenario without the DSM scheme.

When comparing the median PAR values over 2048 years and random para-

meters with the ones obtained over one year and fixed parameters (cf. Figure 6.5)

it becomes clear that the former ones perform slightly worse, differing by < 2.5%.

This was expected due to the following reason: Since all of the randomly generated

scenarios have the previously analysed scenario as an upper limit in terms of the

available storage capacity, a decreased performance can be explained by the loss of

effective flexibility.

Note that the same iteration statistics as shown in Figure 6.2 are observed

independently of the chosen parameters. With a total of > 6.7 million simulated

days, this provides further confidence in the correctly working iteration algorithm

and its convergence behaviour.

All in all, we see that with the more realistic assumption of differing battery and

solar installations the DSM scheme performs well and shows inherent robustness.
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6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose a DSM scheme based on a discrete time dynamic game.

Its purpose is to reduce the peak-to-average ratio of the aggregated electricity load

by scheduling the usage of individually owned (lithium-ion) energy storage systems.

The utility company running the scheme, incentivises users to take part by offering

fair financial benefits. To ensure realistic outcomes, an advanced battery model

is employed. Furthermore, the integration of local energy generation in form of

photovoltaic cells is taken into account.

The DSM scheme is suitable for real-world implementation for several reasons:

Firstly, it is based on a complete model of the neighbourhood including storage

systems, local energy generation, and crucially forecasting errors of both demand

and generation. Secondly, computational costs to obtain schedules for the upcoming

period are small and require only little amounts of memory. This was achieved

by deriving a closed form solution for the best-response problem of an individual

player. The ensuing iterative algorithm shows exponential convergence towards a

Nash-equilibrium and thus obtains the strategy profiles for one scheduling period

in a fraction of a second. Thirdly, the resulting schedules are robust with respect

to the worst-case forecasting errors. Whereas the error weakens the effect of the

PAR reduction by ≤ 5.5%, the corresponding savings off the energy bill for the

participants of the scheme are hardly changed. Fourthly, we provide evidence that a

neighbourhood that consists of various types of consumers performs best in such

a DSM scheme. Since a mixed community is more probable than a mono-type

community, this is a promising result. Finally, simulations with randomly generated

parameters for battery and photovoltaic installation have provided insight into the

expected outcomes of the DSM scheme for batteries of different age and performance.

The effective loss of flexibility lead to a PAR reduction of < 2.5%, showing the

robustness of the DSM scheme.

A direct and in-depth comparison to a DSM scheme with an underlying static

game, revealed the advantages of the dynamic game approach. Players are overall

more active and thus able to achieve distinctly better results. Further comparisons

with the literature in terms of PAR reduction and computational costs show the

superiority of our approach.
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7
FINITE-HORIZON EFFECT AND ADDED

VALUE OF THE GAME

This chapter1 directly extends the study presented in Chapter 6 with re-

gards to two aspects. Firstly, the solution to the undesirable finite-horizon

effect. Secondly, the practical relevance of the scheduling game. Thus the

contributions covered in this chapter are the following:

(1) We implement two refinements to the dynamic game which governs the

demand-side management (DSM) scheme. They are specifically targeted to

treat boundary effects that can occur due to the finite length of the schedul-

ing period. Statistical analysis of long term simulations show improvements

in both mean peak-to-average ratio (PAR) reduction and standard deviation,

i.e. robustness, compared to previous studies.

(2) We analyse the benefits of the dynamic game and compare it to a scenario

without interaction between the households. Furthermore, we assess the

costs that are associated with the different approaches. Based on these

discussions we find that the DSM scheme is beneficial for both the utility

company (UC) and the consumers.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.1 describes the two mitigation

strategies to combat the undesirable finite-horizon effect that occurred in Sec-

1The content of this chapter has been presented at the 2018 IEEE PES Innovative Smart Grid
Technology Conference Europe in Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. It was subsequently published
in [Pilz et al., 2018].
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tion 6.2.3. The outcome in terms of the reduction of the PAR value is studied

separately and when the two strategies are combined, providing evidence for their

success. The question whether it is worth playing the game is answered in Sec-

tion 7.2, where we compare the results of game-theoretic scheduling with those

obtained when there is no interaction between the households. It becomes clear,

that especially at realistic participation rates (≈ 60% [Schumacher et al., 2019]) the

exchange of data is indeed valuable.

7.1 Refined Scheduling Approach

Formally, the game belongs to the category of discrete time dynamic games (cf. [Nie

et al., 2006]), where players make their decisions sequentially in stages. These

stages directly correspond to the daily intervals introduced in Section 4.1. For each

stage we define a state of the game, i.e. the current state-of-charge (SOC) of all

batteries. The players will choose actions that are directly related to their battery

usage, which in turn depends on the state of the game.

In this game, players want to minimise their energy bill, which depends not only

on their own decision but also on the decisions of all the other players2.

Definition 7.1. Our discrete time dynamic game with open-loop information struc-

ture consists of the following components:

(1) A set of players, i.e. participating households, N = {1,2, . . . ,n, . . . , N}.

(2) A set of stages, i.e. intervals (cf. Section 4.1), T = {0,1, . . . , t, . . . ,T −1}.

(3) Scalar state variables st
n ∈ Sn ⊂ IR denoting the SOC of the nth player’s

battery at stage t ∈ T ∪ {T}.

(4) Scalar decision variables at
n ∈Ht

n
(
st

n
)⊂ IR denoting the usage of the battery

of the nth player at time t ∈ T . Furthermore we define the schedule of battery

usage of an individual player n ∈N as a collection of all its decisions in the

stages of the game by an := (
a0

n,a1
n, . . . ,aT−1

n
)
. A strategy profile is denoted by

a := (a1,a2, . . . ,aN ).

(5) A set of admissible decisions Hn
(
s0

n
)

:= {
an | ht

n
(
st

n,at
n
)≤ 0, t ∈ T }⊂ IRT for

the nth player. Note that Ht
n
(
st

n
)

:= {
at

n | ht
n
(
st

n,at
n
)≤ 0,

}⊂ IR

(6) State transition equations f t
n governing the state variables

{
st}T

t=0:

st+1
n = f t

n
(
st

n,at
n
)
, t ∈ T , n ∈N ,

2Note that the game is identical to the one introduced in the previous Chapter (cf. 6) and is shown
here for completeness.
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(7) Stage additive utility functions

un
(
s0

n, [an,a−n]
)= gT

n

(
sT

n

)
+

T−1∑
t=0

gt
n
(
st

n,
[
at

n,at
−n

])
,

where a−n := (a1,a2, . . . ,an−1,an+1, . . . ,aN ) denotes the decisions of all other

players.

The best response of player n for an arbitrary stage t of the T-stage dynamic

game can be written as (cf. [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a])

ât
n = 1

T − t

[
T−1∑
τ=t

(
dτ

n +Lτ
−n

)− st
n

]
− (

dt
n +Lt

−n
)

.(7.1)

The results in the previous chapter (cf. Section 6.1 and [Pilz and Al-Fagih,

2019a]) have shown good scheduling performance, especially in the presence of

forecasting errors. The outcomes are based on the best-response formula (7.1) that

only considers the current day and is thus subject to a ‘finite horizon effect’. We can

demonstrate this from the formula directly by calculating the best response for the

final interval, i.e. t = T −1. Independent of the demand of either household, it will

always result in aT−1
n =−sT−1

n for all n ∈N , draining the battery towards the end

of the day. This might not be beneficial for future days and eventually leads to an

aggregated load curve as shown in Figure 7.1, which is undesirable from the UC’s

point of view. In the following we propose two refinements, i.e. the reward term and

the artificial interval, to the original approach set out in Section 6.1 and [Pilz and

Al-Fagih, 2019a].
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Figure 7.1. Illustration of ‘finite horizon effect’.
The aggregated load of the neighbourhood is plotted against the scheduling inter-
val for two randomly chosen days. Blue crosses show the values if no batteries
are present, while red circles are the results of the dynamic scheduling game pro-
posed in [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a]. Before the horizons (vertical dashed lines) the
reference curve displays spikes. (©2018 IEEE)
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The reward term: The additional term changes the influence of the current SOC

st
n on the decision taken in dependence of the interval. Its idea is to let participants

keep some of their stored energy towards the end of the scheduling period. Thus,

this is directly concerned with the best-response formula (7.1), which is replaced by:

ât
n = 1

T − t

[
T−1∑
τ=t

(
dτ

n +Lτ
−n

)− st
n

{
1−

(
t
T

)α}]
− (

dt
n +Lt

−n
)

,(7.2)

where the ‘reward term’ is highlighted in grey and the value of α> 0 specifies how

long that condition should influence the decisions.

The artificial interval: This is concerned with the structure of the game. Instead

of solving the game for T intervals, an additional interval is appended at the end of

the scheduling period, thus solving the game for T+1 intervals. The demand data for

this interval is not taken from any forecast, but is computed to be the average of the

forecasted demand from the previous T intervals. Once the solution â, i.e. a Nash

equilibrium, for this game is determined, it is truncated to the original scheduling

period (cf. Section 6.1 and [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a]). From the truncated schedule,

one obtains the final SOC for each battery, which is then used as initial data for

next day’s game.

7.2 Results and Discussion

In this section, two sets of simulations are performed and analysed. The first one

is concerned with the validation of the novel scheduling approach. The second one

answers the question: “Is the game worth playing?”, i.e. does playing the game

always provide benefits to both the UC and the households in comparison to a

scenario in which households would individually schedule their batteries?

All simulations are performed for a neighbourhood of M=25 households over

a period of 365 consecutive days to allow for statistical analysis of the outcomes.

Scheduling is performed on a day-ahead basis, where each day is split into T=24

intervals. The respective demand data are taken from [U.S. Dept. of Energy, 2013]

and the respective data for renewable energy generation are taken from [Power

Networks, 2014]. The accompanying forecasting errors are set to the worst-case

scenario (cf. Section 4.4.3) of εd = 8% and εw = 10%, based on estimates from [Bich-

puriya et al., 2016] and [Dolara et al., 2015], respectively. Every participant of the

DSM scheme is equipped with the same type of battery, i.e. the Tesla Powerwall 2

(cf. [Tesla, 2017]). Values for the battery’s efficiency, capacity, charging and discharg-

ing rates, and degeneration behaviour are read off its data sheet. In order to allow

for a direct comparison, all these data as well as the parameters of the cost function

(4.14) are the same as those used in Chapter 6, i.e. Table 6.1.
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Figure 7.2. PAR reduction with respect to the participation rate.
The mean PAR reduction in per cent is plotted over the participation rate in per
cent. The right-hand axis shows the absolute values. In addition to the average over
365 days, the standard deviation is shown for each data point. The simulations were
run for scenarios which include the proposed amendments individually, i.e. ‘with
reward term’ and ‘with artificial interval’, and both at the same time, i.e. ‘with both’.
(©2018 IEEE)

The aim of the UC running the DSM scheme, and thus the main measure for

success, is to reduce the PAR of the aggregated load of the neighbourhood as defined

in Section 4.5.

7.2.1 Treatment of Horizon

We examine the influence of the two changes regarding the scheduling approach

(cf. Section 7.1) individually as well as their combined effect. We chose α = 10 in

(7.2). This choice means, that the reward term affects mainly (weight > 10%) the

last four intervals of the scheduling period, which coincides with the number of

intervals that would be necessary to fully charge the battery. The results for the PAR

reduction over the rate of participation N/M are presented in Figure 7.2. We observe

a monotonic improvement of the PAR value for all cases. At 100% participation rate,

the scheduling approach that uses both proposed amendments achieves a mean

PAR of 1.10, which equates to a reduction of −34.3%. From Figure 7.3(a) we see

that this is an improvement by ≈ 6.5% compared to the results obtained earlier

(cf. Section 6.2.4). It also becomes clear that the novel scheduling approach is only

beneficial (compared to the reference) for a neighbourhood in which more than 60%
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(a) Changes in PAR reduction with respect to [Pilz
and Al-Fagih, 2019a].
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(b) Standard deviations for all four setups.

Figure 7.3. Further analysis of the reduction of the PAR value.
The results plotted in Figure 7.2 are analysed in more detail. The augmented best
response with the reward term is based on (7.2). We make use of a single artificial
interval, thus extending the scheduling period to T = 25 intervals. (©2018 IEEE)

of the households participate. Since the rate of participation roughly corresponds

to the rate of the load to be scheduled, below a critical point any changes to the

scheduling approach are drowned in the noise of unscheduled load. Furthermore,

Figure 7.3(a) shows how the individual adjustments to the best-response formula

(7.1) influence the PAR reduction compared to the reference results of Section 6.2.4.

They both show similar behaviour. After reaching a critical participation rate both

improve the scheduling outcome, though the approach with an artificial interval

always outperforms the one with the reward term.

It is important to not only examine the mean PAR reductions, but also the

fluctuations of individual days as expressed by the standard deviation. It gives an

indicator of the robustness of the game’s solution with respect to its inputs, i.e. the

daily changing demands of the households. The respective results are shown in

Figure 7.3(b). We observe that there is no difference between the approaches up to

a participation rate of ≈50%, emphasising the claim that this range is dominated

by noise from unscheduled households. Above 50% the standard deviation of the

PAR from the reference approach (cf. Section 6.2.4 and [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a]) is

monotonically increasing up to a value of ≈ 9%. The same trend can be observed for

the scheduling approaches which incorporate individual changes, with the difference

that they perform better than the reference. At full participation their standard

deviation is 6.3% and 6.8%. For the combined approach the standard deviation

is smaller than the reference (above 50% participation rate). If every household

participates in the DSM scheme, the standard deviation is reduced by a factor of

5 to a value of 1.8%. The combined effect of the individual refinements leads to a
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distinct improvement of the standard deviation compared to the reference results.

This means the fluctuations of the individual changes statistically cause opposing

effects which cancel each other.

Note that all results presented in this paper stem from simulations which include

forecasting errors in a worst-case scenario (cf. [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a, Section

3]). Without forecasting error, the achieved mean PAR is even closer to the optimal

value of 1.0 over the whole range of participation rates. Nevertheless, the standard

deviation is almost identical to the case with both amendments. An analysis of the

bills for the individual households revealed that the novel scheduling approach does

not alter the outcomes on the mean savings when compared to the results presented

in the previous chapter.

In summary, the proposed scheduling approach performs distinctly better than

what was previously achieved. Especially at high participation rates the improve-

ments in both PAR reduction and standard deviation result in a more beneficial and

stable system.

7.2.2 Added Value of the Proposed DSM Scheme

Motivated by the results of the previous subsection, all simulations here are based

on the new scheduling approach. We compare three scenarios: Firstly, we consider a

DSM scheme based on the dynamic game introduced in Section 6.1. Note that this is

exactly the simulation undertaken in Section 7.2.1 which incorporates both amend-

ments (cf. green curve in Figure 7.2 and 7.3(b) denoted by ‘with both’). Secondly, we

look at a scenario in which households are equipped with batteries and photovoltaic

cells but do not take part in the dynamic scheduling game. Instead they perform the

scheduling of their battery solely on the forecasting of their individual demand. This

also means, that there is no need for the UC to collect demand data and redistribute

the aggregated data at the beginning of the DSM protocol. Lastly, the third scenario

differs from the second one in the fact that no forecasting is performed. Instead the

scheduling of the battery for the day ahead is based on the demand recorded of the

current day.

The results for the mean PAR values against the number of households equipped

with batteries and the corresponding standard deviations are shown in Figure 7.4.

We observe that the scenario in which the households play the game is always most

effective in terms of PAR reduction independently of the number of participants.

The largest difference to the simulations without the game are realised at ≈ 50%

participation rate, where PAR reductions of −16.2% and −23.1% are achieved. For

higher participation rates the difference between the two approaches monotonically

decreases. The third scenario achieves comparable results to the one without the
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Figure 7.4. PAR reduction of the aggregated load over the participation rate.
(a) The mean PAR reduction over 365 days in per cent is plotted over the partici-
pation rate in per cent. The right-hand axis shows the absolute values of the PAR.
The simulations were run for scenarios with and without the game as explained in
Section 7.2.2. Furthermore, results for a scenario without both the game and fore-
casting are presented. (b) For clarity, the standard deviations are shown separately.
(©2018 IEEE)

game for low participation rates, but provides distinctly worse outcomes for high

participation rates. At full participation we obtain PAR reductions of −34.3%,

−31.4%, and −23.3% for the scenarios with game, without game, and without

both game and forecasting, respectively. An analysis of the standard deviations

(cf. Figure 7.4(b)) reveals that the results from the game scenario also perform better

in this aspect. This highlights the importance of forecasting (even if it contains

errors). Both scenarios that use forecasted demands as input for their scheduling

outperform the third one. In short, we see that the third approach is oversimplified
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and thus not suitable. Furthermore, the approach utilising the dynamic game

between the households is better in both the mean PAR reduction and standard

deviation than the approach without the game.

Let us discuss the ‘costs’ associated with the game for both the UC and the house-

holds. The costs for the UC of guaranteeing secure transmission of the aggregated

demand data to the individual households would have already been incorporated

when setting up the required infrastructure and can thus be neglected. For the

households, the dependence on external information for their battery scheduling

creates an additional risk. The UC must therefore provide a guarantee to the par-

ticipants of the DSM scheme that they would never be penalised financially for

participating in the game.

7.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, we provided strategies addressing undesired ‘finite horizon effects’

that can occur in game-theoretic DSM schemes. Experiments conducted for 25

households based on an advanced battery model, and realistic demands over a period

of one year revealed that the combination of those strategies ensures reductions

in terms of load PAR and robustness, without affecting individual households’

savings. Secondly, an evaluation of the respective impacts of battery usage, demand

forecasting and implementation of the enhanced DSM scheme was performed.

Although energy storage leads to significant PAR and bill reduction even without

the game and forecasting, improved performance is achieved using both. However,

since gains by participating in the DSM are relatively modest for households and

the game relies on receiving external data, security concerns may lead them not

to wish to participate in the scheme. The UC is advised to incentivise participants

by guaranteeing (financial) security in case of data corruption in addition to the

already considered tariff incentive. The topic of cyber security is investigated in the

next chapter.
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8
CYBER ATTACKS ON SMART GRID

SCHEDULING

To this point, we were only interested in advancing the management of

batteries in future prosumer communities. This chapter1 approaches the

topic from a different angle, i.e. the cyber security side. Can a malicious

user topple the demand-side management (DSM) system? How should the utility

company react, if at all? These questions are addressed in this chapter.

Taking advantage of smart meters, energy storage and trading strategies, a va-

riety of energy consumption scheduling techniques aiming at optimally distributing

daily power consumption has been put forward to reduce a smart grid’s peak-to-

average ratio (PAR) of the aggregated load. In particular, dynamic game-theoretic

frameworks have been proposed to optimise energy cost using their Nash Equilib-

rium (NE) [Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010, Mohsenian-Rad and Leon-Garcia, 2010].

We considered advanced battery models (cf. Chapter 5) and integrate forecasting er-

rors (cf. Chapter 6). Alternatively, usage of a Stackelberg game minimising both the

PAR and the system total cost has also proved promising [Soliman and Leon-Garcia,

2014]. More generally, comprehensive reviews reveal the significant contribution

that game-theoretic solutions offer in terms of reducing consumer costs and PAR

values [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019b,Gupta and Yadav, 2017,Saad et al., 2012,Fadlullah

et al., 2011].

1This chapter was accepted and published after one round of peer review in [Pilz et al., 2019a].
My contributions were focussed on the first part of the paper with minor contributions in the second
part. Nevertheless, the whole story is presented here for completeness.
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Although those solutions are becoming more sophisticated, the smart grid can

only be realised once appropriate security measures are in place. None of these pa-

pers [Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010,Mohsenian-Rad and Leon-Garcia, 2010,Pilz et al.,

2017b,Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a,Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014] are concerned with

the security of the respective systems. Since smart grids rely on a communication

network and smart meters, they may be vulnerable to cyber attacks [Mo et al.,

2012]. As a result, appropriate defence strategies need to be put in place [Liu et al.,

2009,Yan et al., 2012,Wang and Lu, 2013,Rawat and Bajracharya, 2015,He and

Yan, 2016,Tan et al., 2017]. The main issue is the robustness and security of the

communication channel between the smart meter and the utility company. Typically,

the smart meter connects to the home Local Area Network (LAN) and from there

to the Wide Area Network (WAN). Recently, there has been a move towards the

systematic adoption of so-called Home Area Networks (HANs) for communication

within the end-user’s home.

HANs are based on wireless communication using Internet of Things (IoT) tech-

nologies and protocols, and over time this will involve a more and more diverse and

large number of devices, appliances, vendors and protocols, lacking of compatibility

and standards – in particular, in the area of security. As mentioned in [Batalla et al.,

2017], there are two particularly worrying trends in HANs: The increased usage

of external cloud providers in order to cope with the growing number of data, and

the lack of security awareness and commitment on behalf of end-users who opt for

convenience rather than precaution. We argue that all these phenomena lead to a

rapidly growing attack surface of the smart meter system, making interception and

modification of HAN traffic including forecasting data more realistic, easier and

probable. Thus the most pressing security attacks on a smart home environment

are typical examples of novel IoT security challenges that require specific and novel

security mitigation techniques. In this paper, we propose the use of game theory in

order to address these attacks.

False Data Injection (FDI) is one of the most common approaches to attack

cyber-physical systems [Lun et al., 2016]. In general, FDI attacks target data

integrity breaches to make profit or disturb a system. Since, in power grids, state

estimators are the main data sources used for monitoring and controlling purposes,

they are the target of data injection [Liang et al., 2017]. Such FDI attacks and

possible defence strategies have been investigated in several scenarios: (i) the ‘ideal’

undetectable attack where the attack vector is built from complete knowledge of the

state estimators’ parameters [Liu et al., 2009]; (ii) a more realistic attack relying

on a probability distribution function where only incomplete information about the

system’s parameters is available [Rahman and Mohsenian-Rad, 2012]; (iii) a stealth
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data injection in which an attacker has complete information about the system’s

topology [Huang et al., 2013]. Detection of cyber attacks and associated defence

strategies are essential for a reliable grid. For instance, a fast detection algorithm

has been proposed to deal with FDI and jamming attacks in smart grids [Kurt et al.,

2018].

Since game theory has been successful to design cyber security solutions [Wu

and Wang, 2018], it has been applied in several scenarios dealing with grid security.

When attackers target either a single or multiple state estimators, both Markovian

and static strategies have been investigated to defend against load redistribution

attacks by allocating optimal budgets to energy suppliers [Xiang and Wang, 2017].

If attackers manipulate price information from the utility companies, the resulting

impact can be mitigated exploiting a Stackelberg formulation [Maharjan et al.,

2013]. Furthermore, it has been proposed to defend against coalitional attacks by

multiple attackers using an iterated game-theoretic model [Yang et al., 2016], where

a probability of attack detection is considered in each iteration: correlation between

payoffs and penalty factors demonstrated the effectiveness of the defence system.

A defence system against switching attacks based on a zero-determinant iterative

game between controller and attacker showed that transient stabilisation could be

achieved over time [Farraj et al., 2016].

A different security game in [Law et al., 2015] is proposed, which considers

a variety of risk assessment measures integrated to a stochastic game to choose

the best defence strategies. The simulated results illustrate that a conditional

value-at-risk measure enables the defender to prioritise the most significant attacks.

Moreover, a scenario with multiple adversaries and a single defender in smart grids

is studied [Sanjab and Saad, 2016]. This framework considers two Stackelberg

games to analyse the interaction between attackers and the defender. To solve the

hybrid Nash equilibrium game, a search based algorithm is introduced showing

that the defender can achieve the minimal loss by protecting a limited number of

parameters. Also, the results indicate that multiple attackers can be destructive

to each other leaving the smart grid unaffected. Another hybrid model in [Zhu

and Başar, 2011] proposes a hybrid zero-sum differential game and a stochastic

zero-sum game for the physical layer and cyber layer respectively. On the other

hand, a multi-adversarial FDI attack is considered in [Boudko and Abie, 2018]

where the data is manipulated in the network transmission layer. In this scenario,

the model is formulated by evolutionary game theory to maximise the adversaries’

payoff in the grid. Although grid cyber security has been an active field of research,

no defence scheme has yet been proposed to protect forecasting data in smart grids.
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The contributions covered in this chapter are the following2:

(1) We design a novel class of false data injection attacks, preserving average

daily load in a smart energy scheduling system. The forecasted demand

data is corrupted by a single attacker, targeting one or several households.

Using extensive simulations, two families of attacks are investigated. The

impact on both the PAR of the aggregated load and consumer bills as well

as the resulting benefit for the attacker are analysed.

(2) We design and analyse an augmented security game for monitoring average-

preserving false data injection attacks, based on a detailed model with

strategies and payoff functions informed by the simulation findings. The

conditions under which a pure NE exists are derived. This extends previous

work by providing additional strategies and a more detailed payoff design,

informed by the various cost and benefit functions of the utility company

and the attacker.

(3) We give practical guidelines to the utility company on how to protect itself

against such attacks. The recommendations are based on combining a

range of mitigation strategies and the results of the equilibrium analysis

of the game, to aid the utility company with the decision–making process

of investing in the security defence. The given advice is motivated by the

simulation scenario, but can also be adapted to other situations. This is

demonstrated using a concrete example.

The chapter is structured as follows. It is split into two major sections. Sec-

tion 8.1 deals with potential attacks on the game-theoretic scheduling mechanism

established in the previous chapters, and Section 8.2 deals with defence strategies

for the utility company. More specifically the following aspects are included. In

Section 8.1 we firstly define a novel class of false data injection attack based on

the tampering of forecasting data and introduce two types of attacks. Secondly, the

outcome for the attacker, the utility company, as well as the other participants of the

DSM are investigated in great detail. Based on these results, we identify detection

strategies based on different levels of system monitoring. Lastly, the impact of

the aforementioned attacks is discussed with respect to the applied monitoring.

In Section 8.2, a non-cooperative game to analyse the decision-making process

for the utility company is introduced. It can be seen as an extension to previous

investigations in the literature. The augmented security game is analysed and three

cases are highlighted. Eventually, we connect the results of the first part with the

insights of the second one and give direct advice to the utility company.
2My personal contributions are concentrated in the first bullet point. Throughout the chapter,

there will be further highlights of my involvements whenever suitable.
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Important notice: With respect to this thesis, I want to highlight that

the outcomes of Section 8.1 are directly based on my contributions. In

Section 8.2, I was only involved in the analysis of the quantitative ex-

ample (cf. Section 8.2.4). Other parts of this section are the work of the

co-authors of the respective paper [Pilz et al., 2019a] and are shown here

only for completeness.

8.1 False Data Injection On Forecasts

The security of a smart energy system is of extreme importance and there is a lack

of research on possible attacks on forecasted data. This section describes different

types of potential attacks that may take advantage of the game-theoretic smart grid

management model presented previously (cf. Chapter 6,7). Furthermore, outcomes

of those attacks are analysed from the point of view of the attacker, the utility

company (UC) and the other players. Various defence strategies to detect those

attacks are proposed and analysed. Finally, attack mitigation is discussed.

8.1.1 Description of Attacks

All attack scenarios investigated in this section rely on the following assumptions.

First, the attacker (who is one of the players) exploits the vulnerability of the smart

grid communication network: They have the ability not only to intercept forecasting

data from all the other players, but also to replace them. Second, after the game

has been played based on the tampered data, the attacker adapts their storage

schedule and takes advantage of the erroneous schedules that the other players

follow. Finally, in order to limit the risk of having their attack detected, the attacker

makes sure that the average daily aggregated load is not affected by their actions.

Although there are many strategies which can be applied to change forecasts while

maintaining a constant aggregated value of the load, this study investigates two

simple families of attacks: Forecast shifting and scaling.

Shift attack: The shift attack replaces a given forecast with the original forecast

after having undergone a circular shift of σ time intervals, where σ is an integer.

Since experimental results have shown that a shift attack of 4 hours, see Fig. 8.1,

produces the most dramatic impact for the dataset of interest (cf. Section 4.4), that

value is used for the rest of the study.

Scale attack: The scale attack substitutes a given forecast with a scaled version

centred around its average value for the day. To ensure that the day average is

not affected, the scaling parameter τ should be chosen such that no load becomes

negative after scaling. Note that for the dataset of interest (cf. Section. 4.4), a value
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Figure 8.1. Example of a shift attack.
The reference curve shows the forecasted load of an individual household for the
upcoming day. When the attacker applies the shift attack, they perform a circular
shift of the interval data. The result of a shift with σ= 4 is shown as an example.

of τ= 2 remains acceptable: Although a couple of values do become negative, they

are set to 0; the daily average is slightly increased, but it remains within a realistic

forecast uncertainty (cf. Section 4.4.3). Fig. 8.2 illustrates the effect of various scale

attacks, i.e. τ=−1, τ= 0 and τ= 2. While τ= 1 returns the initial forecast, τ= 0 and

τ=−1 produces a flat, and mirrored forecast, respectively. In the rest of the chapter,

these two different attacks are called flat attack and mirror attack.

The outcome of an attack does not only depend on the type of attack and its

associated parameter, but also on the number of forecasts which are replaced among

all the players of a game: the higher the percentage λ of attacked households, the

more room for manoeuvre the attacker has to profit from their attack.

8.1.2 Attack Outcomes

What effect do the different false data injection attacks have?

Outcome for the attacker: Fig. 8.3 illustrates the resulting load curves of at-

tacker and victim in the case of a shift attack (σ = 4). The attacker benefits by

having a high load during the periods when the victims have a low one and vice

versa, so that the attacker’s higher consumption takes place when the aggregated

load, and thus unit price, is low. This is exactly what the attacker tried to achieve

by manipulating the forecasting data and thus the input to the scheduling game.
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Figure 8.2. Example of scale attacks.
The reference curve shows the forecasted load of an individual household for the
upcoming day. It is identical to the reference shown in Fig. 8.1. When the attacker
applies the scale attack, they scale the interval data with respect to the daily
average of the forecasted load. Scaling with a factor τ = 2 leads to more severe
troughs and peaks, while using τ=−1 results in a mirrored forecast. τ= 0 gives a
perfectly flat load profile.

Note that the same cost function as in Section 4.3 and [Rahbar et al., 2015, Pilz

et al., 2017b] was used. In this attack example, there is a high inverse correlation,

i.e. ≈−0.96, between the attacker’s load and the unit price.

An attacker’s financial benefit depends not only on the type of attack, but also

the number of households using a battery, i.e. the participation rate N/M, as well as

the proportion of targeted households λ whose forecasts have been changed. In order

to investigate this, attack simulations were conducted on a smart grid comprising

M = 25 households for a duration of one year. Compared to the non-attack scenario,

Fig. 8.4 displays the percentage change on the attacker’s bill (yearly median of the

daily changes) according to those parameters in the cases of shift (σ= 4), mirror

(τ=−1) and scale (τ= 2) attacks. Simulations have revealed that a flat attack (τ= 0)

results in benefits similar to those of the shift attack (σ= 4) and is thus not shown.

Fig. 8.4 reveals that for shift (σ= 4) and mirror (τ=−1) attacks the attacker

is never penalised by their action and their gains increase with both participation

rate and percentage of targeted players. Bill reductions for the attacker reach up

to 25.5% and 35.7%, respectively. However, in the case of the scale attack (τ= 2),

the graph displays a different picture: Up to a relatively high participation rate
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Figure 8.3. Individual loads and unit price after scheduling.
The top graph displays load profiles for one day of a randomly picked victim and the
attacker for two different scenarios: with and without attack. While both references
show an almost flat profile, the load curves after the attack differ considerably.
This is a direct result of the attacker taking advantage of the falsely injected data.
The bottom graph displays the change of price per unit during those two scenarios.
As expected, the attacker’s load has a high inverse correlation with the unit price
(≈−0.96).

(N/M > 55%), the attacker is financially penalised by their attack. Indeed, while the

other attacks lead players to charge their battery at a wrong time, this scale attack

tends to make players charge their battery more than they need at a time when

the attacker would also need to charge their battery. As Fig. 8.5 reveals, when the

participation rate is high, the aggregated load profile is inverted due to a large

number of players charging their battery excessively at a time that was initially of

low load and discharging their battery when a peak was expected. As a consequence,

the aggregated load profile is now almost ideal for the attacker who can benefit from

low prices at their time of high needs. Thus, they hardly need to use their battery

and can gain up to 9.5% of bill reduction.

Outcome for the utility company and the other players: As mentioned in

Section 4.5, for the utility company, the efficiency of a microgrid is assessed by its

PAR value. Since attacks change the aggregated load, it is directly affected. The

effect of the previously introduced attacks on PAR values is presented in Fig. 8.6.
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Figure 8.4. Financial benefit for the attacker.
The median change (compared to the non–attack scenario) over 365 days of the
energy bill for the attacker is shown in per cent. The outcomes for three different
attacks, i.e. shift attack with σ= 4, mirror attack, and scale attack with τ= 2, are
presented. The simulations were performed for M = 25 using various participation
rates and percentages of targeted players. While the first two attacks display similar
benefits, the third one indicates that for specific scenarios the attacker also has an
increased electricity bill.

The different attack types are associated to a different graph, which presents

several curves, each for a different percentage λ of targeted players, showing the

relationship between participation rates N/M and PAR values. For the shift (σ= 4)

and mirror (τ=−1) attacks, an increase of λ leads to a worsening of PAR values.

Moreover, as in the non–attack scenario, PAR values tend to improve with an

increase of participation rate. Note for the case of the mirror attack: If a high

percentage of players are targeted, an increase of the participation rate contributes

to the degradation of PAR values.

As analysed in the previous section, the outcomes of the scale attack (τ = 2)

are different from the others when the participation rate is below N/M = 55%. In

fact, Fig. 8.6 shows an improvement of the PAR values compared to the non–attack

scenario when the percentage λ of targeted players increases. Fig. 8.5 clearly shows

that at low participation rates the aggregated load is flatter than without an attack.

The explanation is that this positive scaling incentivises participating households

to work harder to flatten the load curve: As seen in Fig. 8.5, charging takes place at

the same time but with a higher intensity. As a consequence, a 52% participation

rate is sufficient to achieve a PAR that is similar to the one resulting from a 100%

participation rate without any attack, i.e. PAR = 1.11 and PAR = 1.07, respectively.

Participants work twice harder, which has the same effect as if everybody was

working as they should. This extra work leads to higher bills for those households.

An improved PAR value may suggest that the UC benefits from such attacks. In

practice, this is not the case because in those scenarios the electricity bills of all
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Figure 8.5. Aggregated load and battery schedule without and under a scale (τ= 2)
attack targeting all players for different household participation rates (N/M).
Each column corresponds to a different participation rate, i.e. from left to right
N/M = 28%, N/M = 52% and N/M = 100%. The first row shows battery schedules of each
individual household; the second row shows battery schedules of each individual
household under attack - note that the first household is the attacker; the third row
compares aggregated loads without - dashed curves - and with - bold curves - attacks.
Without attack, participation of all households, i.e. N/M = 100%, is required to flatten
the aggregated load (PAR = 1.07). However, excessive battery usage by attacked
households (the second row shows stronger charges and discharges) leads to a
relatively flat (PAR= 1.11) aggregated load at N/M = 52%. However, at N/M = 100%
the aggregated load profile is almost inverted; in this case the attacker hardly needs
to use their battery.

players, including the attacker, increase substantially (data not shown), which will

eventually lead to a loss of reputation and customers for the UC.

All attacks leading to the reduction of a single player’s (the attacker) bill result

in an increase of all the other players’ bills by usually a comparable amount (details

are discussed in the following section, cf. Table 8.1 and 8.2). As a consequence, the

aggregated bill for the whole neighbourhood is significantly increased. For example,
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Figure 8.6. Peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of the aggregated load for different attack
scenarios.
The median PAR value for a 365 day simulation is plotted together with the range
between the first and third quartile over the participation rate. The outcomes
for three different attacks, i.e. shift attack with σ = 4, mirror attack, and scale
attack with τ= 2, are presented. For each attack, the individual graphs differ in
their number of attacked players. This also includes the reference outcome of the
scheduling game in which no player is attacked.

a mirror (τ=−1) attack targeting all players (λ= 100%) rewards the attacker with

a 35.7% bill cut, while the other players must endure a 54.0% rise on average.

Similarly, the attacker benefits from a scale attack (τ = −2, λ = 28%) with a bill

reduction of 1%, penalising the other households by a 2.3% increase.

8.1.3 Attack Detection Strategies

All investigated attacks affect the utility company negatively: When the partic-

ipation rate is high, PAR values are systematically degraded compared to the

non–attack scenario; otherwise, either PAR values worsen, or their improvement is

at the cost of higher electricity bills for the average household. This is detrimental

to the UC’s credibility and competitiveness. Consequently, the UC needs to design

defence strategies to prevent attacks that affect the storage scheduling process. In

this section, the focus is on the detection of false data injection by monitoring the

forecasting data that are transmitted every day on the smart grid communication

system.

Attack detection through system monitoring: Forecast monitoring is consid-

ered at three different levels:

• Aggregated consumption forecast average, i.e. average amount monitoring

• Aggregated consumption forecast profile, i.e. deep aggregated monitoring

• Household consumption forecast profiles, i.e. deep individual monitoring
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In each case, the UC would compare the received forecast data with its own estimate.

While monitoring the aggregated consumption forecast total only requires the UC

to forecast the daily total electricity consumption of the smart grid community as

a whole, deep monitoring relies on producing hourly consumption estimates for

either the entire community or each individual household. The more precise the

monitoring, the more resources are needed to implement it.

Since an individual average hourly forecast error for a 24-hour period is expected

to be lower than 8% [Bichpuriya et al., 2016], the expectation is that the difference

between two forecasts, i.e. the forecast provided by the received forecast data and

the forecast estimated by the UC, to be lower than twice the 8% error of a single

forecast. As a consequence, it is reasonable to assume that the UC could use a

threshold of 20% to identify an attack when using deep individual monitoring. In

the case of deep aggregated monitoring, the combination of forecasts tends to lead

to error reduction. As a consequence, here a discrepancy of at least 10% is used to

detect an attack. Finally, since in the proposed attack scenarios, the attacker always

makes sure that their attack does not change the average daily aggregated forecast,

a UC relying only on average amount monitoring would not be able to detect any

attack. Eventually, the detection of a given attack depends not only on the chosen

monitoring strategy, but also the type of attack, the participation rate N/M, and the

percentage λ of targeted players.

Attack impact analysis: Based on the three proposed monitoring strategies, the

consequences of undetected attacks are studied. These are evaluated by estimating

an attack’s impact in terms of average bill change for the attacker and the other

players, bill revenue change for the UC and PAR values. Assuming a participation

rate of N/M = 100%, this set of experiments considers, for each attack type of interest,

i.e. shift (σ= 4), flat (τ= 0), mirror (τ=−1) and scale (τ= 2 and τ= 1.29), the most

severe attack, in terms of the highest percentage λ of targeted players, that has

remained undetected according to the monitoring strategy.

As Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show, all of those attacks prove beneficial to the attacker

in terms of reducing their bill, while other players suffer a bill increase. Regarding

the UC, it benefits financially from the general bill rise, but sees its PAR value

degraded. Note that the impact of a scale (τ= 1.29) attack is evaluated because it

is the most powerful scale attack which can target all players (λ= 100%) without

being detected by any of the proposed monitoring strategies.

Table 8.1 reports the impact of undetected attacks despite average amount

monitoring. As such monitoring is ineffective against the considered attacks, the

attacker is able to carry out their attack with maximum strength, i.e. (λ= 100%),

without being detected. The mirror (τ = −1) attack is particularly efficient: The
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Table 8.1. Impact of undetected attacks despite average amount monitoring.
Results show median values over 365-day simulations together with their respective interquartile range. The participation rate is N/M = 100%.

Attack type λ (%) Attacker Other players Utility company
Bill change (%) Bill change (%) Revenues change (%) PAR value

Shift (σ= 4) 100 −25.5 (5.8) 28.3(13.1) 26.3(12.3) 1.67 (0.06)
Flat (τ= 0) 100 −21.0 (6.6) 16.7 (4.3) 15.1 (4.0) 1.66 (0.09)

Mirror (τ=−1) 100 −35.7(12.5) 54.0(11.1) 50.3(10.5) 2.06 (0.14)
Scale (τ= 2) 100 −9.5 (2.8) 21.4 (4.4) 20.1 (4.2) 1.37 (0.03)

Scale (τ= 1.29) 100 −1.5 (0.8) 3.1 (0.8) 2.9 (0.7) 1.13 (0.03)

Table 8.2. Impact of undetected attacks despite deep aggregated monitoring.
Results show median values over 365-day simulations together with their respective interquartile range. The participation rate is N/M = 100%.

Attack type λ (%) Attacker Other players Utility company
Bill change (%) Bill change (%) Revenues change (%) PAR value

Shift (σ= 4) 16 −0.8 (0.7) 1.1 (0.5) 1.0 (0.5) 1.22 (0.11)
Flat (τ= 0) 28 −1.9 (1.1) 0.3 (0.5) 0.2 (0.5) 1.23 (0.05)

Mirror (τ=−1) 16 −1.7 (1.1) 0.9 (0.7) 0.8 (0.7) 1.25 (0.06)
Scale (τ= 2) 28 −1.0 (0.7) 2.3 (0.7) 2.2 (0.7) 1.11 (0.04)

*Scale (τ= 1.29) 100 −1.5 (0.8) 3.1 (0.8) 2.9 (0.7) 1.13 (0.03)

* denotes attack that remains undetected even when applying deep individual monitoring
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attacker’s bill is reduced by 35.7% at the cost of the other players’ bills, i.e. 54.0%,

and a large increase of the PAR value to 2.06 from a non–attack value of 1.12.

Once deep aggregated monitoring is in place, the strength of the attacks that

remain undetectable is reduced significantly. As Table 8.2 shows, the attacker’s bill

is lowered by 1.9% at most. However, although, in this case, the other players are

hardly affected - their bills only increase by 0.3%, the UC suffers from a significant

degradation of the PAR to 1.23. One should note that although the scale (τ = 2)

attack with (λ= 28%) produces a slightly better PAR value, i.e. 1.11 instead of 1.12

from the non–attack scenario, this is achieved by increasing the average electricity

costs by 2.2% (cf. discussions in Section 8.1.2 Figure 8.5).

Finally, although the most stringent monitoring strategy, i.e. deep individual

monitoring, would detect most attacks whatever λ, i.e. shift (σ = 4), flat (τ = 0),

mirror (τ=−1) and scale (τ= 2), some limited scale attacks such as (τ= 1.29, λ=
100%) still cannot be discovered (cf. last line of Table 8.2). Although none of the

proposed monitoring strategies can detect all attacks, they are able to recognise the

most severe ones. Moreover, they can detect false data injection for a wide range of

attacks.

8.1.4 Attack Mitigation

Once an attack has been detected, some response needs to be provided. For the most

serious attacks, households may be instructed not to follow the calculated battery

schedule, but use an alternative one. Several options are possible such as keeping

the same schedule as the previous day or recalculating their schedule only taking

into account their own data. In the latter case, scheduling is executed without using

the game-theoretic framework, but by performing a simple optimisation of battery

usage for their own consumption forecast.

These options were evaluated in the previous chapter (cf. Figure 7.4). It showed

that, although both approaches lead to a PAR reduction, local scheduling should be

the defence of choice since it systematically outperforms previous day scheduling.

Still, this mitigating strategy has its own cost: At medium participation rates N/M,

the PAR reduction can be up to ≈ 25% lower than when the game is played. As

Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show, only the most powerful attacks have an impact on the

PAR which is higher than reverting to the local scheduling strategy. This suggests

that the best reaction to a low impact attack would be to let it happen. In terms of

monitoring, only deep aggregated monitoring would prove useful, since it is able to

detect all attacks for which the proposed mitigation strategy is beneficial. Therefore,

a two-level detection system may be the most suitable strategy for the UC: It should

conduct either no monitoring at all, or deep aggregated monitoring.
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Before deciding on a complete defence strategy, which includes detection and

mitigation, all costs and benefits must be taken into account by the UC, i.e. cost of

monitoring, cost of mitigating action, cost of reputation loss and benefit of increased

consumption. The main challenge for the utility company is to control the spending

on their security measures, as organisations typically have a restricted budget. For

example, if the expected probability of an attack is low, a low investment in security

could be justified. On the other hand, if an attacker is aware of such a strategy,

they would be more likely to attack as they would expect less resistance. Finding a

solution to this decision–making problem cannot be achieved by optimisation alone,

but instead non-cooperative game theory helps in devising suitable models and

advising on the expected likelihood of attacks.

8.2 Game-Theoretic Defence Strategy

This section, i.e. the remainder of this chapter, is included in this thesis

for completeness. The main contributors were Eckhard Pfluegel, Coline

Smagghe, and Mastaneh Davis, while the other authors of [Pilz et al.,

2019a] (including myself) delivered minor contributions.

When planning to defend against the false data injection attacks described in

the previous section, the need for the utility company to allocate resources for the

defence in the most efficient way has been highlighted. This section proposes to

use game theory in order to support this decision–making process. The game is

motivated and introduced based on detailing the payoff functions of the two players

describing the game normal form. This is followed by solving the game using various

assumptions. Finally, the solution is discussed with respect to their implications for

the simulated scenario and potential alternatives.

8.2.1 Game Theory for Security

Game theory is increasingly being employed for modelling attacker-defender scenar-

ios in cyber security, for a broad range of scenarios such as intrusion detection in

network security [Alpcan and Basar, 2010], managing the security of information

in an organisation [Panaousis et al., 2014] and predicting the likelihood of cyber

attacks [Bao et al., 2017].

Non-cooperative game theory is based on the assumption that players are

rational, i.e. they choose between actions such that they maximise their payoffs.

The associated optimal strategies can be identified using the fundamental concept of

the NE (cf. Section 2.3). Although not all games have a NE, Nash’s theorem states
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that nonzero-sum games always admit a mixed strategy equilibrium. However, for

practical applications it may not be easy to interpret [Aumann, 1985].

In this paper, x and y denote a pure or mixed strategy of the first and second

player in a two-player game, and x̂ and ŷ are used for optimal strategies of these

players. A strategy profile s = [
x,y

]
groups strategies of each player together. If

the grouped strategies are optimal, the optimal strategy profile is written as ŝ. A

two-player nonzero-sum game can be represented in normal form, based on the

players’ payoff matrices A and B [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009].

An optimal Nash Equilibrium strategy profile is a strategy profile ŝ = [
x̂, ŷ

]
satisfying

(8.1) x̂Aŷ≥ xAŷ ∀x, x̂Bŷ≥ x̂By ∀y .

Here, the strategies may be pure or mixed, and the corresponding NE is referred to

as pure or mixed. Furthermore, if all of the inequalities in the above definition are

strict, one has a strict NE. Otherwise, the NE is non-strict.

8.2.2 Proposed Security Game

The proposed security game is a two-player nonzero-sum complete information

game [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009] between the utility company U and the

attacker A. The game is inspired by the nonzero-sum Intrusion Detection System

(IDS) game of [Alpcan and Basar, 2010] which has been thoroughly analysed in

the literature and is well understood. Table 8.3 illustrates the game where the

two strategies available to the defender are to monitor or not, denoted by the

strategy space SD = {sDmon, sD−mon}, and the attacker chooses between attacking

or not attacking: SA = {sAatt, s
A
−att}. The positive parameters αc,α f ,αm,βc and βs

are used to denote the payoffs corresponding to the various strategies. The main

characteristic of this game is the design of the payoff functions in such a way that

the monitoring defender only has an incentive to defend in the presence of an attack.

The attacker is discouraged from attacking if there is defence in place. This design

leads to a circular path when considering payoff-incrementing unilateral changes of

strategy, hence prohibiting the existence of a pure NE.

Description of the game: Here, an augmented security game is introduced,

extending the IDS game described previously by an additional action. The ratio-

nale behind this extended game model is twofold: Section 8.1.3 demonstrated the

existence of low-impact attacks which cannot be detected by standard monitoring

techniques, and it would be desirable to capture these in a more sophisticated game

model. Second, an extended game might better match real-world scenarios and

might lead to simpler solutions, in this case pure equilibria rather than mixed ones.
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Table 8.3. IDS game of [Alpcan and Basar, 2010] in normal form.
In this two player game between the attacker A and the defender D both have two
possible actions, i.e. for the attacker to attack (sAatt) or to not attack (sA−att), and
for the defender to monitor (sDmon) or to not monitor (sD−mon). The resulting utility
values are represented in matrix notation with αc, α f , αm, βc, βs > 0.

D ↓ A→ sAatt sA−att

sDmon αc, −βc −α f , 0

sD−mon −αm, βs 0, 0

Game strategies: Section 8.1.3 presented three possible monitoring strategies for

U : to monitor the daily average of forecasting data, to inspect the daily profile of the

aggregated forecast, and to inspect the individual forecast data with the same level

of detail. In this work, the assumption is made that the first and second monitoring

strategies are most useful in a realistic setting, as they have an observable impact

on the strength and outcome of successful attacks while the third monitoring

strategy merely eliminates attacks that are possible for weaker monitoring levels.

Furthermore, as the data of aggregated forecasts is readily available to the UC, the

first monitoring strategy is not very costly and is identified with the strategy sU−mon.

The second monitoring strategy is denoted as sUmon so that the strategy space for

the defender U is as in the previous game SU = {sUmon, sU−mon}. The attacker A has

three different strategies: to attack strongly with high impact, to perform a weaker

attack with low impact, or not to attack at all. This is denoted by the strategy space

SA = {sAatt°, s
A
att, s

A
−att}.

The additional weak attack strategy sAatt° offers an alternative incentive of

not monitoring to the UC, preferring to save monitoring cost when facing a weak

attack. No assumption is made on the relationship between the attacker’s overall

payoff when choosing the two different attack types, and a discussion of conditions

clarifying this relationship is the main subject of the game analysis in the next

section.

Game payoff functions: The following notations for the payoffs for U are intro-

duced: cUmon is the cost for monitoring the daily profile of the aggregated forecast

(second monitoring strategy) and cUdef is an additional cost for investing in defence

mechanisms such as actions discussed in Section 8.1.4. Losses from weak and strong

attacks are denoted by lUatt° and lUatt respectively. The payoff functions corresponding

to A are the benefits and costs associated with weak and strong attacks, denoted by

bA
att°, cAatt°, and bA

att and cAatt, respectively. The monitoring activity always leads to

monitoring costs for U . If there is no monitoring, U incurs losses lUatt° and lUatt due to

weak and strong attacks, respectively. Otherwise, despite monitoring, weak attacks
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Table 8.4. Augmented security game in normal form.
In this two player game between the attacker A and the utility company U the
former has three possible actions while the latter has two. The options for the
attacker are to attack (sAatt), to not attack (sA−att), or to attack weakly (sAatt°), and
for the utility company to monitor (sUmon) or to not monitor (sU−mon). The resulting
utility values are represented in matrix notation with all parameters being positive.

U ↓ A→ sAatt° sAatt sA−att

sUmon −cUmon − lUatt°, lUatt° − cAatt° −cUmon − cUdef , −cAatt −cUmon, 0

sU−mon −lUatt°, lUatt° − cAatt° −lUatt, lUatt − cAatt 0, 0

cannot be detected, hence there is a resulting loss lUatt°. Strong attacks however

are detected and mitigated against through some countermeasures, preventing

any losses but leading to a defence cost cUdef . Finally, if there is no attack, then

the only arising nonzero payoff function involved is the monitoring cost for U . The

attacker A obtains a benefit bA
att° from a weak attack, but has to invest in attack

costs cAatt°. Similarly, the cost cAatt arises from a strong attack, however the model

assumes the lack of a benefit for A due to the UC’s defence mechanism. Using

these notations, the proposed security game G can be represented in normal form

as shown in Table 8.4.

Assumptions from the IDS game: The cost for missing an attack αm = lUatt > 0

is interpreted as losses from an attack that is not mitigated against, the false

alarm cost α f = cUmon > 0 as an ongoing monitoring cost and the detection penalty

βc = cAatt > 0 as the cost for the attacker to conduct a strong attack. The gain from

detection αc = −cUmon − cUdef > 0 is reformulated as necessary cost to monitor and

to defend in order to prevent damage. In order to preserve the mixed equilibrium

property of the security game given by −αm <αc it is then assumed that this attack

prevention cost is less than the actual incurring attack damage, i.e. cUmon+cUdef < lUatt.

This assumption is natural: In a typical security game, the defender does not spend

more on attack prevention than what they potentially loose from an attack. Finally,

βs = lUatt−cAatt > 0 is the difference between the benefit from an undetected attack and

the attack effort. This expresses a similar principle as above, but this time applied

to the attacker A who does not spend more on an attack than the expected gain

from it. These assumptions can be referred to as the Security Game Assumptions.

Augmented security game: The assumptions required for the augmented secu-

rity game are in parts inspired by those of the IDS game, and also motivated by the

experimental results presented in Section 8.1.3 which suggest that strong attacks

require targeting more victims, i.e. a bigger effort.
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For a weak attack, the attacker receives a greater payoff than the cost of the

attack, implying

(8.2) cAatt° < lUatt° .

It can also be assumed that the cost for launching a strong attack is higher than

that for a weak attack since a higher number of households has to be attacked

(8.3) cAatt > cAatt° .

Finally, a strong attack leads to higher losses for the utility (cf. Section 8.1.2)

(8.4) lUatt > lUatt° .

Note that in order to aid the game analysis, an assumption made in this game is

that the benefit of the attacker is equal to the loss of the defender, bA
att = lUatt and

bA
att° = lUatt° .

8.2.3 Game Analysis

In this section, analysis of the security game G reveals existence of several NE strate-

gies. Following the study of practical examples, the relevance of these strategies are

discussed so that they can be used to inform UC’s security investments.

To solve the augmented security game, three distinct cases are considered. This

is based on discussing the second order difference

(8.5) ∆= qatt° − qatt ,

where qatt° = lUatt°−cAatt° and qatt = lUatt−cAatt describe the net-benefit for the attacker

in case of a weak and strong attack, respectively.

Case 1 (∆> 0): In this case, the existence of a unique pure NE for the game G can

be asserted. The corresponding NE strategy is for the UC to not monitor, and for the

attacker to carry out a weak attack. Due to the uniqueness property these solutions

are globally optimal.

Proposition 8.1. If lUatt° − cAatt° > lUatt − cAatt, the game G admits a unique pure

NE strategy profile of the form s∗ = (sU−mon, sAatt°) and the corresponding payoffs

s∗U =−lUatt° and s∗A = lUatt° − cAatt° are globally optimal.

Proof. First, it needs to be verified that when choosing the pure strategy profile

(sU−mon, sAatt°), none of the two players benefits from a unilateral change of pure

strategy.
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U ↓  A → A satt° 
A satt 

A s–att 

U smon 

U s−mon 

U U − cmon − latt° 

U A latt° − catt°  

U A latt  − catt  

A − catt  

U U − cmon − cdef 

U − latt° 

0 

U − latt 0 

0 

U − cmon 

U A latt° − catt°  

Case 1 (Δ > 0) Case 2 (Δ < 0) Case 3 (Δ = 0) 

Figure 8.7. Advanced security game flow diagram.
This figure is a more extensive representation of the game shown in Table 8.4,
including the relations between the respective quantities. The arrows indicate
which strategy would be more preferable in terms of the individual players’ utility
function. As discussed in Section 8.2.3 the connection between the IDS game (in
green) and the proposed augmented security game is defined by the second order
difference ∆ (8.5) which is highlighted here by the red dotted lines. Depending on
the sign of ∆ (8.5), the direction of the arrows varies as illustrated in the three cases.
Note that the double line represents equality.

Focusing on the UC, the change of strategy sU−mon → sUmon diminishes its payoff

since −lUatt° > −cUmon − lUatt° due to the assumption of a positive monitoring cost.

Considering the attacker, the change sAatt° → sAatt is not beneficial because of the

main assumption ∆ > 0 of this case. Finally, the change of strategy sAatt° → sA−att

reduces the payoff due to Assumption (8.2). Second, a careful inspection of the payoff

functions of the remaining strategies of the game, together with the fact that the

assumption of Case 1 implies lUatt° − cAatt° >−cAatt, shows that there is no other pure

NE. �

Case 2 (∆< 0): Similarly to the IDS game, the augmented security game has the

same property of circular paths when performing unilateral changes strategy with

increasing payoffs, hence prohibiting the existence of any pure NE.

Proposition 8.2. If lUatt° − cAatt° < lUatt − cAatt, the game G admits no pure NE.

Proof. The proof of this proposition is done very similarly to that of Proposition 1

by comparing the changes in payoff, following a unilateral change of strategy. It is

clear that there is no pure NE in the game restricted to the attacker strategies sAatt
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Table 8.5. Representative mixed strategy probabilities for Case 2 attacks.
The results are based on simulations presented in Section 8.1.3. In this particular
example the mirror attack was employed by the attacker. A thorough overview of
the specific parameters can be found in Section 8.2.4.

patt° = 36.3% patt = 63.7% p−att = 0%

pmon = 71.7% 26.0% 45.7% 0%

p−mon = 28.3% 10.3% 18.0% 0%

and sA−att, as the resulting subgame is identical to the IDS game. When augmented

by the weak attack strategy sAatt° , two cases may arise, depending on which of the

strategy changes sAatt → sAatt° or sAatt° → sAatt, starting from the initial strategy profile

(sUmon, sAatt), lead to an increased payoff for the attacker.

In the first case, one observes the additional sequence of strategy changes

sUmon → sU−mon, sAatt° → sAatt and sU−mon → sUmon leading back to the original strategy

profile. These changes entail increased payoffs due to the assumption of positive

monitoring cost, the condition ∆< 0 and the Security Game Assumptions. In the

second case, the unilateral payoff change joins the circular path of the IDS game,

from which the proof follows as shown earlier. �

Case 3 (∆= 0): In this last case, one derives the inequality lUatt°−cAatt° = lUatt−cAatt >
−cAatt as in Case 1 and obtains a similar but weaker result, as the pure NE is not

strict. A formal proof of the following proposition is omitted as it can be done

similarly as that of Proposition 1 since the same payoff deviations are involved.

Proposition 8.3. If lUatt° − cAatt° = lUatt − cAatt, the game G admits a unique pure

non-strict NE strategy profile of the form s∗ = (sU−mon, sAatt°) and the corresponding

optimal payoffs are s∗U =−lUatt° and s∗A = lUatt° − cAatt°.

8.2.4 Quantitative Examples

Attacks discussed in Section 8.1 are further analysed using the proposed augmented

security game. In order to establish which case they correspond to, estimations

of the sign of ∆ (8.5) are performed using previous simulation calculations. More

specifically, bA
att and bA

att° are represented by the values of the Àttacker bill change’

(γ and γ°), reported in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 respectively, multiplied by the actual

amount of the bill µ, e.g. bA
att = lUatt = γ ·µ. Moreover, assuming a linear relationship

between the number of attacked players and the cost of an attack, cAatt and cAatt° can

be expressed using the values of percentage of targeted players (λ and λ°) shown

in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 respectively, e.g. cAatt =λ ·κ. As a consequence, an attack type
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corresponds to Case 2, i.e. (∆< 0), if and only if the following inequality is satisfied:

(8.6)
γ° −γ

λ° −λ
> κ

µ
.

with Assumption (8.2) stating γ°/λ° > κ/µ .

Evaluations of attacks reported in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 show that Case 2 applies to

the shift (σ= 4), flat (τ= 0), mirror (τ=−1) and scale (τ= 2) attacks. Hence, for none

of those attacks a pure NE exits and only mixed strategies can be offered. Using the

mirror attack as an example, Equation (8.6) requires 0.41> κ/µ and Assumption (8.2)

imposes 0.11> κ/µ.

Since the scale (τ = 1.29) attack was especially designed to be undetectable

by the proposed monitoring solution, it cannot be analysed by the game which

assumes that a successful monitoring strategy is available. On the other hand, the

best strategy for such an attack is self-evident: Since all attack results in gains for

the attacker, they should attack, while the UC should not waste any resources in

ineffective defence.

In order to investigate the mixed strategies associated to those attacks, nu-

meral values were selected so that mixed strategies could be computed using an NE

solver [Avis et al., 2009]: µ= 100, κ= 10, cUmon = 10 and cUdef = 20. Table 8.5 shows

representative mixed strategy probabilities associated with the investigated Case 2

attacks, here the mirror attack. The attacker either performs a strong (63.7% proba-

bility) or weak (36.3% probability) attack, while the UC chooses to use monitoring

with a 71.7% probability. Note that the choice of numerical values is not critical. As

long as all the game assumptions are fulfilled, the probability for the monitoring

action of the UC is at least 70%.

8.2.5 Discussions

Theoretical analysis of the proposed extended game model has shown that according

to the sign of ∆ (8.5), three different cases should be considered. While, both Case

1 (∆ > 0) and Case 3 (∆ = 0) are associated to a pure NE, only Case 1’s is strict.

However, in both cases, the optimal NE strategy for the UC is the same: not to

monitor. On the other hand, Case 2 (∆< 0) only leads to mixed strategies. Practical

analysis, investigating the attack examples described in Section 8.1 based on a

100% participation rate, revealed that only Case 2 was practically relevant. This is

in line with expectations that the net benefits, i.e. benefits minus costs, of strong

attacks are supposed to be higher than those of weak attacks. Note that for the

scale (τ= 2) attack, different cases could arise at lower participation rates due to its

specific behaviour as shown in Fig. 8.4 and Fig. 8.5.
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Regarding Case 2, for a UC, the practical application of optimal strategies, as

illustrated in Table 8.5, is not straightforward. Actually many suggestions have

been made regarding possible interpretations of mixed strategies [Aumann, 1985,

Aumann and Brandenburger, 1995,Chen et al., 2017]. In the specific context of this

work, that proposed by [Chen et al., 2017] is of particular interest: Indeed, assuming

that the UC supplies a set of microgrids, where security strategy is decided at

the microgrid level, they, seen as a population, would choose defence strategies

following the mixed probabilities. Alternatively, as suggested in [Maghrabi et al.,

2017,Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009], the probability associated to defence could

be interpreted as an index of security criticality which would inform the UC’s

decisions regarding its defence investments. Interestingly, experiments (not shown)

indicates that when the cost of attacking a single player, i.e. κ, decreases, the mixed

strategy probability for monitoring grows, increasing defence needs.

Finally, the undetectable scale (τ= 1.29) attack is a reminder that no practical

monitoring strategy is perfect and the best defence strategy may be not to defend if

the losses associated to an attack can be considered as acceptable.

8.3 Conclusions

Protecting smart grids from cyber attacks is essential for them to deliver their

promises. Investigating different classes of false data injection attacks against the

forecasts required for smart energy scheduling, extensive simulations showed the

extent of damages that a single attacker can cause to both the utility company

(growth of PAR value by up to 84%) and its consumers (bill increase by up to

54%). The need for mitigation having been established, monitoring and defence

strategies were proposed. In order to assess their value and advise utility companies

on their optimal attack prevention strategy, a novel and generic security game that

considers low and high-impact attacks was designed. Its analysis highlighted, in

particular, conditions under which a NE exists. Interestingly, in those cases, the best

strategy is for the utility company not to invest in any monitoring and the attacker

to conduct low-impact attacks. Numerical evaluations considering the previously

studied classes of attacks revealed that there is a type of attack where, indeed, no

monitoring is the best strategy. However, in all the other cases, only mixed strategies

can be offered. Their practical interpretation by UCs was discussed. As a conclusion,

the proposed security game offers utility companies the ability to investigate the

most appropriate monitoring and defence strategies so that false data injection

attacks have only very limited, if any, impact on smart energy scheduling.
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OPTIMAL BATTERY SIZING IN A

DEMAND-SIDE MANAGEMENT SCHEME

In this chapter, the functionality to exchange data between individual house-

holds is being used to schedule energy storage installations such that the

grid stability is guaranteed even though a considerable amount of demand

is served from solar power generation facilities. A key element to achieve a high

self-consumption rate of solar energy, i.e. the ratio between the consumed solar

energy to the actual demand, is the utilisation of energy storage. Various research

studies are concerned with energy storage management [Soliman and Leon-Garcia,

2014,Nguyen et al., 2015,Li and Dong, 2018,Luthander et al., 2015,Li and Danzer,

2014,Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a].

Luthander et al. [Luthander et al., 2015] present a case study of 21 Swedish

households with a focus on comparing individually-owned batteries to a centralised

storage solution. In order to reach a certain level of self-consumption the centralised

storage capacity is considerably smaller than the aggregated capacity of individually-

owned batteries. The study in [Li and Danzer, 2014] is concerned with optimising

the usage of a given photovoltaic-battery system. It investigates a number of dif-

ferent optimisation objectives and shows how these affect the eventual charging

patterns of a household for two exemplary days. In contrast to their approach, Ref-

erence [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a] makes use of a game-theoretic approach in which

households schedule their individually-owned batteries with the goal to minimise

their respective electricity bills. They perform simulations over the period of an
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entire year to allow for statistical analysis of the results.

One interesting question is: What is the optimal capacity of a battery? [Huang

et al., 2018,Khalilpour and Vassallo, 2016,Talent and Du, 2018]. Reference [Talent

and Du, 2018] focuses on the influence of different tariff schemes on the optimal

battery size, whereas [Khalilpour and Vassallo, 2016] develops a decision-making

tool which supports users that are investing in photovoltaic and battery systems.

Recently, Huang et al. [Huang et al., 2018] developed an algorithm to determine

the optimal size of a battery with respect to the achievable self-consumption. This

research builds on their approach and develops a deeper understanding of the

relation between demand and generation patterns, and the optimal battery ca-

pacity. In particular, we study two different demand-side management schemes.

Within the first one, “Game-Theoretic Scheduling” (GTS), the households have the

single goal of minimising their individual electricity bills (cf. [Pilz and Al-Fagih,

2019a]). The second scheme considers an additional preference of increasing the

respective self-consumption of the household and is called “Game-Theoretic Schedul-

ing With Constraint” (GTSWC) throughout.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows:

(1) Based on seasonal and yearly simulations of households with real consumption

and generation data, this research provides an in-depth insight on how optimal

sizing of batteries depends not only on aggregated statistics but also on the

specific temporal patterns that characterise individual households.

(2) Two different battery scheduling algorithms, i.e. GTS and GTSWC, are com-

pared in terms of three metrics: (i) Self-consumption of solar energy, (ii)

Peak-to-average ratio of the aggregated load as an indicator for grid stability,

and (iii) Potential cost reductions due to the introduction of electricity storage

systems.

(3) This research compares the optimal sizing for a centralised storage facil-

ity with individually-owned batteries and analyses their effect on the same

metrics as mentioned above.

The chapter1 is structured as follows. In Section 9.1, we first briefly introduce

the two scheduling models that we are going to compare. Secondly, we describe the

process of finding the optimal battery sizes. Based on these, the approaches are then

compared according to self-consumption, effective peak-to-average (PAR) reduction,

and potential cost savings. The results are discussed in Section 9.2 and we analyse

1A paper with the content of this chapter has been submitted for peer-review and was eventually
published at [Pilz et al., 2019b].
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Figure 9.1. Optimal sizing considerations.
The self-consumption and the resulting effectiveness of an exemplary household are
plotted over the battery size. The two vertical lines indicate the maximum of the
effectiveness for the GTS and GTSWC approach and therefore the optimal size of
the energy storage installation, respectively.

how the demand and generation patterns lead to the respective optimal battery

sizes.

9.1 Optimal Battery Sizing Results

The batteries of the households are scheduled based on a dynamic game which is

played between the individual households. The objective of the players/households

is to minimise their individual electricity bill (4.15). The players act rationally and

in a selfish manner. In the following section, two approaches are differentiated.

The first approach is identical to the one proposed by [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a],

introduced as GTS. The game is played for an upcoming day based on forecasts for

demand and generation.

The second approach, i.e. GTSWC, introduces an additional constraint to the

GTS. Whenever the renewable photovoltaic (PV) generated energy is expected to

be higher than the demand for an upcoming interval, charging the battery from

the grid is prohibited. The idea behind this is to maximise the self-consumption

rate of the PV system. In order to determine the optimal battery size, the process

described in [Huang et al., 2018] has been followed. To do so, simulations are

performed with different battery sizes for each household (per season and yearly)

using both scheduling approaches. Battery capacities are in the range2 between

1.0 kWh and 27.0 kWh. The upper limit would equal an installation of two Tesla

Powerwall2 batteries [Tesla, 2017]. For each set of parameters, the ‘effectiveness’

2We consider steps of 1.0 kWh, i.e. battery capacities in smax = [1.0 kWh,2.0 kWh,. . . ,27.0 kWh].
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Figure 9.2. Optimal battery sizes.
The results are obtained through a process as described in [Huang et al., 2018].Bat-
tery capacities between 1 and 27 kWh were analysed. The optimal battery sizes
for the individual households from simulation runs over the period of an entire
year are reported. Furthermore, statistical results for these simulations as well as
independent seasonal simulations are shown.

of the electricity storage is computed. The effectiveness is defined by the notion of

how much the self-consumption of a household is increased per kWh of installed

capacity:

(9.1) effectiveness= scn − sc1

n
,

where scn is the self-consumption achieved by utilising storage of size n kWh. The

maximum of this effectiveness is the sought after optimal battery size. An example

for these steps is shown in Figure 9.1 for a randomly selected house and season.

The optimal battery size for each player over the course of an entire year for

the two approaches (game-theoretic scheduling with and without self-consumption

constraint) is shown in Figure 9.2. Furthermore, Figure 9.2 also reports the average

results per season over all the 54 investigated households.

Overall, the optimal size for the GTSWC scenario does not exceed the GTS

optimal battery size for any player and season. Houshold 4 shows the smallest

difference between the two scenarios. All the capacities are the same except for

summer where they differ by 1 kWh. The largest difference between the optimal

battery size as determined for the two approaches of a particular season is found in

household 14 (summer). Here the difference is 8 kWh (cf. Figure 9.1). The largest

difference between the optimal battery size for two seasons and the same approach

is seen in household 52 (winter: 11 kWh, summer: 3 kWh). In Section 9.2, these

households are investigated in particular to understand how their battery usage

patterns lead to the respective results.
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Figure 9.3. Self-consumption analysis.
Statistical results for the self-consumption rates are shown for all seasons and an
entire year. For each period, the reference case in which no storage is available is
compared with a configuration that includes the optimally sized batteries for each
individual household for both the GTS and the GTSWC approach.

Table 9.1. Self-consumption improvements.
The median improvement (over all households) of the self-consumption due to the
introduction of optimally sized batteries is shown. The simulations for each column
were performed independently.

winter spring summer autumn yearly

GTS 11.4% 17.8% 10.0% 11.3% 11.6%
GTSWC 12.1% 17.0% 10.7% 12.2% 12.5%

9.1.1 Self-Consumption

The solar PV self-consumption rate of a household is defined as the ratio between

the solar energy being used and its demand. This includes a direct part which is

consumed immediately and an indirect part used to charge the battery when the PV

system generation exceeds the local demand. In the following, the increase in self-

consumption due to the introduction of an optimally sized battery for both the GTS

and GTSWC scenario is analysed. The seasonal results for the self-consumption can

be found in Figure 9.3. Explicit improvements3 are reported in Tab. 9.1.

It becomes clear that even with different optimal battery sizes for the GTS and

GTSWC approach the median improvement in self-consumption is similar. The

result was to be expected as the additional constraint in GTSWC is particularly

3Note that these improvements cannot be inferred from Figure 9.3 as there the median of the
absolute self-consumption values are depicted. The median of differences is not equal to the difference
of medians [Dr. Deng, 2015].
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Figure 9.4. Peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of the aggregated load.
A statistical analysis of the achieved daily PAR values over the respective seasons
is shown. For each period, the reference case in which no storage is available is
compared with a configuration that includes the optimally sized batteries for each
individual household for both the GTS and the GTSWC approach.

designed to place further emphasis on the increase of self-consumption. The spread

around the median self-consumption approximately doubles when comparing the

results with the reference case in which no batteries are present. This is due to

the fact that some households benefit more than others from the introduction of a

battery. There are many factors that play a role for this such as the aggregated solar

production, the aggregated demand, and also the temporal patterns of production

and demand. For example: Household 14 improves its self-consumption by 12.2%

during the summer, while household 26 (with similar aggregated consumption

and PV peak production) improves its self-consumption by 1.5%. Household 13,

which has less aggregated demand than the two houses mentioned before and

higher aggregated solar production, improves its self-consumption by 37.9%. A more

detailed analysis of these households and how these differences are related to their

demand patterns will be analysed in Section 9.2. In general, households that gain

considerably at GTS also do so at GTSWC and vice versa. The average absolute

difference of the self-consumption improvements between GTS and GTSWC for each

household individually is < 1.4%.

9.1.2 PAR values

The PAR of the aggregated load (4.18) is an indicator for the stability of the

grid [Bayram et al., 2014]. A value close to 1.0, i.e. a flat load profile, is preferred
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Figure 9.5. Cost reductions.
Statistical analysis of the amount of savings from the electricity bill over various
billing periods is presented for the GTS and the GTSWC approach. The calculation
of the unit energy price depends on the aggregated load as introduced in (4.15).

by a utility company as this allows them to save investment costs for fast-ramping

energy production installations. PAR values are calculated for a period of one day. A

statistical analysis for the 90 days that comprise each season is shown in Figure 9.4.

Overall, considerable improvements of the PAR value are achieved. The GTS

approach leads to better PAR reductions than the GTSWC approach in both the

median values and also the smaller spread around these.

9.1.3 Cost Reduction

As seen in Section 4.3, the cost function (4.14) depends on the aggregated load. Thus

the price per unit of electricity changes for each half hour interval. When calculating

the overall bill for each household with and without battery, it can be observed that

it is decreasing in both approaches. The relative cost reduction of the electricity bill

due to the introduction of an optimally sized battery is shown in Figure 9.5.

Overall, the introduction of energy storage leads to a considerable amount of

savings from the electricity bill in both cases (GTS and GTSWC). The increase

of self-consumption can directly be translated in a decrease of energy requested

from the grid which in turn decreases the bill. As seen in the previous section

(cf. Section 9.1.1), the achieved improvements in self-consumption are similar for

the two approaches. This means this fact alone cannot explain the higher savings

from GTS compared to GTSWC. The second factor that plays a role is the more

effective PAR reduction observed for the GTS approach (cf. Section 9.1.2). Due to the
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Figure 9.6. Comparison between centralised and decentralised approach.
The aggregated optimal battery sizes for the GTS and GTSWC approach in case of a
single centralised battery and individually-owned decentralised batteries are shown.
Furthermore the three metrics: self-consumption, peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of
the aggregated load, and cost reduction are investigated for simulations based on
these optimally sized storage installations. All simulations are performed over the
period of an entire year, i.e. winter 2010 to autumn 2011.

quadratic relation between the aggregated load and the price per unit of electricity,

consumption during peak times is billed highly. The spread around the median

values for both approaches is similar.

9.1.4 Centralised vs. Decentralised Storage Systems

In all the previous simulations, each household was in possession of an individual

battery of different size. Within this section, a scenario that has a single battery to

serve the community is investigated. For a reasonable comparison, the efficiency

of the battery and the DC/AC power electronics converter equal the values used

before. Furthermore, the maximal charging and discharging rates were scaled

up by the number of households. Firstly, full-year simulations with battery sizes

varying between 10 kWh and 370 kWh were performed. Following the optimal sizing

procedure by [Huang et al., 2018], the optimal battery capacity for both the GTS

and GTSWC approach were calculated to be 270 kWh and 90 kWh, respectively. For

these optimal sizes, the self-consumption, the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of the

aggregated load of all households, and the cost reduction according to the pricing

function (4.15) are analysed. The results are shown together with the respective

results from yearly simulations of individually-owned batteries in Figure 9.6.

The centralised optimal battery sizes are approximately 10% and 50% smaller

than the aggregated capacities of the decentralised batteries for the GTS and

GTSWC approach, respectively. This is in agreement with a previous study reported

by Luthander et al. [Luthander et al., 2015]. In Section 9.2, we discuss that in

case of asynchronous demand and generation profiles, a large battery is most

beneficial, while in the opposite case a small battery is sufficient. When looking at
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the centralised battery, note that it is scheduled according to the aggregated demand

and generation of all the households. An averaging effect for the demand profiles

occurs, which makes the asynchronous case less likely and eventually leads to a

smaller optimal storage capacity. The PV self-consumption reaches a comparable

level to the decentralised simulations. Compared to the median self-consumption

of all the households, a scenario with a centralised battery improves the self-

consumption by approximately 5% for both the GTS and GTSWC approach. When

analysing the daily PAR values, it becomes clear that due the considerably smaller

size the community batteries perform worse both in terms of the achieved median

values and also the spread around it. From the utility companies’ perspective this is

a unfavourable result. Their most desirable objective is to reduce the PAR value as

it guarantees grid stability and financial benefits in the long run.

The right-most panel in Figure 9.6 shows the results for the cost reduction for

both approaches comparing the centralised and decentralised neighbourhoods. For

the GTS approach the centralised community achieves an approximately 5% higher

cost reduction, while for the GTSWC approach the cost reduction is reduced by

approximately 5% compared to the median cost reduction of all the households with

individually-owned batteries. Both results for the centralised battery are within the

interquartile range of the respective analysis for the decentralised system.

9.2 Discussion

While the aggregated demand of a household and the size of their installed solar

panel can give a rough estimate for the optimal battery size, it remains important

to look at the actual demand and generation patterns. In Section 9.1.1 it was visible

that two households with similar aggregated demand and potential peak PV output

benefited differently from their storage installation. In order to understand this

difference, Figure 9.7 shows the demand and generation profile for a randomly

chosen day together with the detailed battery usage for these two households. The

demand of household 14 is low during the time when solar is available and peaks

shortly afterwards, whereas the demand of household 26 is rather evenly distributed

throughout the day. Household 26 is a prime example of a user that has a high

percentage of non-curtailed solar energy even without a battery installation and

cannot gain much through the utilisation of storage. Consequently, the optimal

battery sizing algorithm determines a below-average optimal storage capacity for

this household. In contrast to this, the battery of household 14 is optimally sized at

an above-average capacity. Without storage a lot of the solar energy is curtailed due

to the lack of demand at the particular time of generation. Since there is a peak in
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Figure 9.7. Demand, generation, battery usage.
The demand and generation profiles of household 14 (left) and household 26 (right) for representative days are shown. Furthermore, the
specific battery usage based on the GTS and GTSWC approach are presented. For these four plots, the left hand axes represent the electricity
values for the bars, while the right hand axes indicate the state of charge (SOC) of the respective battery. The dotted line indicates the
optimal battery size for the respective household.
For this particular day household 14 improves their self-consumption by 6.0% / 10.4% through the GTS / GTSWC approach, respectively.
Household 26 improves their self-consumption by 2.7% for both approaches.
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Figure 9.8. Demand, generation, battery usage.
The demand and generation profiles of household 13 for two representative days are shown. Furthermore, the specific battery usage based
on the GTS and GTSWC approach are presented. For the lower two plots, the left hand axes represent the electricity values for the bars,
while the right hand axes indicate the state of charge (SOC) of the respective battery.
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Figure 9.9. Demand and generation for two seasons.
The demand and PV generation of household 52 for two consecutive representative
days of winter 2010 and summer 2010 are shown.

demand in the later hours, the self-consumption can be increased due to the storage

capability.

The left-hand plots in Figure 9.7 also give insight into the differences between

the GTS and GTSWC approach. During the fist half of the day, the GTS algorithm

charges the battery from the grid, whereas the GTSWC anticipates the solar gen-

eration and thus restricts charging from the grid. The first two peaks in demand

(cf. between interval 2144 and 2152) can then be met by previously saved electricity.

In anticipation of another peak in demand at the end of the day, both algorithms

charge the battery and are able to flatten the load curve considerably. It becomes

clear that because no more solar production is to be expected during this time there

are no constraints on charging the battery from the grid and both algorithms behave

similarly.

Fig. 9.8 shows the demand and generation pattern together with the battery

usage for two consecutive days of household 13. This household was chosen as it has

the highest benefit during this particular season from installing an optimal battery

size. A similar profile for the demand and generation as seen for household 14 in

Figure 9.7 can be observed. The even higher improvement in self-consumption for

this case stem from the more pronounced asynchronisation between solar generation

and actual demand. Also, this household is equipped with a bigger solar panel.

This section is concluded by analysing the demand and generation profile (Fig-

ure 9.9) for the household that showed the biggest difference in optimal battery

size between two seasons, i.e. household 52. For winter 2010 the optimal capacity is
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determined to be 11 kWh while in summer 2011 it is 3 kWh.

9.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, a community of households that take part in a demand-side manage-

ment scheme is analysed. The focus was to gain deeper understanding of optimal

battery sizing. Both the characteristics that lead to the optimal battery size determi-

nation as well as the effect this optimal size has on solar PV self-consumption ratio,

grid stability/security, and cost reductions for the users have been investigated. A

key insight is that the temporal patterns of consumption and generation impact

the battery sizing critically. This means battery sizing which is solely based on

aggregated data might lead to unfavourable results. Households which benefit most

from installing a energy storage system are those where the peak-production and

peak-consumption is asynchronous, i.e. during different intervals of the day.

Furthermore, two different approaches for the demand-side management scheme

were compared. GTS is based on the ideas presented in [Pilz and Al-Fagih, 2019a].

Here the main objective of the individual households is to minimise their electricity

bills. The second approach introduced an additional constraint to the GTS which

puts PV self-consumption before the minimisation of the costs. As a result it lead to

considerably smaller optimal battery sizes. The drawback of the more constrained

approach are the larger peak-to-average ratio of the aggregated load, i.e. higher

costs for the utility company to guarantee stability of the grid. In terms of costs

a trade-off is achieved: On the one hand, the initial investments are smaller for

GTSWC due to the smaller battery sizes. On the other hand, the cost reduction off

the electricity bill are less beneficial.

Eventually, we compared individually-owned batteries with a scenario that

includes a utility sized centralised storage system. The optimal battery size deter-

mined for the centralised system is smaller due to less pronounced asynchrony of

the aggregated demand to the solar PV production.
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CONCLUSIONS

This thesis investigated a demand-side management (DSM) scheme for pro-

sumer energy storage systems. Within it, households maintain high levels

of comfort as they do not have to change their actual demand patterns. This

stands in contrast to demand-response approaches that rely on behavioural changes

of the users. We assumed rational customers that are all served by the same utility

company (UC). The UC implements a quadratic pricing function in which the price

per unit of energy depends on the aggregated load of all the households in the

neighbourhood. This is why even though every participant is only interested in

reducing their own electricity bill, they all together achieve a collective goal of

flattening the load profile.

10.1 Main Findings and Contributions to Knowledge

Over the course of the PhD, the game-theoretic scheduling approach was progres-

sively refined to eventually achieve peak-to-average ratios (PAR) of the aggregated

load that are close to 1.0 even under worst case conditions. Furthermore, due to the

analytic solution that was derived for the best response problem in the dynamic

game, run-times of the approach are such that the game can be applied in real-life.

As the system relies on the exchange of data between the participating house-

holds, an investigation on its cyber security was carried out. We developed a novel

type of false data injection attacks and analysed the impact such attacks would have.

Moreover, we extended an established game-theoretic concept for cyber security in
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order to study the decision-making process of the utility company, i.e. the defender

within our model. The take away message is that attacks that cannot be detected

only cause minor inconveniences to the end-user and the UC.

Thus there is a negligible risk in the data exchange. Nevertheless, it is important

to understand the benefits that can be achieved by doing so. Our studies have shown

that it is worth playing the game when compared to scheduling the batteries inde-

pendently, especially in terms of PAR reduction and robustness against inevitable

forecasting errors.

In a final study we gained in-depth insight on how the demand and genera-

tion patterns of the households affect their optimal battery size. It became clear

that households with pronounced asynchrony between peak-demand and peak-

production can achieve higher benefits from installing an energy storage system.

10.2 Limitations of the Work

The main limitation of the work is its fully theoretical nature. It has yet to be seen

how the approach can be established in a real-world implementation. Usually, there

are a number of issues that will only be detected once one reaches the pilot stage of

the project. Some, but not exclusively, could be related to the technical realisation of

the connections between the households and the connection between the households

and the utility company. What happens for example if one of the users is not able to

exchange their information at the beginning of the DSM protocol?

Another shortcoming of this thesis is the fact that there is only one utility

company modeled as the initiator of this DSM scheme. In a realistic scenario,

households are accustomed to the possibility of changing their energy supplier.

Thus the model should be extended to cover the free-market competition between

multiple utility companies. This extension and further areas of research in which

this project could be extended in the future are described in the following chapter,

i.e. Chapter 11.
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FUTURE WORK

This chapter explores different avenues for potential extensions to the PhD

thesis. It is split into two sections. In Section 11.1, an energy sharing

concept for prosumer communities1 is proposed in detail. It is based on the

assumption that the households have the ability to exchange electricity with one

another. Section 11.2 gives a more general overview of further directions for future

work.

11.1 An Energy Sharing Concept

Research combining storage technology and trading of renewable energies began

to take shape in 2018 (e.g. [Zepter et al., 2019, Ghosh et al., 2018, Mediwaththe

et al., 2018, Liu et al., 2018a]). The interest shifted from a one-off trade between

households (or microgrids [Lee et al., 2015]), to a planning-oriented approach. Given

forecasts for demand and generation (usually for the upcoming day), battery usage

and trading activities are scheduled.

For instance, references [Zepter et al., 2019] and [Ghosh et al., 2018] describe

a scenario in which a central operator/platform determines the optimal battery

and trading decisions of a community such that the consumption from the external

grid is minimised. This does not take into account the preferences of the utility

company (UC). While the batteries in these examples are owned by individual

1The content of this section has been published at the IEEE International Conference on Commu-
nications, Control, and Computing Technology for Smart Grids 2019.
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households, [Mediwaththe et al., 2018] and [Liu et al., 2018a] each employ a single

centralised energy storage.

We expect that the most efficient system will have to combine energy exchange

between households as well as the utilisation of energy storage. A fully decentralised

smart grid might be advertised as the pinnacle of power systems, but it is not the

most probable future scenario. We have to acknowledge the role of the UC within

the system as they are already investing in large scale renewable energy resources,

e.g. [EWE, 2019,EDF, 2019,Shell, 2019].

Furthermore, the energy trading scenarios proposed in the literature assume

the willingness of people to initiate monetary transactions every time they exchange

energy with one another. We believe that this is overwhelming for the customer. A

modern billing scheme needs to be simple and still remain familiar to the existing

system to find large scale adoption.

This section proposes a novel demand-side management (DSM) concept, which

has the following advantages:

1. The scheme directly features the generation of energy from the UC and

incentivises the community to follow this production.

2. Each household is treated as an individual and rational entity that wants

to minimise their electricity bill. They can do so by scheduling their energy

storage system as well as sharing energy with the community.

3. There are no monetary transactions connected to sharing energy. Nevertheless,

it is beneficial for users to offer their excess renewable energy generation.

11.1.1 Decision Variables

Here, we introduce the decisions that can be taken by the households. It will become

clear how the battery and renewable energy resource model (cf. Section 4.2) limit

these choices.

In general, there are two types of decisions to make for each household n ∈N
during each interval t ∈ T of the upcoming day:

• how to use the battery (denoted by at
n)

• how to share energy (denoted by et
n)

For simplicity we combine these into a single decision vector xt
n = [

at
n, et

n
]
. A collec-

tion of these decisions over the entire time period xn = [
x1

n, x2
n, . . . , xT

n
]

is called a

schedule.
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Figure 11.1. Electricity flows.
The potential electricity flows for an individual household of the prosumer commu-
nity is shown. Dotted lines refer to flows of a ‘taking’ household, while solid lines
reference a ‘giving’ household. These flows are also valid for all the other households
in the community and summarised in the dashed line between the utility company
and the community. (©2019 IEEE)

For each time interval, households are categorised as giver or taker of energy

based on their net-demand (4.10). The classification in giver and taker introduces

different boundaries to the decisions xt
n.

Definitions of giver and taker: If dt
n > 0 it means that the demand of the

household cannot be satisfied from their own renewable energy production. Thus

they require further electricity from either the grid or other households. We call

such a household taker.

If dt
n ≤ 0 it means that there is an excess of renewable energy which can be used

to charge their own battery or be shared with the other households. During such an

interval the household is categorised as a giver.

The load l t
n of a user is defined as the amount of energy drawn from the grid,

i.e. from the utility company. In the following section (Section 11.1.2), the explicit

billing mechanism highlights how the electricity costs depend on the aggregated

load of all households as well as their individual load. Here, we explain how the

decisions taken by a household affect the load.

Decision space for ‘taking’ households: The load of a taking household n ∈N
at time t ∈ T is

(11.1) l t
n = dt

n +at
n + et

n .
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The battery decision at
n and sharing decision et

n have to fulfil the following con-

straints:

(11.2a) st
n − smin <φ− (

st
n
)≤ at

n ≤φ+ (
st

n
)< smax − st

n

(11.2b) −dt
n −at

n ≤ et
n ≤ 0

(11.2c)
∣∣et

n
∣∣≤ Et .

Equation (11.2a) describes the discharging and charging restrictions from left to

right, respectively. Discharging cannot be done below the minimum state-of-charge

(SOC) smin and also the charging rate and efficiency are respected. The right hand

side makes a similar statement for the charging process (cf. Section 4.2.1). Note

that discharging refers to using energy from the battery to fulfil demand, while

charging the battery explicitly refers to charging the battery from the grid.

Equation (11.2b) guarantees l t
n ≥ 0, meaning that the households can neither

sell energy from their battery nor the energy they receive from their neighbours to

the grid. Furthermore, the amount of energy they can obtain from the neighbours

is restricted to the aggregated excess production Et of them at time interval t

(cf. (11.2c)). Note that charging the battery can effectively be done from shared

energy.

The interaction with the battery directly influences the SOC. To reflect the

correct state st+1
n of the upcoming interval we calculate

st+1
n =


st

n +ηinv η
+at

n , if at
n > 0

st
n + at

n/(ηinv η
−) , if at

n < 0

st
n ·

(
1+ ρ̄

)∆t , if at
n = 0

.

Decision space for ‘giving’ households: The load of a giving household n ∈N
at time t ∈ T is

(11.3) l t
n = at

n .

All the demand d̄t
n is already fulfilled from their renewable energy resource. Never-

theless, there is also a sharing decision to make: The household can offer (part of)

their excess production dt
n to the community, i.e.

Et ← Et + η̄ · et
n , with 0≤ et

n ≤−dt
n ,

where 0< η̄≤ 1 denotes the line losses of the network. The remaining part, i.e. −dt
n−

et
n, is automatically used to charge the battery. This gives a further restriction to

the amount to be charged from the grid as follows:

0≤ at
n −dt

n − et
n ≤φ+(st

n)< smax
n − st

n .
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Figure 11.2. Generation and demand.
The exemplary energy generation of the utility company and demand of four house-
holds is shown on the left and right, respectively. Furthermore, the sum of the
individual components are shown as lines.
gt refers to the dashed line in the left-hand plot. The dotted line in the right-hand
plot can be seen as the aggregated load Lt in a scenario where batteries are not
used and energy is not shared. (©2019 IEEE)

In the case that the effective charging amount is exactly 0, the self-discharging

process of the battery st+1
n = st

n ·
(
1+ ρ̄

)∆t is considered. Otherwise the SOC for the

upcoming interval is calculated to be

st+1
n = st

n +ηinv η
+at

n +η+ · (−dt
n − et

n) .

When charging the battery directly from locally produced renewable energy re-

sources, only the battery efficiency η+ has to be considered, whereas charging from

the grid also requires conversion from AC to DC with the respective conversion

efficiency ηinv.

The aggregated load: The aggregated load Lt at time interval t is the to-

tal amount of electricity requested by the community. With respect to the non-

cooperative game (cf. Section 11.1.3) the following definition is used:

(11.4) Lt = l t
n + l t

−n ,

where l t
n is the load of a specific household n ∈N and l t−n is the load of all households

except for n.

In the previous subsections it was shown how each household is able to directly

influence their own load, i.e. Equations (11.1) and (11.3). Furthermore, it became

clear that by means of the sharing ability they can also (indirectly) affect the load of

other households in the community.

11.1.2 The Utility Function

In this section, the novel utility function, i.e. the electricity bill, for each participant

of the game is presented.
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Households are incentivised to follow the forecasted production pattern gt of

the utility company (cf. Fig. 11.2) by implementing the following price per energy

unit for a given interval t ∈ T of the upcoming day:

pt = (
Lt − gt)2 + p0 ,

where p0 > 0 is constant and Lt is the aggregated load of all users as defined

in (11.4). The closer the aggregated load Lt is to the generated electricity gt, the

smaller the price per energy unit for this particular interval t ∈ T . The electricity

bill for a particular household n ∈N for one day is then calculated to be:

(11.5) un =
T∑

t=1
l t
n · pt .

In the non-cooperative game between the households, each user strives to minimise

their individual electricity bill (11.5). In the interest of showing how the electricity

bill for household n ∈N depends on their own sharing/charging decisions xn and

the decisions x−n of all the other households let us rewrite (11.5) explicitly with

these dependencies:

un (xn,x−n)=
T∑

t=1

{
l t
n(xn) · p0(11.6)

+ l t
n(xn) · [l t

n(xn)+ l t
−n(x−n)− gt]2

}
.

11.1.3 The Non-Cooperative Game

In this section, we define the non-cooperative game and explain the solution ap-

proach that leads to equilibrium schedules for the individual households2.

The non-cooperative game is defined by G = {N ,X ,u} with

• N as the set of participants of the game.

• X =X1×·· ·×XN , where Xn is the set of all actions xn that fulfil the restrictions

detailed in Section 11.1.1.

• u= [u1, . . . ,uN ], with the utility function (11.6)

un :X → IR for player n.

An iterative best-response algorithm [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009] is used to

solve the game. The solution is a vector of battery/sharing-schedules x̂= [x̂n, x̂−n],

i.e. one for each participant3.
2The structure of the utility function (11.5) and the constraints (e.g. (11.2)) indicates the existence

of a Nash equilibrium. Nevertheless, a formal prove is beyond the scope of this section and remains
future work.

3Equivalently, we can write the solution as x̂= [
x̂1, . . . , x̂N

]
to emphasis the contribution of all

households.
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During each step of the iteration, the households determine their best strategy

by solving the minimisation problem:

(11.7) x̂n = argmin
xn∈Xn

un (xn,x−n) .

A summary of the algorithm can be found in Algorithm 5. When this iteration

Algorithm 5: Best-response algorithm for finding a pure NE based
on [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009]

Input: gt, wt, d̄t

initialise random vector of schedules x= (xn,x−n)
while there exists a player n for whom xn is not a best response to x−n do

for each n ∈N do
x̂n ← best response to x−n based on (11.7)
x ← (x̂n,x−n)

end
end

Output: x̂= x

procedure terminates, each household has determined a schedule xn which is in

equilibrium with all the other households. This means that there is no incentive to

deviate from this strategy. Any unilateral deviation can only ever result in a worse

outcome, i.e. a more expensive electricity bill.

Fig. 11.3 illustrates the potential effect of the scheme if it were to be applied

on the data shown in Fig. 11.24. By scheduling their batteries and sharing energy

among each other, they are able to adapt to the forecasted generation of the UC.

11.1.4 Conclusions

The adoption of renewable energy resources helps to limit greenhouse gas emissions.

This section proposed a DSM scheme which allows the integration of renewable

energy resources on both the utility company’s level (large scale) and the customer’s

level (small scale). Within the scheme, households are financially incentivised to

adjust their load to the forecasted electricity production of the utility company. They

can accomplish this by scheduling their locally installed energy storage systems

and by sharing energy with the community. The underlying process to organise the

scheduling and sharing is based on a non-cooperative game in which every partici-

pant is only interested in achieving the best for themselves. We thus established a

4Note that this is for demonstration purposes only. Future work will implement the scheme,
perform simulations, and report quantitative results.
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Figure 11.3. Outcome of the game.
The dashed and dotted lines are directly taken from Fig. 11.2 and refer to the
generation of the utility and the demand of the community, respectively. The utility
function (11.5) is designed such that it is most beneficial for the households to make
use of the energy storage systems and share energy in a way that the aggregated
load matches the forecasted supply. The solid line indicates the potential aggregated
load of the households after playing the game. (©2019 IEEE)

mechanism for selfish energy sharing which does not require direct monetary trans-

actions between the prosumers. In our opinion, this makes it more approachable for

the user, fostering wide-spread adoption.

Future research will quantify the gains of our approach in terms of renewable

energy self-consumption, how closely the utility’s production curve can be followed,

and financial rewards for the prosumers. Furthermore, a detailed comparison to

energy trading schemes will be necessary to demonstrate the competitiveness of our

proposition. Especially the robustness with respect to inevitable forecasting errors

will be a key aspect of future studies. It is worth noting that since the optimal size

of storage and generation for each household is derived using the billing scheme

and energy trading model, their optimality has to be revisited for all of these DSM

concepts.

11.2 Other Directions

Other than the introduction of true peer-to-peer energy sharing scheme between

households in a community, there are various other ideas that propose viable

directions of research. One of the most important issues in a day-ahead energy

management scheme is the concern of forecasting errors. These errors will never be

fully eliminated, we can only implement mechanisms that mitigate their negative
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effects. Currently there are two main streams of ideas for this particular problem.

Firstly, the treatment of uncertainties can be directly incorporated into the

formulation of the game or optimisation scenario. For instance, a conditional value

at risk approach (cf. [Li et al., 2017,Bahrami and Amini, 2018,Liu et al., 2018a]) for

which a finite number of scenarios is considered at given probabilities. So far, this

direction has not been considered in combination with a game-theoretic scheduling

approach but only in centralised optimisation concepts. Most likely, it has to be

integrated into a Bayesian game which can model the different scenarios as types

of players (cf. Section 2.3).

Secondly, there are approaches that include a second stage into their scheduling

approach. Similar to what was presented in this thesis, the first stage is usually

completed before the actual scheduling period commences and plans the operations.

In contrast to this, the second stage (cf. [Tushar et al., 2018a,Liu et al., 2018a]) is

(repeatedly) run during the scheduling period and delivers real-time updates that

treat the mismatch between planned loads and what can be realised. An advantages

of this approach is that it can be developed completely independent of the first stage.

Furthermore, if it can be proved to work without failure and fits into the business

case of the scheme, efforts into developing the first stage mechanism can be reduced.

Another direction that will be important for future residential scenarios is

the integration of electric vehicles (EVs). This affects two aspects of the system;

The overall electricity demand will increase considerably, and EVs can provide

substantial increase in flexibility when seen in combination with vehicle-to-grid

technology. In the literature review (cf. Chapter 3), it became clear that the potential

to charge the EV at one location and use this electricity at another place has yet to

be investigated.

An additional branch of research that has not been covered within this thesis is

the competitive nature of a free market including more than one utility company.

This would add another dynamic dimension to the scheme and give better insights

into the applicability of the approach in a real-world framework. The most suitable

approach to study this concept would be the utilisation of a Stackelberg game. It

can model the hierarchical structure of multiple utilities companies and multiple

households with various appliances and energy storage facilities.

With a view on the bigger picture, i.e. the actual integration of such a demand-

side management system into households, the aspect of suitable regulations needs

to be considered as well. Following Mengelkamp et al. [Mengelkamp et al., 2018b],

we can see that the micromarket setup and the microgrid setup, as introduced for

instance in Section 11.1, needs to be embedded into a suitable legal environment.

There are two ways this can be realised. We can investigate whether the system fits
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into current or planned regulatory frameworks and perform necessary changes, or

we have to initiate a connection between blue-sky research and political parties to

foster the development of new regulations that allow to implement the proposed

demand-side management schemes.
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BATTERY JUSTIFICATION

Various companies produce home energy storage systems, e.g. Mercedes,

Tesla, BMW, Nissan and Powervault. Some of them are specialised in second

life batteries taken from their electric cars, while others (such as Tesla)

produce these batteries for their special purpose. As most manufacturers provide
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Figure A.1. Battery justification.
The mean PAR reduction of the aggregated load over 365 days is plotted over the
mean savings for participants of the DSM scheme with different battery systems.
For all runs we assumed N/M = 76%, εd = 8%, εw = 10%, and the same pricing
parameter as introduced in Section 6.2. A close-up of the bottom left-hand corner is
shown in a subplot. We also provide the standard deviation in both variables.
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technical data sheets, we were able to run our simulations for the DSM scheme

assuming that households are equipped with different batteries.

The results in Figure A.1 stem from scenarios with 76% participation rate,

forecasting errors as used in Section 6.2, and all participants with the exact same

battery model. This is not supposed to compare different systems, but rather to show

that this battery can be taken as a representative of state-of-the-art technology. It

achieves a PAR reduction similar to the best in the field. Also the savings off the

energy bill are close to the best competitors.
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LITERATURE OVERVIEW

[Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010] present one of the very first approaches in which the

interaction between households is leveraged to perform load-shaping. In their model,

customers reschedule appliances for the upcoming day. The incentive mechanism

is provided through a quadratic cost function which is implemented by the utility

company serving the users. Since the pricing is based on the aggregated load of

all participants it prevents synchronised reactions and thus the formation of new

peaks. On average they achieve a PAR reduction of ≈ 20%.

[Mohsenian-Rad and Leon-Garcia, 2010] investigate a scenario in which house-

holds schedule their appliances based on real-time pricing forecasts. Note that

there is no coordination/communication between the users. In order to avoid load

synchronisation among them, they implement a method called inclining block rates.

For instance, the two-level inclining block rate utilised by BC Hydro (cf. [British

Columbia Utilities Commission, 2017]) means, that customers are charged at a

higher rate if they consume beyond a predefined threshold. Eventually, PAR reduc-

tions of ≈ 22% are reported.

A framework for trading electricity between interacting groups of electric vehi-

cles is presented in [Saad et al., 2011]. A group consists of 500 to 1000 individual

cars with a surplus of energy of more than half their total capacity. Each group acts

as a single player of a non-cooperative game and decides on a strategy corresponding

to the amount of energy that it is willing to trade. The utility function incorporates

the trading and reservation prices, the amount of energy to sell, and a term that

summarises costs for discharging the batteries. By means of a double auction, the
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players are incentivised to truthfully reveal their reservation price.

[Ramchurn et al., 2011] develop a demand-side management model that aims

to reduce peak consumption of the upcoming day. By first studying a centralised

control mechanism, they show its infeasibility and thus propose a decentralised

approach. It achieves a ≈ 17% decrease in peak demand.

A two-level hierarchical approach is shown in [Zhu et al., 2012]. While the lower

level is concerned with optimal scheduling of household appliances, the upper level

models the interaction of the households in a demand response scenario including

uncertainties about the pricing. One of their main contributions is the formulation

of a closed-form Nash equilibrium for the case of homogeneous users.

[Ilic et al., 2012] design an energy market place where future households can

trade their surplus energy locally. In contrast to other approaches they do not

investigate optimal decisions but rather focus on the design of the market, the

clearing of the order book, and show that it reacts sensibly.

[Nguyen et al., 2012] propose a demand-side management technique that re-

duces the PAR value. In their model, they include both the scheduling of appliances

as well as home energy storage systems. All batteries have perfect charging and

discharging efficiencies and are neither limited in terms of charging nor discharging

rates. The results of the non-cooperative game show reductions of the PAR value

of about 25% which is shown to be comparable to what can be achieved through

centralised optimisation.

[Atzeni et al., 2013] formulate two mechanisms for accommodating distributed

energy production and storage: A non-cooperative scheduling approach and a cen-

tralised grid optimisation based on nonlinear programming. Similar to [Nguyen

et al., 2012] their battery model does not include charging and discharging efficiency.

While focussing on the convergence properties of the different methods, they also

show a PAR reduction of 12.5%.

[Kim et al., 2013] design a non-cooperative scheduling game for the battery

where the users decide between charging the battery, using stored energy for their

appliances, or selling stored energy back to the grid. All this is set up in an envi-

ronment of multiple customers that are connected to an aggregator, which is itself

connected to the wider power grid. Participants will declare their expected demand

for the following day to the aggregator, allowing it to organise the distribution. The

fact that they deal with electric vehicles instead of stationary batteries is modelled

within a constraint that denotes times of the day where it can be neither charged

nor discharged. Since the aggregator is interested in making a profit on its own, a

tiered billing function is implemented that charges a higher price for heavy users,

i.e. users that demand more energy than average. This can also be seen as a measure
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of fairness, as otherwise these heavy users would drive up the price for all the other

users. The need for such a pricing mechanism is justified, because the model is

applied to a mixture of residential and industrial customers. Another consideration

to safeguard the aggregator is the incorporation of uncertainty. Ensuing from the

worst-case scenario eventually shows the robustness of their approach.

The optimal scheduling of household appliances, storage, and renewable genera-

tion of an individual household is the topic of [Kim and Giannakis, 2013]. They use

a nonconvex optimisation method and show the robustness of the approach to price

uncertainties and uncertainty of renewable resources.

The authors of [Maharjan et al., 2013] make use of a Stackelberg approach to

coordinate multiple utility companies and multiple households. The households

want to maximise their demand while minimising their costs, while the utility

companies are interested in the maximum revenue. The paper also shows the

potentially dangerous effects of an attacker tampering with the pricing data and how

the utilities can protect themselves against those interventions by implementing

energy reserves.

[Adika and Wang, 2014] present a demand-side management scheme in which

an aggregator schedules appliances as well as energy storage installations at res-

idential customers’ homes. The battery model employed includes charging and

discharging rates. They argue that it is more efficient and convenient to use dedi-

cated storage systems compared to using EVs for this purpose. As their simulations

are only based on two households, a reasonable statement about the PAR reduction

cannot be made.

[Chai et al., 2014] introduce a two-level game approach in which multiple

utility companies first decide about the price of electricity and then the households

can decide from which company to buy their electricity from. The structure can

be assumed to be a Stackelberg game in which the leaders play a non-cooperative

game while the decisions of the followers are modelled by an evolutionary game.

An evolutionary game extends the idea of a non-cooperative game by the notion

of population. Players are able to observe the strategies of others in the same

population and replicate them. Overall, the authors expect the system to reduce the

PAR value, but as this work does not include multiple time intervals it remains an

open assumption.

A novel utility function is proposed in [Fadlullah et al., 2014] in which the value

of energy and the cost of energy are considered. Based on an iterative approach,

households schedule their appliances which eventually leads to a reduction of the

PAR value. It is difficult to quote an actual value for the potential PAR reduction as

several contradicting results are presented. Nevertheless, it is shown that similar
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improvements can be achieved when comparing the novel utility function with the

quadratic cost function while reducing the computational run time.

[Lee et al., 2014] make use of a coalitional game approach to determine fair

pricing in a local energy trading scenario. Households with solar and wind genera-

tion aim to sell their surplus production to households in need. Revenue streams

are analysed to show which distribution of the different renewable energy resources

is most beneficial. Interestingly, when the number of producers is small, solar based

renewables generate more revenue. When the numbers are large enough, both

sides prefer wind based generation. In the area where the number of producers is

similar to the number of consumers, the consumers prefer solar generation while

the producers favour wind.

[Liu et al., 2014] investigate a multi-objective optimisation approach to house-

hold appliance scheduling which tries to find the balance between maximising the

usage preferences of the consumer while simultaneously minimising the incurred

costs. The incentives are formulated such that this eventually results in PAR re-

ductions. They achieve results of ≈ 23%. Note that the absolute PAR value that

is achieved is still comparatively high (2.1) to what is presented in other studies

(cf. [Mohsenian-Rad et al., 2010,Mohsenian-Rad and Leon-Garcia, 2010,Deng et al.,

2015]).

With the utility company as the leader and a group of households as the fol-

lowers, [Soliman and Leon-Garcia, 2014] investigate a Stackelberg game approach

that schedules appliances and energy storage systems in order to reduce the PAR

value. While a simple non-cooperative scheduling approach only delivers small PAR

reductions, the Stackelberg game shows near optimal performance. This was to be

expected as the authors formally prove the equivalence between the cost reduction

in the Stackelberg game and a minimisation of the PAR value. Another key insight

is the fact that whenever selling stored energy is enabled, users prefer to do so

instead of reducing their peak consumption.

[Tushar et al., 2014a] implement a Stackelberg game between prosumers and

consumers to investigate the trading of electricity between them. The prosumers

set the price, while the consumers have to decide how much they want to consume.

In their manuscript they prove the existence and uniqueness of the Stackelberg

equilibrium as well as the fact that the algorithm to compute it is strategy proof.

Furthermore, they study a simplified battery management system in which charging

and discharging is triggered based on whether the current price is lower or higher

than a pre-defined threshold.

[Tushar et al., 2014b] look at a situation in which a central power station cannot

cope with the high demand at a certain point in time and thus buys the needed
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energy from what they call energy consumers. These energy consumers are repre-

sented by electric vehicles, renewable energy farms, and smart homes, i.e. different

grid participants that possess energy storage devices and a communication link to

the central power station. Instead of optimizing each individuals’ utility, the authors

describe a non-cooperative Stackelberg game that opts to achieve a social optimal

solution. With this they assure that each player can benefit from participating in the

energy trading, implementing a pricing model where the unit energy price might

differ for different energy consumers. The model rewards a higher unit energy price

to consumers that can only provide small amounts of surplus energy compared

to participants with large surpluses. The authors use an iterative algorithm to

minimise the costs for the central power station and simultaneously maximise the

sum of the utility functions of the energy consumers. The results show that after

1000 independent simulation runs, the algorithm converges quickly and reliably.

Comparisons to a standard feed-in tariff scheme show improvement on average

utility per consumer and reduced costs for the power station.

[Deng et al., 2015] describe the interaction between multiple utility companies

and multiple users by means of a convex optimisation problem. The scheme oper-

ates on two time scales: First a day-ahead scheme estimates supply and demand

parameters. Then those values are updated in real-time, i.e. once per denoted time

slot. The results show PAR reductions of ≈ 35%.

[Lee et al., 2015] study the trading of energy among microgrids, where the

microgrids do not directly trade with each other but rather try to sell surplus energy

to the market or buy required energy from it. It is assumed that sellers might

want to keep parts of their superfluous energy for later time periods, while buyers

may buy even more energy than needed, possibly for later trading even though the

scheme does not explicitly model time. In the multileader-multifollower Stackelberg

game proposed, the sellers act as leaders and the buyers act as followers. The

specific utility functions for both groups are set up in a way that achieves a certain

level of fairness. The equilibrium solution for the non-cooperative game among the

buyers is given in closed-form and only depends on the selling price and the number

of players. A neat and reasonable result for the sum of the utility functions of both

the leaders and followers, respectively, is shown. Due to the increasing competition

between the buyers, the value monotonically decreases when the number of buyers

increases. At the same time, the sum of the utility values for the sellers increases,

because more costumers allow them to sell more.

[Nguyen et al., 2015] is a direct extension to their previously published confer-

ence paper [Nguyen et al., 2012] offering additional theoretical contributions. In this

paper, they provide deeper insight into the existence and uniqueness of the proposed
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Nash equilibrium solution. Furthermore, they go into more detail regarding the

algorithms that are employed to solve the scheduling game. An analysis of the

dependency between battery capacity and potential peak-to-average ratio of the

aggregated load show that they are directly inverse to each other.

[Rahbar et al., 2015] optimise the operations of a single microgrid with renew-

able energy generation, storage system, and load by means of a sliding window

dynamic programming approach. The solution consists of two steps. Initially an

analytic solution is presented for the case without any forecasting errors. In the

second step this solution is updated by taking the errors into account. They show

that a large window size is desirable when storage capacity is large and forecasting

errors of the renewable resource is small, and vice-versa.

The demand-side management goal of [Wang et al., 2015a] is to increase the

overall efficiency of their system consisting of distributed generation and residential

consumers. They use a coalitional game-theoretic approach to fairly distribute losses

that inevitably occur and by doing so reduce the overall system losses.

In [Wang et al., 2015b], the authors study a demand-side management system

which does not assume fully rational customers but rather employs prospect theory

to model the impact realistic users have on the system. Prospect theory models a

distortion between an actual probability and the subjective probability as felt by

each individual. It usually means that one is risk-averse when thinking about gains,

while one tends to be risk-seeking in face of losses. Their simulation results show

that the mechanism can lead to unexpected results and that this critically depends

on the subjective perception of each user.

[Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015b] study a demand-side management system

in which the residential customers weight between two objectives: They want to

minimise their bills and at the same time maximise their comfort. Users that are

fully focussed on their electricity costs can achieve PAR reductions of up to ≈ 38%,

while those who balance between the two goals obtain considerably worse results.

The first P2P trading framework that includes line losses between the selling

and buying households is introduced in [Yaagoubi and Mouftah, 2015a]. In their

approach the sellers denote their respective prices at which they want to exchange

electricity. The buyers then play a non-cooperative game in which they determine

the amounts they want to buy from each seller. To point out the local character of

this trading, the utility function favours transactions with sellers that are close,

i.e. with fewer power line hops between buyer and seller. For testing the game

results, the authors also describe a centralised optimisation model which minimises

the total system bill. The comparison between the methods shows that even though

the buyers in the game try to minimise their individual energy bill, none of them
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achieves a lower bill than in the centralised optimisation.

[Bahrami and Sheikhi, 2016] propose a demand response system in which the

dependency on the end-users is reduced. This is achieved through smart energy

hubs which optimise their conversion of natural gas to either heating power or

electricity depending on the customers’ needs and pricing signals. As a result, peaks

in electricity demand can be reduced considerably, i.e. they simulate two consecutive

days and observe peak reductions of 27% and 46%.

A centralised optimisation approach is used by [Haider et al., 2016a] to reduce

the electricity costs for consumers. In their day-ahead scheme, the upcoming day is

split into 5 minute slots, which is finer than comparable studies in the literature.

Eventually they achieve peak reductions of up to 35%.

[Haider et al., 2016b] describe a demand response scheme in which households

schedule their individual appliances according to a given price signal. The pricing is

designed such that most of the users will be able to reduce their bill. Their results

show that this is achieved on the back of the high consuming households for which

the costs of electricity is increased.

[He and Yan, 2016] implement a trading scenario between microgrids and

analyse it based on a Bayesian-Stackelberg game approach. In their model, the

microgrids can exchange information on secure channels with selected others which

results in an incomplete information structure. This poses the question of whether

to trust the other participants. They show that partial trust and careful probability

estimation can marginally improve the outcome.

[Mediwaththe et al., 2016] study a system in which households schedule their

usage of a community-owned battery storage system by means of a non-cooperative

game. This can be understood as indirect trading between the participants. Their

results show the importance of high participation rates in such schemes. When

50% of the customers take part in the scheme, they can achieve a PAR reduction of

≈ 25%.

A novel framework for bidding and scheduling of large scale storage in an energy

market is proposed in [Mohsenian-Rad, 2016]. Various parameters of the batteries

are considered such as location, seasonality, efficiency, life-time, and others. The

system describes a two-stage approach with a first settlement in the day-ahead

market and then the real-time market. They also discuss the topic of second-life

batteries. Even after loosing half of their capacity, they can still achieve considerable

annual profits when employed in such a scheme.

[Park et al., 2016] design a system for energy trading among microgrids based

on a non-pricing mechanism. By offering energy, microgrids earn contribution

points. These points are important for the time when they request energy from the
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aggregator. The buyers play a non-cooperative game that deals with the question

of how much energy to request. Directly proportional to this amount and inversely

proportional to their individual contribution value, each consumer will be assigned

a number in a queue, i.e. they have to find a strategy in which they are served

early enough while minimising the amount of energy necessary to require from

the main grid. A nice property of the Nash equilibrium for this case is that even if

participants deviate from it, the others will not be influenced negatively.

Similar to [Wang et al., 2015b], the authors of [Rahi et al., 2016a] make use

of prospect theory to model non-rational users in an energy trading scenario. In

this study, the users are prosumers equipped with energy storage and individual

wind energy production. They play a non-cooperative game in which they decide on

how much of the produced wind energy they want to sell. Prospect theory is able

to cover the individual’s perception of risk associated with the uncertain nature of

the resource. Thus, [Rahi et al., 2016a] argue that their simulation results deliver

better insights for utility companies.

Similar to the research in [Lee et al., 2015], the architecture shown in [Wang

et al., 2016] comprises a number of microgrids that are connected with an aggregator

through which they are enabled to trade excess energy. For security reasons, all

communications are organised through the central independent operating unit.

Viewed from the perspective of any of the microgrids, this leads to an incomplete

information game, as nobody knows about the strategies and payoffs of the others.

More specifically, the authors divide the microgrids into sellers and buyers, and

design a two-stage Stackelberg game in which each of these groups tries to find

their best actions by means of a reinforcement learning algorithm. Even without

explicit knowledge of the strategies of the other participants, it is shown that the

learning algorithm converges to a best reply which is equivalent to the solution of

the corresponding optimisation problem for the sellers and buyers, respectively. The

tradeoff for the increased privacy is the slower convergence of the iterative scheme.

[Zhang et al., 2016] present a multi-layer architecture comprised of power

grid, communication, control, and business layer. The idea is to develop a eBay-

style peer-to-peer trading system for future prosumers in the smart grid. Their

preliminary results for a small scale benchmark microgrid show that the overall

energy consumption could be reduced but they also observe higher peak loads than

without the trading approach due to unfavourable synchronisation. Thus the PAR

value increased.

[Zhumabekuly Aitzhan and Svetinovic, 2016] make use of blockchain technology

to implement a proof-of-concept model for peer-to-peer energy trading. Their focus

is on transaction security and on anonymously negotiating the trading parameters.
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Thus they do not specify the decision-making process of how much or when to trade.

A cooperative approach for owners of renewable energy resources who want

to sell their surplus electricity on the wholesale market is shown in [Bae et al.,

2017]. The authors show that forming a grand coalition makes best use of the risk

pooling effect that occurs when multiple (independent) uncertain energy resources

are aggregated. Furthermore, they show the advantages of high quality forecasting

compared to a probabilistic approach.

The notion of fairness in a consumer community is the central aspect of [Bistarelli

et al., 2017]. Given a renewable production profile of the local energy provider, they

answer the question of how the community should be billed to incentivise them

to guarantee the balance between supply and demand. Furthermore, a fair billing

scheme for the individual households, i.e. how to split the community bill among its

users, is derived from a coalitional game model.

[Celik et al., 2017] investigate a system which comprises of multiple households

with storage and renewable energy resource, and an aggregator. The aggregator

facilitates a non-cooperative game between the prosumers who schedule their

batteries for the upcoming day such that they minimise their individual electricity

bill. In this study, the time-slots for which the decisions have to be taken are

remarkably short with only 1 minute per interval. Eventually they are able to

reduce the peak load by ≈ 27%.

[Croce et al., 2017] focus on a communication scheme for demand response pur-

poses. Given a physical grid of interconnected households, they propose “Overgrid”

which is unstructured P2P communication network. In this network the nodes do

not know about the topology and specific connections to their neighbouring nodes.

In order to initiate a specific load control, messages are disseminated following a

gossip protocol. This procedure is intrinsically fault tolerant and provides suitable

scalability for large scale networks. The approach is simulated for up to 10,000

nodes showing that even at high rates of packet loss, the average convergence time

is ≈ 90 s.

[Hahn et al., 2017] implement a proof-of-concept for an auction mechanism

applied to peer-to-peer energy trading. More specifically, they design a suitable

smart contract which enables prosumers to trade electricity on the Ethereum

platform [Buterin et al., 2015]. The underlying auction mechanism is a Vickrey

auction, i.e. a second price auction, which can be shown to incentivise bidders to

submit their true value (cf. [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009]). The actual strategy

or decision making process is not analysed.

[Kang et al., 2017] establish a consortium blockchain that enables electric

vehicles to trade electricity in a peer-to-peer manner. A consortium blockchain is a
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semi-decentralised type of blockchain in which a group of nodes is in control. In the

example of the paper, these authorised nodes are established by local aggregators

who audit and record all the transactions. Given a set of discharging and charging

vehicles, the trading price is established by means of an iterative double auction

mechanism. What is lacking in their analysis is the connection to the actual power

grid, i.e. vehicles are willing to discharge their batteries for a financial benefit but

there is no incentive with regard to reducing peak consumption or the like.

An energy trading scenario between prosumers in a localised community is

investigated in [Liu et al., 2017a]. Their focus lies on the formulation of a pricing

model for the traded renewable resources as well as a utility function which incor-

porates the inconvenience caused by shifting appliances to enable the trading. Note

that trading is performed through an aggregator which facilitates the process in

return for a fee. Interestingly, the approach is shown to work in a day-ahead manner

as well as a hour-ahead fashion; both achieving better results than a feed-in tariff

which is used here as a reference.

[Liu et al., 2017b] present a system for energy trading between prosumers

with a focus on the microgrid operator, i.e. an aggregator responsible for setting the

selling and buying prices as well as the connection to the powergrid. Within their

model, the aggregator is the leader in a Stackelberg game, while the prosumers are

the followers who decide on how much energy to sell / buy. Eventually the situation

is beneficial for all the participants: The aggregator sets the prices such that a profit

is generated. The prosumers are better off than with a feed-in-tariff scheme. There

are less line losses due to the preferential consumption inside the microgrid.

The authors of [Liu et al., 2017c] argue that uncontrolled charging of electric

vehicles (at a large scale) will have a considerable negative impact on the peak-to-

average ratio of the total load on the system. This is why they propose a day-ahead

scheduling mechanism based on a non-cooperative game that can help to alleviate

the pressure of the grid. In their simulations they make use of real driving data to

model the usage and availability of the mobile batteries. As a result they are able to

achieve a PAR reduction of 15%.

[Long et al., 2017] claim to assess the feasibility of peer-to-peer trading in

multi-microgrid power networks but actually they answer the question of how much

distributed generation capacity is needed to minimise the difference between supply

and demand. In their approach they use a clustering method to obtain a deeper

insight into the consumption patterns of the users.

[Longe et al., 2017] describe a battery and appliance scheduling scenario

in which every individual household optimises their energy loads. The convex

optimisation is performed on the smart meter and has the objective to minimise the
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costs while also minimising the dissatisfaction from shifting appliances. Since the

pricing function assumes a fixed tariff for different periods of the upcoming day, it

is surprising to see that no synchronisation is observed between the households,

i.e. the mechanism does not create new peaks during times of low prices. Eventually

a PAR reduction of ≈ 42% is achieved for simulations with 100 flats.

[Ma et al., 2017a] develop a demand-side energy management solution for

households based on non-convex optimisation. The model includes both the costs for

generation as well as the ‘discomfort’ costs. They go into great detail of the algorithm

that solves the specific optimisation problem. Then they apply their method to the

management of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems. Simulations

show that a tradeoff factor of 0.6 results in the lowest total costs for the customer.

In [Ma et al., 2017b], the authors develop a model for a microgrid in which the

microgrid operator has a renewable energy resource (wind) and determines the unit

price of electricity for all the households. They formulate a Stackelberg game with

the operator as the leader and the households as the followers who can adjust their

consumption given the pricing signal. This game is thoroughly solved by means of

backwards induction including the uncertainty of the wind energy availability. The

title of [Ma et al., 2017b] suggest a energy trading scenario but this is not the case.

[Opadokin et al., 2017] investigate an energy trading scenario between house-

holds in a microgrid. There are three types of households: those with solar photo-

voltaic units, those with solar and battery storage, and those which have neither

of the two. This is being used to determine whether it will be classified as a seller

or as a buyer but neither the renewable energy generation nor the battery are

explicitly modelled. A Stackelberg game is employed with the sellers as leaders and

the buyers as followers. The main contribution of the paper is the development of a

prioritisation concept that declares in which order the households are being served.

[Park et al., 2017b] develop a scheme that can be seen as an extension to

the model proposed in [Mohsenian-Rad and Leon-Garcia, 2010] as it addition-

ally includes the users’ satisfaction. Nevertheless, here again, the optimisation is

performed only for one individual household. The question regarding load synchroni-

sation, assuming the scheme would be applied to several customers, is not addressed.

They rather show how the results behave when changing the weighing factor that

puts emphasis on either costs or comfort. The ideas in this paper are further ex-

tended in the authors’ next publication [Park et al., 2017a] where they develop two

appliance scheduling approaches for residential demand-side management: a semi-

automated and a fully-automated one. Furthermore, they introduce three types

of appliances to make the model more expressive. The potential synchronisation

problem remains.
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An event-driven scheme is proposed in [Park et al., 2017c]. This means, instead

of dividing the upcoming day into fixed time intervals, the scheme is triggered

whenever one of the consumers in the system is in need of electricity. The procedure

is modelled with a Stackelberg game that is facilitated by the aggregator / operator of

the system. The leader, i.e. the requesting consumer, offers a reward for the amount

of energy that they seek. The followers then have to decide how much electricity

they choose to provide and are rewarded accordingly. A closed-form solution of the

Stackelberg equilibrium is derived and rigorous simulations verify the stability of

the system.

[Wang et al., 2017a] combine blockchain technology with a double auction mech-

anism to study direct electricity transactions between households in a microgrid.

The process is divided in three parts: verification of identity, opening of the market,

and closing of the market. For the first step a trusted third party, e.g. the govern-

ment, is needed. Once the market is open, participants can submit their bids and

quotes and according to the double auction, sellers and buyers are matched. During

the settlement, the seller transfers a digital certificate to the consumer, who in turn

transfers their payment. All of this can be done through the blockchain.

[Wang et al., 2017b] investigate a scheduling approach based on multi-objective

optimisation which can deal with uncertainties in renewable energy generation

and demand. It is scheduling both load shifting as well as the energy generation

by minimising the operational costs and minimising the CO2 emissions. In their

simulations they achieve a emission reduction of ≈ 15%.

[Apostolopoulos et al., 2018] model a system with multiple utility companies

and multiple consumers. Similar to many other studies they make use of a two-stage

game approach, i.e. a Stackelberg game. What is special about their approach is

the fact that the roles seem to be reversed. The customers are the leaders who first

decide on their optimal electricity consumption by declaring how much they want to

consume from each provider. In the second stage, the utility companies determine

the optimal pricing.

In [Bahrami and Amini, 2018], the authors investigate a scheduling scenario in

which an independent system operator sends control signals that give incentives

to load aggregators and generators in the grid. Based on this the generators will

schedule their power output for the upcoming day and make a choice about how

to split it between conventional and renewable generation. One of their aims is

to minimise the risk that is associated with the uncertainty of the renewable

generation. The load aggregators determine their power profiles based on the control

signal such that they minimise the total costs including the cost for discomfort.

Various IEEE bus systems are used during testing to show quick convergence of the
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algorithm and benefits for all the participants.

[Celik et al., 2018] study an energy management system for a microgrid which

includes prosumer households and a microgrid operator. All the communication is

performed solely with the operator to avoid privacy concerns. In the system, the

households schedule their appliances and local storage facilities based on a pricing

signal from the aggregator. Throughout the manuscript the authors talk about

group-based and turn-based coordinated optimisation models when describing the

solution algorithm. One could argue that they actually designed a non-cooperative

game and employ a best-response-type algorithm to solve it. Eventually they achieve

average peak reduction over the course of a full-year simulation of ≈ 12%.

An energy trading scheme is presented in [Cui et al., 2018]. Similar to [Liu

et al., 2017b], the architecture comprises of multiple prosumers and a microgrid

operator. For the time of decision, the prosumers are split into buyers and sellers

who have to determine the amount of electricity they want to procure and give away,

respectively. They act as the followers in a two-stage Stackelberg game. Thus their

decision depends on the pricing decision of the Stackelberg leader, i.e. the microgrid

operator. As seen in [Celik et al., 2018], all the communication between the trading

participants is done through the operator.

[Gaba and Chanana, 2018] develop a demand-side management approach that

relies on interacting households to schedule their appliances according to a real-time

pricing system. The costs per electricity unit are determined by the aggregated

consumption of all participants. This results in a system that tries to flatten the

load curve. In their simulation runs with 10 residential users, they achieve a

PAR reduction of ≈ 61%. This seems to be much better than any of the previous

approaches. A closer look reveals that the higher reduction stems from a higher

reference PAR value of almost 3.0. The absolute PAR value after the scheduling is

1.15 which is comparable to what is for instance shown in [Soliman and Leon-Garcia,

2014,Longe et al., 2017].

[Horta et al., 2018] introduce an approach that aims to increase the amount

of distributed renewable energy resources by locally balancing them with flexible

consumption. Their system involves an auction mechanism that is implemented on

a blockchain-based platform. In order to show its viability, they assess the impact of

exchanging electricity between households on the power quality.

[Liu et al., 2018a] study an energy sharing scenario with multiple prosumers

and a shared battery which is operated by a central operator, i.e. the organiser of

the scheme. There are two modes of sharing: Direct sharing and buffered sharing.

The scheme consists of two parts. Firstly, a day-ahead optimisation of the battery

schedule based on uncertain data for load, generation and prices of the market is
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performed. Secondly, a real-time optimisation based on a Stackelberg game in which

the leader (organiser) sets prices and the followers (prosumers) decide about their

consumption. Results are shown for a small number of industrial prosumers with

large scale PV installations. It becomes clear that the outcome highly depends on

the operator.

[Liu and Hsu, 2018] present two optimisation approaches for scheduling house-

hold appliances of prosumers under uncertainty from their individually owned

renewable energy resource. One of the approaches strictly delivers the optimal

schedules, while the other is a heuristic approach. They show that the latter one

can generate comparable results in terms of cost and PAR reduction and is much

more scalable. In fact, with respect to the absolute PAR values in scenarios without

uncertainty, they achieve the best results of any study today. For instance, for 30

participating customers, the reported PAR value are <1.0001 and <1.0090 for the

strict and heuristic approach, respectively.

In [Liu et al., 2018b], an energy management system for connected and coop-

erative microgrids is presented. The system is overseen by a local operator which

establishes an energy exchange platform and tries to centrally optimise the opera-

tions of the participants. In their model, microgrids are equipped with renewable

energy resources and energy storage facilities. The objective is to minimise the

overall losses in the system by sharing electricity locally, thus improving the energy

efficiency. A non-convex optimisation method is employed to schedule the power

flows in the day-ahead market. Simulations with various different network architec-

tures show the importance of the position inside the network structure and suggest

that it has an effect on different roles of the participants, e.g. a microgrid closer to

the root of the distribution network tends to act as a energy provider.

[Liu et al., 2018d] implement a non-cooperative and a cooperative approach

for scheduling battery energy storage in a multi-microgrid scenario. The overall

system is similar to earlier studies on battery management for connected households

(cf. [Celik et al., 2017]) with the difference of a larger scale for battery capacities,

loads, and renewable energy generation. In their non-cooperative approach the

microgrids act selfishly as players of a non-cooperative game (minimising their

individual costs), whereas in the cooperative approach they are directed by a control

center performing a convex optimisation (minimising the sum of all individual costs).

Eventually it is shown that both approaches achieve similar results.

[Liu et al., 2018c] introduce a Bayesian game approach to schedule energy

consumption in multiple interconnected communities with electric vehicles. In

contrast to a non-cooperative as used by many other studies, in a Bayesian game

not all information about utility functions and actions is required to be known
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to all players (cf. Section 2.2). Here, the authors describe a system in which each

community has different service charges connected to selling back energy to the grid.

This information is unknown to the other communities, thus when they schedule

their trading activities for the upcoming day they have incomplete information.

Eventually they report PAR reductions of ≈ 44% with only slight differences between

simulations for different type combinations. Interestingly, the participation of EVs

as storage only account for ≈ 5% of the observed PAR reduction.

A energy trading scenario for prosumers in a community is developed in [Long

et al., 2018b]. It is organised by an energy sharing coordinator who optimises

the operations within the microgrid such that the costs for each participant are

minimised. To do so, a two-stage approach is implemented. It is based on a sliding

window framework which calculates the optimal behaviour for the next 24 hours.

These calculations are performed every 30 minutes. Their results show that local

trading increases the self-consumption when compared to a scenario in which only

selling back to the grid is possible.

[Long et al., 2018a] consider a network of prosumers and consumers who

own individual batteries. The batteries are used to share energy among all of the

households and are controlled by an aggregator. The paper does not include a

section detailing how the system operator optimises the operations. It seems as if

all variables such as solar generation, battery storage and demand are treated in

an aggregated way resulting in rule-based charging and discharging instructions.

Simulation results with one minute resolution show that the introduction of energy

storage increases the self-consumption by up to ≈ 37%.

[Lüth et al., 2018] are the first who focus on the effects of battery storage in a

true peer-to-peer energy trading scenario. They investigate two scenarios: One in

which the batteries are owned by individual prosumers of the community, and one

which incorporates a single community battery to be used by all the participants.

Nevertheless, both approaches are solved by a centralised optimisation with the

objective to minimise the consumption from external resources. Simulations with

four households show that the highest savings on the electricity bill can be achieved

with P2P trading and individually owned batteries. When looking at the individual

contributions to this cost reduction it can be observed that both storage and trading

account for approximately half of it.

[Mediwaththe et al., 2018] consider three energy trading systems among pro-

sumers based on community energy storage. The first one is modelled as a fully

competitive Stackelberg game in which the operator of the community battery is

the leader and the prosumers are the followers. The second approach is similar to

the first one with the addition of regulations the leader has to abide to that are
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favourable for the prosumers. The third approach discusses a centralised approach

which optimises the overall costs for the system. As expected, when the households

give away the control of how to interact in the system, i.e. the centralised optimi-

sation, overall PAR reductions are better. The first approach and third approach

achieve ≈ 33% and ≈ 40%, respectively.

In [Nguyen et al., 2018a], the authors develop an optimisation model for elec-

tricity trading in communities where households are equipped with rooftop solar

generation and battery storage systems. In their analysis they differentiate between

individual days of the week. On a week day, savings with trading reach up to 17%

for households with solar panels and without battery. In contrast to this, the highest

savings on a weekend only reach 1.8% (for households with battery and without

solar). Furthermore, they perform sensitivity analyses to obtain insight into how

solar panel size and battery size influence the outcome. Based on their exemplary

data they find that households who have only a battery are overall worse off than

those which do not investing in neither solar nor storage.

[Prudhviraj et al., 2018] present the optimisation of a microgrid for the day-

ahead when equipped with battery energy storage, controllable loads, solar photo-

voltaics, and diesel generators. They are the only reference that includes a fossil

fuel based generator in their model. Other than this, the conference paper does not

provide a considerable contribution but rather confirms what was shown beforehand,

i.e. energy storage can lead to cost reductions.

[Rahbar et al., 2018] model two microgrids that cooperate with one another.

This means they are willing to share energy and to have their operations being

controlled by an external operator. One of their key findings is that the ability to

share energy decreases the need for energy storage to obtain the same cost savings.

Lastly, they present an option for how their methodology can be extended for more

than two microgrids: split the overall population into groups of two and perform the

respective optimisations.

[Tushar et al., 2018a] study the operations of a microgrid that comprises of

prosumer households equipped with solar photovoltaic panels, individual battery

storage, and electric vehicles. The scheme has two stages. In the first stage, the

households play a non-cooperative game in which they decide on their charging

and discharging schedules for the upcoming day based on predictions for renewable

generation and their demand with the goal to flatten the load curve. The microgrid

operator procures electricity according to the resulting Nash equilibrium for the

upcoming day. During the day is the second stage. Deviations between predicted

consumption and the actual values is treated with penalties from the microgrid

operator. Thus the households repeatedly play another game in which they aim to
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minimise this difference.

There is no interaction between the participants of the scheme presented

in [Sharma et al., 2018]. They have a renewable energy resource and a battery

storage system installed. Furthermore they have the ability to sell energy back to

the grid from their storage devices. In order to minimise the costs for the user, they

implemented a optimisation routine that finds the best charging and discharging

strategy for a given time slot based on all the future data and the current state of the

battery. This optimisation is repeated for each interval of the upcoming day, while

keeping the horizon fixed, that is at the end of the day. Scenarios with different

scales, i.e. household, medium commercial site, industrial consumer, are performed

and show cost reductions. Load synchronisation effects are not discussed.

[Zhou et al., 2018a] develop a model that includes three stages. In the first

stage, households play a non-cooperative game to decide how they want to charge

and discharge their electric vehicle, which is purely used as a storage device, for a

single time interval. The utility function is designed such that they gain satisfaction

from charging an empty and from discharging a full battery. This is done in multiple

microgrids separately. The Nash equilibria then inform the microgrid operators

about the load within their respective networks. What follows is a multileader-

multifollower Stackelberg game between those microgrids that have a surplus of

electricity (leaders) and those that are in need (followers). Their simulations result

in a decreased peak-to-average ratio of the aggregated load within a microgrid. The

results are surprising as the model does not include a temporal component and it is

unclear how this coordination can be established.

In order to evaluate different peer-to-peer energy trading models, [Zhou et al.,

2018b] implement a multiagent-based simulation framework which includes pro-

sumers and an energy sharing coordinator. They identify two types of evaluation

criteria for a meaningful comparison between different trading schemes: those

which are connected to economics and those that express the technical performance.

Since load profiles in a trading scenario include both positive and negative values,

they introduce a novel index called the power flatness index which extends the

notion of the usually used PAR value.

[Alam et al., 2019] introduces a true peer-to-peer energy trading system. That

means there is no aggregator but rather only prosumer households that directly

exchange electricity with each other. Nevertheless, the approach is organised by a

central entity which optimises the operations without allowing for individual choices

of the users. In order to determine the trading strategies for the upcoming day, they

employ a linear programming model which is solved by a heuristic algorithm. The

model strives for a Pareto optimal solution which guarantees a notion of fairness.
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Their simulation results show that even though the solution is only approximated,

it gives the optimal outcome in 99% of the cases. Interestingly, they observe that in

the most beneficial scenario there are 50% of the households equipped with solar

panels and 100% have their individual electricity storage.

[Chouikhi et al., 2019] present a three-level architecture which has similarities

with the one shown in [Zhou et al., 2018a]. In contrast to households that make

up a microgrid, here they look at apartments in a larger building. The households

play a non-cooperative game to schedule their appliances for the upcoming day. On

the higher level, the building operators interact with several utility companies in a

multileader-multifollower Stackelberg game. The leaders (UCs) decide about the

electricity pricing, while the followers react by deciding about where to procure the

electricity from. Eventually PAR reductions of ≈ 33% are reported.

[Cui et al., 2019] present a energy trading system consisting of several stages.

The scheme is designed to start with a centralised optimisation to minimise the

overall costs of the system by scheduling appliances, energy storage, and trading

activities. As the clearing costs cancel each other in this aggregated step, the second

step consists of a non-cooperative game which takes care of the actual clearing

process. Both of these stages consider the day ahead. During the day, the authors

propose real-time optimisations (one per time slot) to account for the uncertainties

in demand and renewable energy generation. Simulation runs with four and ten

buildings display convergence of the approach.

[Fanti et al., 2019] investigate an appliance scheduling scenario. Given pricing

information for the upcoming day and limits for maximal consumption during spe-

cific intervals, the usage of appliances is shifted by a linear optimisation algorithm.

To show the feasibility of their approach, the authors simulate five buildings with

up to two appliances for the upcoming day divided into five intervals. This is not

sufficient to obtain a good understanding of the potential of the strategy. Even when

considering a small scale scenario, the computational times seem to be long.

A robust optimisation algorithm is developed in [Hosseini et al., 2019]. They

investigate a system in which a household reacts to a day-ahead pricing signal.

The home energy management system has the objective to minimise the costs

by scheduling appliances and home energy storage while also considering their

own renewable energy resource. Within the optimisation problem, a parameter is

included that takes values from zero (no uncertainty) to one (maximum uncertainty).

Thus the operator has the ability to take different levels of risk-aversion into account.

The simulation results for their data reveals maximum cost reduction for a value of

0.4.

[Mediwaththe et al., 2019] design a Stackelberg game in which the operator
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of a shared energy storage installation acts as the leader and an energy retailer

who coordinates the transactions between the grid and both the households and the

storage operator acts as the follower. The households do not have a active role in the

game. Nevertheless, it is them to charge the battery with their renewable energy

generation. In the first stage, the storage provider schedules electricity trading

activities with the grid for the upcoming day. Based on this decision, the energy

retailer declares how much energy the households are trading with the grid on their

behalf. Numerical simulations show reduction of PAR values of up to ≈ 45%.

Initially, another Stackelberg approach is developed in [Sivanantham and

Gopalakrishnan, 2019]. It is played between a utility company (as the leader)

and multiple households as followers. While the energy provider decides about the

pricing for the upcoming day, the households react to this signal by scheduling their

appliances. As this would lead to the appearance of new peaks in the aggregated

load profile, the authors eventually adapt a real-time pricing strategy, thus revert-

ing to a common optimisation problem for the households. Similar to [Fanti et al.,

2019], simulations are performed for only three customers. In this scenario, peak

reductions of 33% are observed.

[Zepter et al., 2019] develop a two-stage stochastic system in which a central

entity optimises the operations of a prosumer community. In the first stage, the

usage of batteries, trading among households, and selling electric energy back

to the grid is optimised for the day ahead given uncertainties in the renewable

production. The second stage is performed during the day and depends on the

deviations between scheduled and actual loads. Thus peer-to-peer trading, battery

usage and buying from the grid is adapted. To do all this, they employ a stochastic

optimisation approach. This means, for a given day, multiple predictions for the

renewable generation are created with equal probability. The optimisation then

minimises the weighted sum of these scenarios. Eventually they show that both

trading and storage contribute equally to a 60% cost reduction.
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- marking end-of-term coursework

10‘2017 – 04‘2018
12‘2016 – 04‘2017

Conference Committee Member, Kingston University London.
- organising the ‘SEC Conference 2017’ and ‘SEC Conference 2018’
- special responsibility for the conference booklet, budget and poster session

04‘2017 – 03‘2018 Athena SWAN Committee Member, Kingston University London.
- analysing staff and student data for the SEC faculty to understand gender equality issues
- the Athena SWAN bronze award was bestowed upon the SEC faculty in 01‘2019



Selected Communications
05‘2019 Talk at the Three Minute Thesis competition in Kingston upon Thames, UK

“Game-Theoretic Approaches for Smart Prosumer Communities”
awarded with the first prize - [online] https://bit.ly/31QonoY

10‘2018 Talk at the IEEE ISGT Europe 2018 in Sarajevo, BIH
“A Practical Approach to Energy Scheduling: A Game Worth Playing?”
[online] DOI:10.13140/RG.2.2.31082.16320

03‘2018 Poster presentation at STEM for BRITAIN 2018 (final round) London, UK
“A Smart Game For Energy Management” - [online] DOI:10.13140/RG.2.2.13418.82883

07‘2017 Talk at the IRCSEEME 2017 in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK
“Game–Theoretic Analysis of an Advanced Battery Model for Energy Storage Scheduling”
awarded with best paper award - [online] DOI:10.13140/RG.2.2.20159.82081

07‘2016 Talk at DIRC Seminar in Kingston upon Thames, UK
“Artificial Neural Networks - Basics and Applications in Energy Related Problems”

02‘2016 Talk at Winter School of Theoretical Physics 2016 in Lądek Zdrój, PL
“Introduction to Artificial Intelligence Techniques for Data Analysis”
awarded for best short speech - [online] DOI:10.13140/RG.2.1.4137.9607

02‘2015 Poster presentation at Winter School of Theoretical Physics 2015 in Lądek Zdrój, PL
“ADER-WENO Scheme for Hyperbolic Conservation Laws”
awarded for best poster - [online] DOI:10.13140/RG.2.1.3400.2008

Selected Extracurricular Activities
SPARK! contest runner up and spirit of SPARK! prize in the contest 2018-2019

developed a compelling business case for an EV charging platform
HackXLR8 participated at the TechXLR8 Hackathon in London (06‘2019)

explored maintaining user’s privacy while training ML models with federated learning
ProjectHack3.0 first prize at the ProjectHack3.0 in London (06‘2019) - [online] https://bit.ly/2G1IAin

developed an image-classifier for construction site pictures based on a deep-learning approach
Kerbspace Hack second prize at the Ford Hack in London (11‘2019) - [online] https://bit.ly/2vBJ1xP

developed a secure-parking prototype based on the Ford Kerbspace API
HackLBS TechLBS prize HackLBS in London (02‘2020) - [online] https://bit.ly/3a6Iseh

developed an educational app which identifies animal species from camera input and provides
information about them

MOOCs Blockchain Solution Architecture, course by the Blockchain Training Alliance
finished course with 90% - [online] https://bit.ly/2xeW2L2
Deep Learning, a five-course specialisation on Coursera
finished course with 100% - [online] https://bit.ly/31W6jdk
Blockchain Foundation for Developers, course by IBM
finished course with 100% - [online] https://bit.ly/2KEMvFR

CPE Cambridge English Proficiency, highest-level qualification from Cambridge Assessment
climbing enthusiastic hobby boulderer and lead-climber, current level: V4, 6b+

rope skipping member of the ‘Universe Skippers’ jump rope club since 09‘2013
>20 show performances all around Thuringia - [online] https://bit.ly/2X3IvFi
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